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Lo summer dies : the autumn lights the wood,
With crimson garlands everywhere unfurled,
The skies, the hills, the trees in scarlet hood,
Within the lake have mirrored a new world.
The earth with stirring boughs her trellis weaves,
While shining through heaven's signal fires burn.
And wandering winds that carol merrily,
Bring from the woods the drifting scent of fern.
My heart sings with the wind, for all aglow,
Each berry and each rose-haw beckons me,
A-nodding in a gleaming scarlet row,
The treasures which the autumn holds in fee.
So in this joyous season of the year,
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X a survey of the clifferent organizations in College it is rather
remarkable to find that the* Student Government Association— the
largest and most powerful of our student organizations — re-
ceived its charter only in the year of 1901. It was no longer ago
than 1900 that those first wildly enthusiastic mass meetings stirred
throughout the whole college the desire for a government by the
students. It was then that the basic principles of the Association
were formulated by the thought of such girls as Mary Leavens and Frances
Plughes, the first Presidents. To their foresight in large measure is due
the advance in power and dignity that came so rapidly.
The extension of the right of registration to the Freshman and Sopho-
more classes, the abandonment of the rule of "lights out at ten o'clock"
were once received as epoch-making privileges.
From the nature of its office the Association has ever new and chang-
ing conditions to face. Since the class of ' 1908 entered college many
changes have come. The system of points has been introduced — a system by
which every position of responsibility in student life receives a certain
definite valuation. A girl is forbidden to hold more than twenty-five points
in all. l>y this method Student Government strives to lessen the "college
strain" that was causing widespread complaint. After much discussion
at meetings and through the columns of the Nezvs permission has been
granted for the entertainment of callers after the Vesper Services.
But the most persistent problem of student government philosophy
and the one in whose solution the class of 1908 has been most influential,
has been the village problem. To impart to the Freshman class a proper
estimate of the real aims and purposes of the Association has become
each year more difficult. For each year the incoming class is larger and
must needs be more widely scattered through the village. In the spring
of 1907 it was decided to elect two vice-presidents instead of one as
formerly. A larger number of Seniors have gone to live in iM-eshman
Houses this year than ever before. Finally, with the cooperation of the
Christian Association there has been organized a village committee
(92)
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of twenty seniors. The members of this committee are held responsible
for becoming acquainted with a certain number of Freshmen that, through
such acquaintance, the members of the incoming class may get a just sense
of the comparative importance of the different phases of their college
life.
To the President and other officers we owe much, for it is they who,
with the support of 1908 and the other three classes, have kept the Asso-
ciation true to the best thought of its founders—the gain, through respon-
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Chairmen of Committees
Miss Hathaway Missionary
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'F all our college organizations the Christian Association is
by far the oldest. Its development from a small beginning to
the present efficient system of control has been gradual but
clearly defined—its influence has steadily widened and deep-
ened till now it is accounted one of the most vital forces of
our college life.
The organization as such began in 1881 with the combination of the
missionary and temperance societies, and at its head was Miss Stratton, a
senior professor. It was not till 1894 that Miss Cornelia Huntington, as
the first student president, entered upon the duties of the office.
From that time till the spring of 1907 all important elections were
made through a nominating committee, but the recent change of method
provides for election by ballot from all members. Thus a heavy responsi-
bility has been taken from a few girls and placed where it rightly be-
longs, with the Association at large.
Another important advance was made in 1904-05 when, to meet the
increasing activities of the Association, it was decided to engage a general
secretary, her salary raised largely by the pledges of the students.
A significant opportunity is each year offered by the Silver Bay
Conference, and each year it becomes a greater privilege and source of in-
spiration. That this is true the enlargement in the delegation is proof
positive. From 25 in 1905 the number has increased to 80 in 1907.
Another stimulus for greater effort was the Eighth International
Student Volunteer Conference at Nashville, to which Wellesley sent 14
delegates. The results of the convention were a marked advance in en-
thusiasm for mission study, with a more thorough systematization of the
courses offered. The enrolment rose from 30 to 250 and the Student
Volunteer Band grew in numbers from 7 to 17. Following this added
interest in missions, came in 1907 the innovation of the Sunday offering in
chapel, the proceeds of which go to the Missionary Committee.
In all committee work the efficiency of method has been steadily
increasing. The general Aid Committee by more careful organization has
enlarged its work immensely and is now of the greatest value in obtaining
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"work for the workers and workers for llie work." A Hook Exchange and
a furniture exchange are also satisfactorily conducted by the students. All
philanthr()i)ic work not directly connected with members of the college has
been entrusted to the Extension Committee, a develoi)ment from the former
Maids' Committee.
In the \'illage Committee representatives of both the Student Gov-
ernment and the Christian Associations combine their efforts in trying to
solve the ever present village proJjlem by establishing a more intimate
relation between the 1^'reshmen and the upper class girls.
In these and in many other ways the Christian Association enters our
college life. And always its aim is to bring fresh inspiration, to make each
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Martha Cecil, 1909 Vice-President
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Written in another Slabsides, with the customary apologies to
Mr. John Burroughs attached, this seventeenth day of December
URING the summer a friend wrote to me of clays spent in the
country where there were, among other delights, "great attics,
green fields, and a Barn, where assemble dilapidated hoboes in
battered straw hats, and country folk of all descriptions." I won-
idered at first over the capitalization, but soon realized that my
correspondent was but a migrant swallow with the homing instinct
strong within her. . . .
Until lately the Barnswallows did not range so far north as now.
In Wellesley they were practically unknown, except for a few rare speci-
mens. Presumably these birds had been checked in their advance by un-
toward freezes. Now, however, they are with us in great numbers, and
afford an interesting subject for study. Naturally gregarious, they have
overcrowded my Barn, and at times the sound of their calling is deafen-
ing. The song is not sweet, but very cheerful.
For a few years I did my best to confine the swallows to an old gym,
where they had for some time been accustomed to congregate. Seeing
that this was of no use and that the birds were too insistent, in the spring
of 1897 I opened my Barn doors wide and facilitated their establishment
with what I am sure they must have regarded as modern improvements.
Perfectly at home, they are in no wise disturbed by the ordinary events of
Barn life. Upon dances they look out with mild enthusiasm, and great
is the pleasant flutter over plays and operettas given there on occasion.
My swallows have witnessed The Probation of PrisciUa, The Princess Zara,
The Egyptian Princess, and even such a masterpiece as The School for
Scandal. They are in fact of one piece with it all.
One very strange fact I have been interested to note has been their
complete change of habit. No longer are they migrant, except for the
summer months ! Throughout the winter now, the Barnswallows are




King Bconocore Helen Cummings
Princess Zara Laurie Sommers
Queen Butterfly Lucille Drummond
Prince Florizel Ella Tilford
Baron Locomo Katherine Denison





The School for Scandal
Sir Peter Teazle Katherine Denison
Lady Teazle Frida Semler
Charles Surface Genevieve Pfeiffer
Joseph Surface Daphne Crane
Mrs. Candour Mae Batchelor
Lady Sneerwell Lillian Drouet
Maria Gladys Brown
Oliver Surface Edna Hubley




Harry Bumper Ella Tilford
Moses Gertrude Mevis
RowLY Mary Daly
„ ( Isabel Rawn
Servants | j^^j^ g^^^ ^^^1^^^^
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1 908 Junior Barnswallows
The Egyptian Princess, May, 1907
Queen of Egypt Lisbeth Laughton
Princess Aida Ella Tilford










Wellesley College Athletic Association
Eleanor H. Little, 1908 President
Jeannette Keim, 1909 Vice-President
Ruth Elliott, 19 10 Secretary
Virginia Coulston, 1909 Treasurer
Miss Hill Director of Physical Training
Margaret Barlqw Head of Archery
Eleanor Piper Head of Basket-ball
Helen McFarland Head of Golf
Sadie Soffel Head of Hockey
Helen Curtis Head of Rowing
Henrietta Roberts Head of Running
Ella M. Tilford Head of Tennis
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Gladys Brown, Rowing
Ruth Carpenter, Tennis (2)
Ellen Cope^ Indoor Meet
Helen Curtis, Rowing
Frances Davis, Basket-ball

















Eleanor Piper, Basket-ball (2)
Dorothy Pope, Rowing
Isabel Rawn, Hockey (2)
Arabelle Robinson, Basket-ball
Sadie Soffel, Hockey (2)
Lucy Tatum, Indoor Meet









Eleanor Raymond, Rowing and
Indoor Meet.
Stella Taylor, Hockey (2)
Polly Wood, Hockey
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illE Wellesley College Athletic Association was first or-
jganized by the Senior President of the class of 1896.
Tlic sports of those days, while very different from our
])resent strictl\' disciplined athletics, were no less en-
thusiasticalK- pursued. Although strange traditions have
been passe<l down of archaic absurdities in costume, yet
The inicrot in sports was lively enough to gradually evolve our present
detailed system. In the early days rowing seems to have been most promi-
nent, but it was only a matter of time before the other sports became its
close rivals. Golf, basket-ball, and tennis were among the first to be popu-
lar. Later, hockey, introduced from England, gained steadily in im-
jiortance. The sports of most recent development are cross-country run-
ing and archery.
Owing to the natural advantages of our Campus, outdoor sports have
always been pursued with particular enthusiasm. Indoor athletics, how-
ever, have always had a place of their own in the interests of the college.
The three red letter (or should we say blue letter?) days of the Athletic
Association are Field Day, Indoor Meet and Crew Competition. All out-
door sports except rowing are played off in November, on Field Day, by the
three upper classes. Indoor Aleet, in February, decides which class has
reached the highest standard in gymnasium work, while Crew Competition,
in the late spring, rewards the best class crew for its prowess.
Turning now to the deeds of 1908. we find that at the beginning of our
course we had the grievance of being the first Freshman class debarred from
entering in the Field Day contest. But the energy we saved stood us in
good stead at the Indoor Meet, for by a score of 2y we won the contest and
gained the right to hang our banner in the gynmasium and have our numerals
inscribed on the challenge cup.
In rowing, too, we made rather an extraordinary record for beginners,
since we had the honor of being the first Freshman class to master the diffi-
culties of sliding seats in time to enter the Crew Competition and row on
slides on Float Night.
As Sophomores we made points on Field Day. Again, as winners of the
Indoor Aleet, we saw our 1908 numerals upon the challenge cup. This year,
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too, we were more than successful in our rowing. It was a proud crew
that received the big tlunnewell cup on Competition Day and rowed back
from Tupelo Point, each girl with her individual cup safe.beside her.
Junior year, by a score of 19 to 18 second place in Field Day was
awarded to us with the championship in tennis and hockey. For the third
time we won the Indoor Meet contest, 26 to 19, with 1909 in second place.
Of the events of this, our Senior year, the Legenda can only record the
results of Field Day. Even so, with the climactic intent, fate saved the best
till last. For even our traditional modesty cannot make us oblivious to the
fact that we won Field Day, by a score of 29 to 13. Never before has so
large a score been made by any class and never before have first places in five
sports, hockey, tennis, basket-ball, golf, running, been awarded to a single
class.
Thus we close the record of our prowess in sports, proud and happy in
our successes, and hoping that we have always shown the true Wellesley




Hattie La Pierre Captain
Forwards
Dorothy Hancock Elizabeth Perot
Centre
Hattie La Pierre, Captain
Guards
Frances Davis Eleanor Piper
Substitutes







Margaret Heatlev Centre Forward
Marian Durell Left Inside
Sadie Soffel Left Wing
Ethel Howe Right Inside
Ellen Cope Right Wing
Isabel Rawn Centre Half-back
Alice Fordham Right Half-back
Geordie Hamlin Left Half-back
Isabel Carter Right Full-back
Isabel Alden Left Full-back
Substitutes
Belle Hicks ) ^ ,
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1 908 Running Team
Henrietta Roberts Head
Nathalie Lydecker Captain
Marion Barnes Emily Moore
Almira Gifford Gerna Saville
Roma Love Ruth Warren
Elizabeth Margerum Nathalie Lydecker
Substitutes
Anne Benton Marguerite Hallam
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Anna M. Newton, 1909
Managing Editors
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Lucy Tatum
Art Editors
Gertrude Mann Emily Hathaway
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A Freshman Theme and Current Literature
^^OLLEGE is a fine place. I like it very much and I am very
glad I came. I came because mama sent me. She said she
wanted me to have an opportunity to develop. I asked a girl
here how she thought I had best develop and she said to read
the current literature. I asked her what that was and she
said that there were three varieties here, known by the names
of The Legenda, the College Magazine and the College Nezvs. I asked her
which she thought was best and she said it depended upon your mood. She
said that when you didn't feel like reading, you could read either the College
Nezvs or The Legenda.
She said that you didn't have to read the magazine, but it was nice
to take it, because it was very literary. She said that once there was a
funny story in the Magazine, but it wasn't the editors' fault ! She said the
editors didn't understand that it was funny when they put it in. She said
that the poetry in the Magazine was great, but very elusive. She said that
to all these forms of current literature there are editors attached. Those
who work on The Legenda are all very plump. That is, they are all plump
when they are elected, but when they have finished their work they are usually
very thin. She said that by Christmas time they can only talk in running
iambic feet. I don't know what they are but I should hate to have running
iambic feet, and if I ever do have them I hope that no one will mention it. I
wonder if they develop from pronated ankles. The Magazine editors are
of the lanky variety. It is not a rule of the college that they have to be,
but they usually are. You never know what the Nezvs editors look like
because they are never still long enough to see them. But cheer up ! she
said you could always hear them. She said if you stood in College Hall
centre and whispered to a friend that you were going to a lecture that after-
noon you would hear a cry, and looking up to the fifth floor discern an
inky spot from which seemed to come the far-ofif call, "Write it up for
the News."
I asked her what the College News editors did all the time to keep
them so busy and she said it took them a long time to decide how to sign
their free-presses. She said their motto was "Fill up space." The
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Legenda motto is "Write something that to you is amusing and then it is
sure to amuse at least one person." It's on tlie order of the motto, "To thine
own self be true and then you won't be false to every man." The Maga-
zine has a motto, too, but it was put away one time with the money the
Magazine made and no one has ever been able to find it since. To give
this theme unity, coherence and emphasis I shall repeat that I like college and
that I am awfully glad that 1 came, for if I hadn't I might never have be-
come acquainted with current literature.
The Legenda Board to the class did say
"Go sit for your photos to Mr. Lorey."
But the class cried out, "Oh, what to wear,
To give us a really stylish air?"
The Phi-Beta-Kaps wanted caps and gowns,
^^'ith which to set off academic frowns.
The long-necked girl then laughed with glee
And said, "The high stifT collar for me."
The short, fat necks exclaimed in woe,
"Those long, stifT collars do choke us so!"
But they whose mas paid their laundry bills
Said, "Lingerie waists, with plenty of frills."
"But shall they button before or behind?"
Said the girl who had an inquiring mind.
The Legenda Board then entered the fray.
You can tell l)y their photos they had their say.
(120)
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The Wellesley College Choir
1907-1908
Associate Professor Hamilton Organist
Helen Cummings, 1908 Chorister
Alice Appenzeller, 1909 Assistant Chorister
First Soprano
Helen M. Cummings, 1908 Anna H. Macfarlane, 1909
Ethel M. Damon, 1909 H. Marguerite McIntosh, 1908
Florence H. Doe, 1909 Esther M. Park, 1910
Lucille R. Drummond, 1908 Laurie E. Sommer, 1908
Nathalie Lydecker, 1908 Elizabeth F. Strecker, 1910
Margaret Whitney, 1909
Substitutes
Theresa Severin, 1909 Mabel V. Holgate, 1911




Elizabeth Andrews, 1908 Margaret M. Ingram, 1909
Alice Appenzeller, 1909 C. Bell Mapes, 1910
Daphne Crane, 1908 M. Emma McCarroll, 1908
Helen M. Hussey, 1909 Genevieve F. Pfeiffer, 1908
Gertrude R. Rugg, 1911
Contralto
Betsy C. Baird, 1908
Hope A. Bates, 1909
Martha Cecil, 1909
Ethel V. Grant, 1908
Alice M. Jacobs, 1909
Bertha Rankin, 1909
Katharine H. Scott, 1909
E. Louise Smith, 1909
Margaret E. Suydam, 1909
Edith A. Ward, 1908
Substitutes
Gladys A. Brown, 1908 Katharine Treadwell, 1910
Maria Wood, 1911
Librarians
Alice C. Brown, 1908 Ellen M. Fulton, Sp.






Helen M. Adair, 1910
Marion G. Alexander, 1909
Alma L. Biklen, 1908
Lydia Craig, 191 i
Leah T. Curtis, 1908
Hilda W. Dickinson, 1911
Ruth Grinnell, 191 i
Dorothy Dey, 191 o
Tudis Elliot, 1910






Elizabeth A. Judkins, Sp.
Jessie Neely, 1910
Claire Rosenberg, 1911
Mary Wells, 191 i
Second Violins
Henrietta Roberts, 1908
Helen Rowley, 19 id
Caroline Wakefield, 1909
Evelyn M. Walmsley, 1908




Letitia Burke, 191 i Gertrude G. Fisher, 1909
hortense foote, i908
Viola Piano
Ellen JNL Fultox, Sp. Katherixe ^IcGill, 1910
Cellos




Marion A. Webster, 1909 Florence H. Doe, 1909
Vt»j f»K«S-8V «i,ft.KT TSviNl\. «(i% fr<X((& <i It) MoiiotUtt..
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LuciLLi-: Drummond, 1908 Leader
Ella Tilford, 1908 President
First Soprano
Harriet Coman, 191 i Olive McCabe, 1909
Lucille Drummond, 1908 Laurie Sommer, 1908
Margaret Whitney, 1909
Second Soprano
Daphne Crane, 1908 Ruth Mulligan, 1911
Ella Lownsuerry, 191 i Ella Tilford, 1908
Louise Whitaker, 1910
First Alto
Dorothy Binney, 1910 Lizreth Laughton, 1908
Ida D'Ooge, 1909 Mary Raymond, 1908
Ruth Sapinsky, 1910
Second Alto
Gladys Brown, 1908 Katharine Scott, 1908
Helen Hussey, 1909 Edith Ward, 1908
Maria Wood, 1911
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Wellesley College Mandolin Club
Marguerite L. Williams, 1908 Leader
Hattie p. Brazier, 1909 Assistant Leader
Florence L. Case, 1908 Manager
First Mandolins
Dorothy Baldwin, 1911 Edna C. Ely, 1909
Ruth L. Blacker, 1910 Elinor M. Farrington, 1911
Hattie P. Brazier, 1909 Ruth A. Grinnell, 1911
Florence L. Case, 1908 Julia G. Locke, 1909
]\Iarguerite L. Williams, 1908
Second Mandolins
Esther H. Dow, 1910 Edith F. Mills, 1909
Helen Jenkins, 1911 Margaret Murphy, 1910
Marjorie a. Snyder, 1910
Third Mandolins
Dorothy Hinds, 1909 ]\Iildred M. Wilson, 1911
Florence S. Wiss, 1910
Mandola
Marion Kinne, 191 i
Violins
]^La.rjorie Clark, 1909 Mary \\'elles, 1911
Cello Bass Viol
Margaret Erwin, 1908 Mildred L. McIntosh, 1908
Guitars
Elizabeth M. Conant, 1909 Helen Murphy, 1910
Helen E. Hall, 1909 Alice R. Porter, 1910





Ruth Carpenter, 1908 President
Marie D. Spahr, 1909 Secretary and Treasurer
Dorothea S. Lockwood, 1908 Vice-President
Marjorie Rimmer, 1909 Vice-President
C. Bell Mapes, 1910 Vice-President
Edith Koon, 191 i Vice-President




of the College Settlements Association
)ELLESLEY COLLEGE has always given an enthusiastic
support to College Settlements. In fact the movement started
at \\'ellesley, though the first definite organization was the
work of a group of Smith graduates. The first president was
a Wellesley Alumna, and the office is now held by Mrs.
Lucian B. Thayer, a graduate of Smith. The College Settle-
ments Association has at present three local chapters in Boston, New York,
and Philadelphia. As now organized, the Association gives opportunity for
study along philanthropic and civic lines. The College Settlements Associa-
tion scholar lives in a Settlement House during the academic year and
pursues the study under guidance of a committee and the head of the
settlement.
While the Wellesley chapter cannot as a whole make such a close study
of social conditions, it can nevertheless learn a great deal through associa-
tion with the Settlement in Boston at Dennison House. During the last
two years the Wellesley chapter has grown not only in size but in active
enthusiasm. It is proving that the fad of "slumming" must be replaced
by an earnest desire for social service. This service takes its form in dif-
ferent ways. It may be in dressing dolls for Christmas or in getting up a
pantomime, or play for an evening's entertainment, or simply in telling
stories to the children. Basketry and sewing classes too are conducted by
some of the girls, who in this way come to know personally the people whom
.
they wish to help. Besides doing practical work of this kind the chapter has
instituted a social study circle for the purpose of reading and studying social
questions of the day. Different speakers during the year address the circle in
regard to their special lines of work. The organization provides the latest
social books and periodicals for the use of the college.
The College Settlements Association tries to make every girl in col-
lege understand social conditions and to realize her own responsibilities that
she may be always ready to help the cause of the unfortunates.
(129)
They tell of John the Orangeman
In Harvard song and story;
But \\'ellesley sings about her Oakes





Edith H. Morrill, 1908 President
Miss Mary Whiton Calkins Vice-President









AiMEE Conant Corresponding Secretary
Board of Directors




















Fraulein Stuven Advisory Member
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Eta Chapter of Massachusetts Organized November 1 4, 1 904
Katharine M. Edwards, Ph.D., Cornell, i888 President
Margaret P. Sherwood, Ph.D., Vassar, i886 Vice-President
Helen A. Merrill, Ph.D., i886 Secretary
Clarence G. Hamilton, M.A., Brown, i888 Treasurer
Honorary Member
Caroline Hazard, M.A., Litt.D., LL.D.
Active Members
In Facultate
Joseph N. Ashton, M.A., Brown, 1891
Edward E. Bancroft, M.A., M.D., Amherst, 1883
Katharine Lee Bates, M.A., 1880
t Josephine M. Burnham, Ph.B., Chicago, 1901
Eleanor A. Gamble, Ph.D., 1889
Mabel E. Hodder, M.A., Syracuse, 1895
Mary T. Hollister, B.A., Ohio State, 1905
Eliza H. Kendrick, Ph.D., 1885.
tLAURA E. LocKwooD, Ph.D., Kansas
Ellen F. Pendleton, M.A., 1886
Charlotte F. Roberts, Ph.D., 1880
Martha H. Shackford, Ph.D., 1896
LousiE E. Sylvester, B.A., 1905
tRoxANA H. Vivian, Ph.D., 1894
In Urbe
Rev. Edward A. Benner, B.A., Amherst, 1869
Charles S. Brooks, B.A., Amherst, 1863
Marion Pelton Guild, B.A., 1880
Rev. W. W. Sleeper, B.A., Amherst
Resident Graduates
Anne L. Crawford, B.A., 1907 Helen S. French, B.A., 1907
Class of 1908
M. Josephine Bowden Euretta F. Fletcher
Frances E. Davis Helen S. Judson

































Genevieve Pfeiffer Simple Simon
Betsey Baird Winifred Finley
Ruth Carpenter Anna Macfarlane
Dorothy Fuller Ruth Pinney
Rebecca Davidson Stella Taylor
Consumers
Ella Mary Tilford President
Gladys Azubah Brown Vice-President
WiLLYE Anderson Secretary
Helen Mariette Cummings . . . Chief Cook and Bottle Washer
Isabel Graham Ridgway First Member
Josephine Dayton Butterfield Second Member
Martha Bennett Cecil Third Member
Mary Zabriskie Fourth Member
Big Six
Helen Eustis = i
Dorothy Hazard = i
Katharine Hazeltine ^ y^
JosiE Belle Herbert =: i
Caroline Sawyer = i
Florence Suppes = i





































Miss Hazard ) tt ^r i





A, Berdena McIntosh, 1908 Leader
C. Augusta List, 19 10 League Secretary
Faculty
Eleanor L Burns Helen French
Miriam Hathaway
1908
Louise L Jenison Grace B. Swett
Elizabeth M. Margerum Evelyn M. Walmesley
A. Berdena McIntosh Jessie P. Wilson
1909
Alice R. Appenzeller Theresa Severin
Florence M. Brigham Frances L. Taft
1910
Grace A. Kilborne C. Augusta List
Consumers* League
Evalyn a, Gregory, 1908 President
Jane S. Hall, 1908 Recording Secretary and Treasurer
Anne Elsmore, 1908 Corresponding Secretary
Advisory Board
Florence Jackson Faculty Member
Ellen Cope 1908 Member
Helen Le Gate 1909 Member
Louise C. Whitaker 1910 Member
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The Alumnae Association
Miss Mary Roberts Tooker, 1893 President
Miss Helen Dennis, 1895 Vice-President
Mrs. Emma Squires Aiken, 1891 Recording Secretary
Miss Charlotte Gordon ^Marshall, 1898 . Corresponding Secretary
Mrs. Harriet Damon Taylor, 1892 Treasurer
Trustees
Mrs. Norman F. Thompson, 1880 Mrs. William C. Lane, 1891





Sadik M. Soffel, 1908 President
M. Emma McCarroll, 1908 \'ice-President
Jane C. Balderston, 1908 Recording Secretary
JosiE B. Herbert, 1908 Corresponding Secretary
Dorothy C. Mills, 1909 Treasurer
Alice R. Appenzeller, 1909 Custodian of the House
Sallie a. King, 1909 Sergeant at Arms
Anna M. Newton, 1909 Editor of The Agora
Executive Committee
Eleanor H. Little, 1908 Dokothka M. ^Takston, 1909
I'raxces L. Taft, 1909
Members
In Facultate
Emily G. Balch Mikl\m Hathaway, 1897
]\Iary W. Calkins Florence Jackson















































Leila E. David, 1908 President
LiZBETH R. Laughton, 1908 Vice-Presiclent
Francena L. Noyes, 1908 Recording Secretary
H. Catherine Paul, 1908 Corresix)nding Secretary
Helen T. Hartwell, 1908 Treasurer
Ruth H. Barry, 1908 Custodian of the House
Executive Committee
Caroline R. Fletcher Almira Gifeord, 1908
Julia W. Maxson,i9o8
Factotums
Lena L Paul, 1909 Clara H. Schwartz, 1909
In Facultate
Angte Clara Chapin Florence E. Hastings, 1897




























































Frida Semler, 1908 President
Katherine Scott, 1908 Vice-President
Isabel N. Rawn, 1908 Recording Secretary
Emily W. Shonk, 1908 Corresponding Secretary
Elsa Chapin, 1909 Treasurer
Elizabeth M. Conant, 1909 Custodian of the House
Marshals
Anna Macfarlane, 1909 VVillye Anderson, 1909
Members
In Facultate
Katharine Lee Bates, 1880 Elizabeth W. Manwaring, 1902




















































Gladys A. Brown, 1908 President
Eloise Hollett, 1908 Vice-President
Sidney A. Clapp, 1909 Recording Secretary
Ethel V. Grant, 1908 Corresponding Secretary
Edith Whitney, 1908 Treasurer
Mary A. McNab, 1909 .' Custodian of the House
Members
In Facuhate
Florence Converse, 1893 Eliza H. Kendrick, 1885
Alice P. Cromack, 1*900 Ellen F. Pendleton, 1886
Eleanor A. McC. Gamp.le, 1889 Margaret P. Sherwood
Sophie C. Hart Louise E. Sylvester, 1905
Sophie Jewett Edith S. Tufts, 1885
Elizabeth K. Kendall Sarah F. Whiting






















































Eleanor Piper, 1908 President
Mabel Cooper, 1908 Vice-President
Dorothy Hazard, 1908 Head of Work
LoR(\ Gooding, 1908 Recording Secretary
Caroline A. Ware, 1908 Corresponding Secretary
Dorothy Pope, 1908 Treasurer
Jennie Van Etten, 1909 Keeper of the House
Ruth F. Pinney, 1909 . . ) a .. ^ t^
^ *T^ r Assistant KeepersEleanor A. Raymond, 1909 >
Margaret L. Peterson Editor of the Iris
Members
In Facultate
Alice Van Vechten Brown Maud Emilie McClary, 1899
Mariana Cogswell, 1890 Margarethe MtfLLER













































Margaret ^Iills, 1908 President
Daphne Crane, 1908 Vice-President
Elizabeth F. Woodson, 1908 Recording Secretary
Florence A. Suppes, 1908 Corresponding Secretary
Ethel Usher, 1908 Treasurer
Frances R. Hill, 1909 )
^
Marshals
Alice H. Mumper, 1909 )
Marion Waugh, 1908 } t-jv r v * ai i a ,«i




• • • Editors of Zeta Alpha Annual
M. Elise Johnston. 1908 )
Marie D. Spahr Custodian
Members
in Facultate
Eliza J. Newkirk, 1900 Charlotte F. Roberts, 1880

















































WiiKN Tree Day originated trees were trul\- planted. l)Ut now we are so
forehanded as to plant weeks ahead the little class sapling. On that first
Tree Day of 'yj, however, the little Sophomore class of '79, and the Fresh-
man class of '80, gathered in front of College Hall and planted, amid
speeches and songs, the two silver pines Mr. Hunnewell had given.
It was a very simple ceremony, then, but the breeze rustled gaily the white
tissue paper caps and the blue rosettes and streamers, and carried the
applause and the laughter across the campus just as it does now.
As the college grew, so did Tree Day. Freshmen and Seniors began
claiming it as their own, and, as the tree songs were omitted, the speeches
became more prominent and significant. The class of '84 was the first to
grace the day in caps and gowns, and to plant the ivy on College Hall.




secure, and there have been great things accompHshed through the agency
of a pretty pageant.
By now the shadows have grown long and dusky, and the loveliness
of the afternoon is lost in the soft darkness of the night, a darkness broken
after a while by twinkling lanterns and gay Senior Serenade songs, which,
too, die away into wistful echoes amid the drowsy stirring of the oaks.
^'^("\^
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On Tree Day, there is one more agricultural undertaking. The Tunior
class of each year plants a rose bush or some ivy, according to whether it
is an odd or even class. This little ceremony is held at some moment
of that full day when the class gathers to hear the chosen orator, and to see
the new plant put in the ground, to live or die.
(162)
Float Night, in contrast to Tree Day, is Wellesley's great, open, out-
of-door festival. People gather from far and near to view the unique
spectacle that Lake Waban and a starry night alone can produce. From the
outer rim of darkness into the brightness of College Hall Cove come the
crews, by classes first, followed by the college and club crews, while from
the shore the lights throw over each boat its class color. When the crews
singly have been exhibited to most advantage, all together form the "W,"
and the star, while the Glee Club paddles out to join in singing the various
crew songs. After the singing and cheering are over comes a parade of
decorated floats scarcely to be recognized as the every-day Canadian skiffs.
Fireworks, a friendly moon, the music of Natick's best band, and the tiny
Japanese lanterns glinting through the trees, all make the evening a "grand,
good time." as one promenades with one's friends up and down Tupelo.
Each Freshman class must needs christen their new boat. This
christening is another of those secret affairs of which only the two sister
classes and the crews are supposed to have any previous knowledge, Some
unsuspected morning, noon, or night, is chosen, on which the new boat
emerges from beneath the grape-juice bottle in possession of an Indian, Chi-
nese, or other musical sounding appellation. By the time it is all over a
crowd has assembled, and the air rings with song and cheer.
(163)
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A\'ii() is not young on May Day? As though we were back in the days
of our childhood, we arise bhthely in the gray dawn, and, grasping our
SapoHo, off we dash to give Harriet and the Back Woodsman their spring
scrubbing. Even this strenuous effort cannot quench in our hearts the
exuberant spirit of youth, for at chapel time, the reverend Seniors, with
flapping gowns and caps awry, puff down the Hill from College Hall in
mad pursuit of their hoops. Inspired by their lofty example, the whole
college hoops it up in the afternoon, when the Green is dotted with groups
of Kate Greenaway girls and Buster Browns. Around the May-pole dance
little pickaninnies with their colored mammies. Lord Fauntleroys and Teddy
Bears, while the organ-grinder from afar turns his crank lustily. At the
end of the day the Freshman president is crowned Queen of the May, in
spite of the fact that most of the merrymakers are off eating ice cream





In these days, "Forensic Burning" means burning with curiosity more
than anything else. When all is over, when Juniors and Sophomores are
naturally feeling withered and brown and dried, the custom receives some
scorching criticism. It is believed that at some near date the burning will
go up in smoke and become mere tradition, but such an iconoclastic move-
ment has not been in our time. For the fearful cause of the custom has
been quenched. Juniors are no longer troubled by having to "go out from
their three forensics" and their beds simultaneously. However, English 2,
in Sophomore year, furnishes a good substitute, and the Junior President's
Sophomore forensic is equally inflammable. Yet it is the secrecy, the sleep-
less night, the cold dawn that kindle enthusiasm.
If the rite be successfully performed in some corner of the campus,
with no wet-blanket Sophomores about, the next evening sees the ghost-
like procession wending its way by candle-light over the Green and past
College Hall. The mournful dirge casts a spell over the scene as the







Somewhere on the beautiful Wellesley campus is a lonely grave.
Where, oh, where is that verdant grave? It lies in no ordered cemetery,
but afar upon some lone hillside, or perhaps in the spacious grove sur-
rounding the Lake Waban Laundry. The mound grows green, watered
by the tears of the sympathetic Sophomores present at the interment. Yet
few return thither to mourn for the dear departed. Perhaps they fear to
hear a voice from the grave, for if that sepulchre could utter its secrets,
it would speak at least three volumes. So the spot is shunned, though some
are haunted far along their college course by the fearsome shades of that
which is hidden there, while others are hounded from our gates forever
to escape the pursuit of that relentless ghost.
"Hie Jacet!"— the close companion of every Wellesley girl, entombed
some say, in the Devil's cofifin. But let us not disturb the sleeping. Dust
to dust, and ashes to ashes.
The Tee Carnival is a poor weak-spirited sort of custom, that, for its
uncertainty, is scarcely deserving of the name. For it is always being
elbowed out of the way by its more energetic and persistent rivals, and
when there is a mad attempt to hurry it through, fireworks, band and all,





Through the West Lodge gate the procession streams in quick march
time to the mingled music of drums and tin pans. The other classes fol-
low, each striving to be most gaudily bedizened with the class color in
divers cheese-cloth and tissue paper creations. First to the Tennis Court,
then, as one after another the other games begin, the formal line breaks and
basket-ball and hockey in turn are loudly applauded by the throng that
surges along the taut side ropes, leaning far forward to see a particularly
good pass. Through the crowd wild clowns dash, guarding huge trays
and crying—
"One a penny— two a penny,
Hot cross buns."
Pennies and nickels rattle into their cups, and between cheers there is
a contented munching among the spectators.
Toward the end of the morning panting messengers enter with the
scores of Golf and Running, and later, when all the games are finished, the
four classes again march to the table on which stand the challenge cups.
The class squads sit upon the ground in a semi-circle before the table. Be-
hind, the swaying, pushing mass of the classes cheer heartily when the Presi-
dent of the Athletic Association awards the challenge cups and the W's.
After the college cheer the crowd separates and — Field Day is over.
(167)
Indoor Meet! the time of all times when one most wishes that the hope
of a new gymnasium could come true. And especially has 1908 longed for a
place large enough to allow all the class to view the prowess of its Meet
Team. I'^or even in its far away Freshman days this 1908 Team somer-
saulted and climbed ropes and vaulted with such childish glee that it won
the Hunnewell challenge cup from its older sisters, who. truth compels us
to admit, looked on this youthful prank with no great degree of favor.
This infantile good luck was prolonged during the Sophomore and Junior
years, and 1908 thrice has been engraved on the Cup.
(168)
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The Glee and Mandolin Club Concerts correspond to the Proms, of
other colleges in the social schedule. In other words, they mean men, men
from far and near, little men, big men, nice men, and all kinds of men. Old
College Hall Chapel is a gay place those nights with its gloomy walls hid-
den under decorations. The bright light falls upon a maze of festive gowns
and dazzling head-dresses, dotted here and there by sober, but not less in-
teresting, black. Conversation flows as from a bottomless spring, until it is
finally hushed by the music. The two clubs alternate in giving the numbers
on the program, vying with one another for first place. The event is
most successful, and leaves us with the wish that there might be more
harmless men and flowers in this humdrum life.
(169)
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Old Mother Goose she went away,
Over the world to roam
;
She left the babes to Father Goose,
And Sis, who stayed at home.
Old Father Goose he went to sleep.
The babes they cried to hear
Some of the sad and silly songs,
That after this appear.
And when he 'woke and she returned,
For them there was no use
;
The babes they all preferred to hear,
The tales of Sister Goose.
Oh, Miss Martineau
Was a statue of snow,
That possessed a remarkable wig;
Her teeth were quite white,
And her nose was all right,
But her feet were astoundingly big.
II
If our Wellesley had no Zoo
Where would the froggics all go to?
If our Wellesley had no hdoat.
On what would Johnny Harvard dote?
If our \Vellesley had no News
What would the freshmen young peruse ?
And the library's built in air,
And the girls no hats do wear.
Tis no wonder that I say,





Baby found a lamp when out one day,.
Baby with it straightway then did play.
She rubbed it nice and bright,
Till it did shine all right,
And she liked it more than ever she could say.
Baby found a helm upon the table.
Baby saw on it a little label
;
She tried it on her head
And carried it to bed.
And hugged it just as hard as she was able.
Baby saw an owl upon a tree,
Baby up to it crept carefully;
She stroked it for awhile,
'Till it began to smile,
And thought it just as cute as it could be.
Baby saw a masque upon the wall
;
Baby found a feather in the hall
;
She tickled it on the chin
Till it began to grin.
And wondered why the owl began to call.
Baby found a scroll in papa's drawer ;
Baby over it began to pore;
She opened it out wide
And it she roundly eyed,
And deeply thought about the things she saw,
Baby found a wheel on way to church;
Baby went for it with joyful lurch;
She chased it here and there.
And caught it with great care.





Did you ever chance to lose a locker key?




For these things they cannot happen, don't you see?
Did you ever at a IJarn play have to stand?




For they simply can't be done, you understand.
Did you ever see a Junior that was slow ?




For there never were such people, don't you know !




"Only two weeks to Christmas.
Hooray ! And then we go home !"
Legenda Board
:
"Only two weeks to Christmas
—
oh, dear! And then half the




Ev'ry hazer, known of old,
Perished years ago, I'm told.
Ev'ry Soph with spying eye
Has been squelched. I've heard them sigh.
"No bodily contact" they have here.
And, anyway, there's sister near,
Who's afraid?
VI
There were some girls
Who had no curls.
And they were full of sorrow
;
They went about.
To find some out:
The game was on the morrow
!
To town they went.
Their pennies spent.
And now no more they wail-o
Some puffs they sought,
A bird-cage bought.
And now they wear a halo.
VII
The girls last year did build a gym
Without a window in it
;
It had no roof, it had no floors.
Nor doorway to get in it.
It had no walls, it had no baths.
Nor stairs of any kind
;
Because these girls had built this gym,
Entirely in their minds.
(175)
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THE PILGRIMAGE OF 1908
lllKX that the riglit liappy time of autumn flourished with
all his pretty leaves, both yellow and red, in all parts of
this fair land, it chaneed that a goodly company came into
the region, famed in song and story, where their like should
be endoctrined in literature and in good manners, and in
short time in many and divers sciences, that is, to wit, in
grammar and philosophy.
It befell on a day in that season, as I rested in a great hall in that
township ready to wend on my pilgrimage, that there was come at night
a company of sundry folk, by chance fallen in fellowship ; and all the pil-
grims were full eager. Fairly were we entertained, and in brief, when night
was come, I had so spoken with every one of them that anon I was of their
fellowship, and made agreement to rise early and take our way whither I
told you.
Xatheless. while I have time and space, ere I pass farther in this
tale, me thinketh it reasonable to tell you all the character of each of them,
as it seemed to me, what folk they were, and of what estate, and eke in
what accoutrement ; and first, then, I will begin with a knight.
A knight there was, an exceeding worthy one, that, since the time
when first he rode out, loved chivalry, truth and honor, courtesy and lib-
erality. He was right merry and all who saw him loved him. He was at
Dana before the pilgrimage, and eke had with him there a young squire that
ever after was w'ith him. A full strong voice he had, and once in the night-
time he led a band of singers through the town, who sang sweet songs to
their dear ladyloves. In Akrona he had warred, and fought, no Christian of
his degree so oft. And though he was valorous he was wise and meek of his
bearing as a maid. He never yet in all his life spake discourtesy to any
manner of man. He was at Chapel Hill when it was won, and Swallows-
nest, and was there made leader of the faith. Also, in aftertimes, he sat
first at board above all the nations.
A prelate there was, passing worthy, who loved fair sport, a manly
man, well fit to be abbot. When he spoke, his voice was as ringing clear
and loud as the Chapel bell where this lord was friar. He held his course
after the new world, and gave not a plucked hen for too much piety. That
text he held not worth an oyster that said a monk cloisterless is likened to
a fish waterless. And 1 said to him his opinion was good. Therefore, in
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good sooth, he was a hard server, and eke loved fun and folly as well as
the best. His hair was black as the raven's feather and curling. He was
not pale as a purgatorial ghost, for his face was as brown as a berry.
A player there was, a jocund and a courteous man. Full well he knew
all the players in the town, and was himself head of a company of harle-
quins, heroes, and songsters that played at the Scholars' Barn. At singing
ballads he gained the palm utterly, and well could he laugh and banter in
company, and romp like a whelp. For his merriment he was well-beloved
by all the people, and yet at times his look was more solemn than the
church-warden's, as I was ware.
There was eke a maid, dainty and fair, who was the leader of a band
of maidens on the pilgrimage. Full gentle was she in her manners and
cordial, and her English was sweet upon her tongue. In sooth, she had a
merry voice and could sing well, and pick the strings. Exceeding strange
it seemed that this maiden was a dabbler in Physics and in teaching, for I
dare adventure she knew of remedies of love, and the old dance in that art.
The athlete was a slender, nimble man. Well could he climb the ropes
and vault and was the head of all the acrobats of the town. With him was
another athlete, a slender little man, of moderate stature, and blue were his
eyes and yellow his hair, and when he spoke in company his voice was
small as a groat.
With them was a bookmaker and nowhere was so busy a man as he,
and yet he seemed busier than he was. Verily his forehead was fair. I
trow it was almost a span high, for certainly he was not undergrown. He
could eke compose and well indite a thing, and draw and illuminate full
well. Continually were with him eleven woebegone folk who helped him
when he made a book. And in the market place busily they listened with all
their ears and wrote and drew what they saw there.
Two henchmen of the knight there were who did his bidding and
trained the youths in becoming exercise and fair play. And one was of his
smiling full simple and quiet. His fellow was slim and a dark man.
An alderman, a taxidermist, a lamplighter, a goldsmith, a doctor of
the classics and a playwright were also with us, each clothed in the insignia of
a great and important guild. Each of them well seemed a fair burgess to sit
on a dais in a guild hall, and each for wisdom was fit to be head of his
fraternity.
Another lady there w^as, a wise and capable one, and well could she sit
her horse and ride fairly so that all the denizens of the forest would wonder
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at her. Also another, a singer^ with yellow locks curled as they had been
laid in press. \\^ith her was a musician, and oft on a winter's evening they
gave concerts together.
A good woman of religion there was, a poor deaconess of the town,
but rich in holy thought and labor. Benign she was and wondrous diligent,
and such she was proved oftentimes. She was ever in all places at once,
for her parish was wide. Rain or thunder stayed her not in sickness or
misfortune from visiting the farthest in her parish, great and small, no
matter what kind of man they were.
Now have I told you in a few words the rank, the equipment, and the
number of this company and eke when it was assembled. And afterwards
you know of our journey and all the remnant of our pilgrimage. But first
of your courtesy I pray you that ye ascribe it not to my rudeness in this
narrative, for ye know this, as well as I, that whosoever shall tell a tale
must rehearse each word as nigh as he is able, not sparing any wight
although it were his brother. Also I pray your forgiveness if here in this
tale I have not set folk in their just degree as they should be placed. My
wit is short, ye may understand. There endeth the prologue of this pilgrim-
age. What need of more words ?
The New Women
They call them the new women
Of tendencies quite high
;
And talk about perfection,
And how for it they sigh.
But, oh, I've seen these self-same girls
To thrill, down at the plays;
When the hero's sentimental.
And the heroine obeys.
I've seen them, beings of much sense,
Grow Hurried at the Barn,
When the hero's mad and angry.
And interpolates a "darn."
I've seen them grow excited,
Over a marcel curl
;
For these clever things are only




"A Drama is a work, usually intended for production upon the stage. . . ." See
A First Book of Poetics.
See pages lOO and 102.
The Princess Ta-Ta
A one-act original operetta. The "unity of time" not observed.
Dramatis Personae
Princess Ta-ta^ an unfortunate damsel whose work under court tutors has
fallen off through her participation in an operetta.
The Faculty of the Firm Countenance
Queen Butterfly
Choruses of Princesses, Faculty, and Butterfly Fairies
The scene is in a court schoolroom, in which there is a dais for the accom-
modation of scholars burning the midnight candle. A crowd of princesses, shim-
mering in beautiful blue or lilac medieval gowns, tremble together in the back-
ground. They fidget with their long, braided tresses. (See the Abbey pictures.)
Chorus of Princesses {moan)
With a one, two, three,
They will whisk you out of court,
With a one, two, three,
Cut the social schedule short
Slow but sure together, we
Watch the great calamity,
Mourn our past hilarity,
^^'ith a one, two, three.
Princess Ta-Ta (Comes forzvard, zvrings her Jiaiids and sings mournfully.)
Since I have practised in our operetta
Dear friends, I fear me all is lost
—
All I can do is ask which is better
To sing my blithesome lay or count the cost
!
The powers that be
—
you know their style
Object severely to my over-cutting.
They'll send me over seas to king Belle-isle,
My papa, in his castle on crags jutting!
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Chorus of Princesses.— (All shiver, and icail as in a forensic proces-
sion.)
Slow but sure together we,
Watch the great calamity
—
Ta-ta
They know I'm leading lady in the play,
And some will send me flowers as prima donna.
Yet now I have an idea! Could I say
I do not work because of bella-donna?
Chorus {Breaks into mocking laughter. They make open game of Ta-ta.)
{Ta-Ta weeps.)
Cruel ! I loathe you !




Sh! They are coming!
{All rush for their seats at tables, upon zvhich are tapestry frames,
hour-glasses, and such things. Enter a file of Faculty.)
Faculty
Now isn't it too extraordinary.
These tasks are not yet done?
Now isn't it too extraordinary.
The influence of one?
It is the Princess Ta-ta, you know,
She's a bad example, and her name is so
Suggestive, rather.
Let her go to her father
—
We'll fire her on the spot!
{Song ends in zvar-whoop.)
Ta-ta
I'd rather not! I'd rather not!
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Princesses {protest)
Indeed she says she'd rather not
!
It's rude to shout, "Out, damned spot"!
Perhaps she'll work the harder now
If you do not make such a row.
Indeed, she says she'd rather not.
She'd rather not, she'd rather not.
Faculty
It's really quite out of the ordinary.
To let her remain at court.
But though it's quite out of the ordinary
This life is very short!
She is the Princess Ta-ta, and so
She may think o'er her sins before she shall
Save us the bother.
So we'd much rather
—
Let her meditate—at a trot.
(Exeunt—Hastily—body of scholar princesses and faculty, save one of
a firmer countenance, ivho, hozvever, echoes weakly as she follows:)
Ta-ta ! Ta-ta ! It is so extraordinary.
And quite out of the ordinary, ordinary, ordinary.
{Exit.)
Ta-ta
They've gone at last. I have no time to think
Or practice Zara's speech. A wink
Of sleep would bring the roses to these cheeks
—
I haven't slept eight hours for weeks.
{Sleeps on dais.)
{Enter a hand of fairies—in last Tree Day's costumes.)
Fairies (Sing)
Butterfly fairies, butterfly fairies.
Butterfly, butterfly, butterfly fairies!
Butterfly fairies, butterfly fairies,
Butterfly, butterfly, butterfly fairies!
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Ta-ta {half aicakc, )iiuttcrs)
Some one is doing her elocution
—
If I am a monkey, what's the evolution?
If I rose up at six, could I get my Deutsch done?
The lowest form of wit is a pun.
Nonsense I'm talking.
But some one is walking.
In this suite
!
(Sits up and stares into the half dark, but soon sinks into deeper
sleep.)
Queen Butterfly {to the rest)
Wings to your feet
!
Work while she sleepeth
Sleep on her creepeth.
She's the great star dramatic
Of a class operatic
If her work's superficial.
It is plain sacrificial.
How pleased she will be
When we've done what she'll see
!
The Butterfly Fairies hover about the room, taking up long lost stitches in her
tapestry frame, writing themes, hunting through German dictionaries. One tears
her dress on a compound microscope (slight anachronism), and leaves a piece of
black gauze hanging upon it. The fairies fly out by the casement, Peter Pan fashion.
The chorus of Princesses creep in on tip-toe with the first light. They see
that the Princess has been working. She still sleeps. One takes up a document, at




She puts it into a cabinet, and they all go out to tell the heads of their tables of
the spurt Ta-ta has taken. .\l the door they whisper:
She should have braced up long before
Let's put up a "Sleeping" sign on her door,
She has a dress rehearsal at eight.
We'll set her alarm, for she mustn't be late.
Hers is the strenuous life you see.




Ta-ta {zvakes, sings gaily)
It's the strangest thing how refreshed I seem,
My work's all done—or is it a dream?
I may get to breakfast, and again I may not,
But I won't be sent home, so I don't care a dot.
If the Knight is as husky as she was yesterday.
There's no doubt about it, she'll ruin my play!
{Princesses come back.)
Girls ! I am rescued from disgrace
!
Princesses
She says she's rescued from disgrace.
The Princess Ta-ta sets the pace
!
What is this black gauze here, so airy?
{They come closer.)
Ta-ta, you're guarded by a fairy
—
What if here there were something queer?
Something uncanny—and rather near?
{All shiver, then all shrink. They listen. The Faculty arc heard com-
ing. Ta-ta's courage fails her.)
I flee! {Exit.)
{Princesses shrink back to frames, etc., in the background, as in the
beginning of the act. Faculty enter from the Council Chamber, in a
file, smiling pleasantly.)
Faculty
Now isn't it too extraordinary,
How well she's done her work?
Now, isn't it too extraordinary,
You really can't call her a shirk.
She is the Princess Ta-ta, some day
She'll make her mark in a histrionic way
!
The operetta's "too much—
"
But we'd rather have such,
And a play must be work, or it's rot!
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{Grand finale of choruses of Princesses and Faculty.)
Now isn't it too extraordinary,
How well we all agree?
Indeed it is very extraordinary
As far as we can see
!
{Enter Ta-ta as "Zara." She hows to right and left.)
Here is the Princess Ta-ta Belle-isle,
We sing her fame and we love her smile.
The world's a stage,
Operettas the rage,
Her admirers are polyglot!
Ta-ta
Indeed, I am very extraordinary.
And quite out of the ordinary, ordinary, ordinary.




The Princess and the Toy
An Allegory
N the golden age there stood a wonderful palace in the
midst of fair gardens full of flowers. And many birds
sang in the trees, whose branches were reflected in the
waters of a shimmering lake. Now the castle belonged to
the King of a far country, and it was his custom to send
four Princesses thither to dwell under the care of a fairy
god-mother, and learn all manner of useful and cunning work, such as a
royal maiden should know. Many Princesses had wandered under the
trees of the garden, and many more would fotlow them, for it was so that
when the four maidens had completed the tasks set them by the fairy god-
mother, they went out from the castle to use in the world the knowledge
which the king had given them, and four other maidens took their place.
Yet ever and anon did they all return to the castle to hold high carnival
there.
Now it chanced on a day, as one of the Princesses was feeding the
birds by the lake, that she found a wonderful Toy. It was round in shape
and of a rainbow hue, and on the side were inscribed in letters of gold the
words, "Tree Day Secrets." And it happened, when the Princess called
her sisters, and they began to play right gaily with the Toy, that it burst,
and a mass of many colored ribbons and flowers fell therefrom and were
scattered to the breezes, so that they cried aloud in delight. But, marvel-
ous to tell, next morn when the Princess went again to the lake, the Toy
was still round and rainbow hued, and while she tossed it, the same thing
happened again. Thus it continued, and for many years the Princesses
played joyfully together with the new Toy, each one handing it down to
her younger sisters as she grew older, and cared no longer for childish
games.
But at length the fairy godmother began to frown as she watched the
games, for so long did the maidens play with the Toy that they had little
time in which to fulfill the royal tasks she set them,—nay, they even quar-
reled among themselves as to who should first have it. But what was
worst, there came out from it, with the ribbons and flowers, fiery sparks, so
that the Princesses were in danger of being burned.
Now the Princess Rose was very young and sometimes careless, but
withal most winsome and fair. When she sang, the birds stopped their
songs to listen, and when she danced, all the other maidens looked on with
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delight at the heauty of her Hghtsomc grace. So when she saw that the
fairy godmother was displeased, she was sorry and bethought herself
what might be done. And after long thought and much debate with her-
self, she took the Toy, and went down to the banks of the river called
Resolution, which flowed by the foot of the garden. And, standing on
the brink, she raised her white arms and tossed the Toy high into the air.
As it fell, the covering was rent, and the fluttering ribbons and gay flow-
ers were carried away in the swift-moving stream.
Then were the older sisters glad, for they had themselves been won-
dering what was best to do with the Toy. And in after years when the
younger maidens taunted the Princess Rose, saying, "It was wrong to
destroy the Toy which our sisters had given us. 'Twas but fair that we
should have seen and played with it, too." Then would the elder maidens
answer, "Nay, Rose, thou wert in the right, for often did we burn our-
selves, yes, and each other, too, with the sparks that flew from the Toy."
And the fairy godmother smiled as she watched them. For she saw
that they played together more happily than before.
Love, Love, Love
Something's wrong with 1908 all right.
Can't eat regular, or work at night.
Every day engagements more and more.
They never were this way before.
Down Central Street they turn their feet
And their suitors at the train they meet.
And so my thoughts are on their love, love, love.
Life is bright— as my top-light above—
And while Lkgenda I am always thinking of,
My muse goes floating off to love.
Something's wrong with them al)ont the heart.
Can't be cured by Literature or Art.
Which will be class-bride of all them?—
She will arrange by stratagem.
Some of them say : "You'll teach away.
With our husbands we will ever stay."
And so my thoughts are on their love, love, love,
Life is bright— as my top-light above—
And while Legenda I am always thinking of,
My muse goes floating off to love.
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The Tragedy of a Wise Girl
(Being a memorial of several similar "Newspaper Stories.")
There was a girl in our college,
And she was wondrous wise.
She wrote, dissected, harmonized,
In math, she took the prize.
One day she gaily made her way
Up to the fifth floor lab.
Brought out her instruments and books.
Then tried a frog to nab.
But when she opened wide the tank,
^ The frogs came jumping out,
And scampered off with joyous croak
While she for help did shout.
The great A. C. broke up below,
And all came rushing in.
And Sigurd barked right gleefully,
At all this merry din.
A young reporter chanced that way,
And he was wondrous queer.
Said he, "I've found a story now.
That fills my heart with cheer."
So he just took his pencil out.
And scribbled page on page.
And the tale that filled the papers
Proved worth a monthly wage.
How college was enlivening,
For a charming student there.
Had entered for adventure.
And had met with it for fair.
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She'd been beset by awful beasts.
A wolf had howled aloud,
But by a man with princely air
He'd been completely cowed.
The wise girl's father came in haste,
And he was wondrous mad.
He said she must go back with him,
—
Give up this foolish fad.
She might have been an LL. D.
(A wise girl always can),
And thanks to Boston's press, she's home,
A-waitin' for a man.
In Bible 8
It was really a very fine classroom of girls,
And they studied the writings of Paul,
In a tiny long room (overlooking the lake)
On the fourth floor of old College Hall.
They worked on his doctrines of "carnal" and "faith,"
And they searched out the meaning of "sin."
E'en eschatology came in its turn.
In exams, they were ready to win.
Their faculty, one day, concocted a plan,
As she entered the room with a smile,
And she asked them to write just as much as they knew.
Of quotations from Paul for awhile.
Now bluffing's an art that needs practice and skill,
And that day their pride had a fall
;
For some of those very bright students ascribed.






WORDS AND PHRASES •
Adapted for the Infant Intellect of the Wellesley Bromide
S the Christian Association has neglected to include in its
booklet any treatise on the idiomatic dialect peculiar to Wel-
lesley. the Lecenda ventures to offer, for the edification of
the freshmen, a short list of the words which are absolutely
essential to any one desiring communication with any one
else at college. On reaching Wellesley the freshman is
urged to concentrate all her efforts on putting aside any individual vocabu-
lary she may have acquired before entrance. ''In Rome do as the Ro-
mans do." This is not only advisable but absolutely necess'ry to any one
who wishes to move in the most lit'ry and cultured circles. A daily prac-
tice of four hours is advisable for those who intend to adopt the Samuel
Arthur pronunciation which is now de rigueur.
Aesthetic.—Applied to one pale yellow cushion on a brown velours
divan; a wealth of auburn hair on the nape of a long, thin neck; one
Mona Lisa on an expanse of sea-green wall.
Atmosphere.—The popular anaesthetic applied to themes, int'resting
instructors, awe-inspiring seniors and Browning rooms.
Attitude.—A posture, poise, or pose with reference always to effect.
Classical.—Applied to everything not rag-time. Example, Narcissus.
Used only after Sunday dinner.
Coiiipreheiisive.—The only adjective that has been found to apply to
that vast realm of knowledge which is essential or non-essential according
to the point of view of
(a) Instructor.
(b) Student.
Concrete.—A lit'ry and commercial commodity applied in small touches
to lit'ry productions, and in large, but equally flat, touches to the side-walk.
Enthusiasm.—A popular college effervesence. the supply of which
is never equal to the demand.
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Fiance.—Any man who wants to come out on Sunday. Synonym,
cousin.
Loyalty.—The theme of every speech ever spoken, of every song
ever written, in Wellesley.
Psychological.—Usually applied to stories having neither purpose nor
action.
Onoint.—Applied equally to low-lying coiffures and cottages.
Spirit.—There are two kinds of spirit
(a) College.
(b) Class.
Ladled out to the freshmen in large quantities by the village committee,
but bringing in a diminishing return.
Subtle.—An adjective which one applies to anything which one does
not understand, but wishes another to think one does.
Sivain.—Synonyms, suitor, lover, youth, man.
Bump! Bump! Bump!
Along the hall we hear her pump.
Don't you think she is a gump.
To let it slip with such a thump?
Pat ! Pat ! Pat
!
On her hair below her hat.
Don't you think she would look flat.
Under her hat, without a rat?
Pin ! Pin ! Pin !
From her toes up to her chin.
Don't you think it is a sin,
Using so much brass and tin ?
Bow ! Bow ! Bow
!
Under her chin and on her toe.
Don't you think that she must know
Every place a bow can go?
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The Goop at Wellesley
I LOVE to go to W'hispers,
And giggle with my man
;
He makes a awful lot of noise,
And I make all I can.
At fire drills I raise a row —
Straight down the stairs I crashes;
But when a real one comes along,
They'll find me in the ashes.
I love to go to lectures
And give the girls a scare,
By jumping on their bird-cages.
And trampling down their hair.
I hate the college grub I eat—
I do not like to grumble;
But merely ask for something else,
And with my fork I fumble.
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ONG ago there l)cfcll in XVellesley an adventure often tokl of a
band of young maidens who, through their zeal, erred
grievously. Of tliis the dwellers in the land made
a lay
:
It happened that in times gone by,
A band of singers went
;
To greet new dwellers in the land,
With every good intent.
And after every song they gave,
Their ringing battle cry
;
A sign of rank and wondrous power,
All others to defy.
And it was echoed back to them.
But changed most woefully;
A "nine" was given for an "eight",
As plain as aught could be.
And now is done the oft-told tale.
Of how it came about;
That old and new began a feud.
That ne'er has been foueht out.
The Athletic Ass
The Athletic Ass, is she in short
Who walks with heels on the tennis court
;
Who stands inside the lines to cheer.
To kick the ball back when it's near.
Who coaches a guard with "Pass it quick!"
Mistakes a cleek and a mashie stick.
Who asks the stroke if she's on crew,
And stands in front of the bull's-eye, too.
To her you never pay your dues,




The Leopards were as tough a crowd
As Wellesley anywhere allowed.
They got this lurid, shocking name
Because their spots remained the same
From day to day— by which I mean
Those spots of ink, most often seen
On those who use the Kant-leak pen.
The Leopards were a reckless ten.
They wore no switches in their hair.
Which always made the college stare.
They were so shockingly behaved
And Wellesley thought them so depraved
That proctors, stationed at the door,
Would raid them every hour or more.
If they were bold enough to enter
They got flung from the fifth floor centre.
The Leopards hurled them on the palms,
I guess they hadn't any qualms
!
They sometimes were so very rash
They even guzzled college hash.
They were the boldest girls alive,
And stayed out till 9.55.
And all the theories of life and art
They even refused to learn by heart.
They said that James and Maeterlinck,
If read, would drive them all to drink!
They could not stand a Wharton story,
But reveled in dime novels gory.
They always said just what they thought,
And did not think just what they ought.
All Wellesley thought them most outre
And gasped "We never talked that way."
Miss Seraphina Roughanuff
All Wellesley said was awful tough.
I blush to mention it, but she
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Once mocked at Pater, at a tea.
By Christmas she was so blase
She passed a sophomore by one day!
Without a look, or winning smile
Or other evidence of guile.
The Leopards went from bad to worse,
Wrote for the Magazine! even verse !
!
They scorned to write a fool free-press,
(They were the only ones, I guess!)
They wholly lacked aesthetic sense,
(xA.nd common cents—to save expense).
They would not even buy this book ! ! !
!
Such crime the college would not brook.
But gave them so much haughty scorn
That they departed, all forlorn.
Thus were the Leopards ostracised
And Wellesley's demons exorcised.
The Green and the Brown
With Apologies to the Author of the Blue and the Gray
When I was a verdant freshman
My room was all in green
;
Its cushions, couches, and its curtains.
Were the greenest ever seen.
But when I got to be a senior
And wore a cap and gown
I found my friends were all a-changing
From the bright green to the brown.
So I hastened down to Mrs. Davis
And purchased Jap-a-lac
;
I said, "I guess that this will save us,"
And came galumphing back.
I shmeared it over all the tables
The book-case and the wall;
And then I rested from my labors
For I thought I'd done it all.
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But I found the portraits of my parents
Were of a pale gray hue;
And, though I loved them very dearly,
I did them up brown too.
Is it I or is it me?
Were it her or am it he ?
Can it was or been it be?
We leave to English to decree.
Static ?
They talk about the Ibsen static play.
And ponder what it means both night and day.
They symbolize the carpet on the floor.
And shake with passion at an open door:
While some, around eleven, say, at night,
Collect in circles to discuss the right
And wrong of everything, it truly seems—
And trolls, and weird things, and strange people's dreams.
Deep of the strenuous life the talkers drink.
Ibsen's the only static thing, I think.
The Sage Durant
Behold, my child, the sage "Durant"
A-grinding at her books—
She works as hard as adamant.
You'd know it by her looks.
She hies her to the Library
At eight A. M., and there with glee
Grabs every book that she can see
From off the reserved shelves.
So while she sits and delves and delves
The rest of us console ourselves
By hoping that the faculty
Will note the reason why a key
Will never shine on you or me.
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The Races at Wellesley
In Wellesley the Derby is of infrequent occurrence, but its place is
supplied by plugs (see list of entries). This year the races were up to the
usual high standard of speed and snap, though the macadem-ic track
made heavy going. A prominent feature of the day was the people-





4. Noanett Pneumatic Bouncer.
Races called at 1.07.
Time of heats— all hot at once.
First at the finish was Barnswallow Boy,
badly winded and heavily handicapped by
his borrowed load (item, 4 Mission desks,
2 wicker chairs, etc.). A close second was
the side-wheeler owned and driven by
(Griffith, who was practised in negotiating
fast quarters.
Far in the rear Moonan's "Mud-Flinger"
floundered, and even behind him churned
the "Noanett Pneumatic." which finally






I. Introductory Swedish Gymnastics. Two hours a week from November
till April. (Number in the class limited to twelve.)
*2. Swedish Gymnastics. Advanced courses. (Open to students who have
had Course i).
*3. Corrective Gymnastics. For students needing special work. (Three
hours a week.)
Note.—All freshmen and sophomores are required to take three hours
per week of physical training.
Note.—Starred courses are not offered for the current year.
Mathematics 23
This course is designed for those who are going on with Math. i.
Special emphasis laid upon the theory of limits. Frequent tutors will be
required*. Five hours a week for the first semester, ten for the second,
and fifteen hours a week for the next three years. At the completion of
this course the student is entitled to enter Math. 37.
*Tutors will be provided by the Department at moderate rates, $8.00 to $10.75 an
hour, varying u^ith the capacity of the student.
Bible 10
Development of thought in the New Testament. Open to Sophomores.
Class discussions based primarily on the development of thought in the
student. Historical Study of the Hebrews at home and abroad, together
with a careful investigation of the manners and customs of the Babylonians,
Assyrians, Greeks, Romans, Medes and Persians, Arabs, Hindus and
Slavs. This course is designed as a basis for specialization in any subject
relating to Asia, Europe, Australia, or the Lost Continent. No charge is
made for tuition in Biblical History.
Zoology 2
This course aims to do for the Vertebrates much what Course I. does for
the Invertebrates. Only students of sufficient back bone are advised to elect
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the course. Students must arrange for the use of from ten to fifteen Mon-
days for excursions, amphibious, aerial and terrestrial. In addition to
this a careful study is made of the cat, the shark, and the pig, in order that
a comparative idea of the development of the human race may be obtained.
A large collection of prepared specimens may be studied in the laboratory.
Geology 1
Open to juniors and seniors and all members of the cross-country
running club. Special emphasis laid on field work. Expeditions start every
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday,* at 3.20 from the Square, and return too
late for dinner. During the intervening hours, 3.20 to 8.30, the student makes
a systematic and comprehensive study of formations between Worcester
and Cape Cod, including Newtonville, Wood's Holl, South Xatick, Pigeon
Cove, Revere Reach, and Gloucester. This circle, though necessarily lim-
ited, necessitates swift travel, mostly on foot, owing to the absence of
means of transportation in these isolated regions. The object of the course
is to promote the welfare of the Inn and the Cafe.
*NoTE.—Extra expeditions may be veqiiired on Mondays and Wednesdays.
Art 13
Introductory course affording ample satisfaction to those students
who came to college to be near the Boston Library and Art Museum. It
also serves as an introductory course to English 6 and History 3. About
three long papers will be required during the year, and shorter papers
daily or nightly at the discretion of the instructors. No artistic ability
required. There will be three expeditions during the year, one to examine
the statuary in College Hall, the others to study the mural decorations of
Pomeroy and Noanett, supplemented by an examination of the frescoes
of the Boston Library. All the books for the course are conveniently lo-
cated in the l>oston Library or the Congressional Library in Washington.
Methought I saw a little house.
To it made some allusion
;
But lo ! the Junior's icy frown
Reduced me to confusion,




Side Talks With Girls
Becoming and Appropriate Spring Styles for All.
Quills will be largely worn, although
they are not quite so popular as in the
spring of 1907. Still, to those de-
siring a hat expressive of culture and
distinction, we can cordially recom-
mend them. They suit almost any
style, and have been almost universally
worn by the junior set.
For those who are smart enough to
carry it off, there is shown a very
dashing black and white toque. This
is not suited to many styles of girls,
but is very successful on some types.
It is usually worn with an elaborate
coiffure of puffs and marcel, and is
set off by a large tulle bow under the
chin. A bird-cage under the pompa-
dour adds greatly to the general effect
of this head-dress.
This style of toque is considered
most becoming to girls whose heads
have a classical turn. It is useful for
walking long distances, climbing, and
so on, if one's house is a long way
from one's place of business.
The tricorne is still considered
dashing and fashionable, and is much
worn by those who desire to appear
stylish at all times. It is usually ac-
companied by a black pump bow, ele-
vated from its lowly position on the
instep to one of greater prominence
under the chin. It is most effective
when worn with a net over the pompa-
dour.
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The simple sunbonnet is return-
ing to vogue for common or garden
wear, and is seen a great deal around
the lawns and board walks. It is often
set off by a stiff collar and plain black
tie.
The cartwheel hat, with one sim-
ple wing, is severe and plain but
always attractive, and their form and
colors have high aesthetic value.
Much worn by those desiring simple
artistic effects.
Mutual Acquaintance
In a sabbath year of leave
I should travel, I believe,
Not along the sandy Nile
To play with sphinxes for awhile
;
Nor where Ph.D degrees
Grow radiant upon the trees;
But at a mile-a-minute rate,
For very fear I should be late,
To the reddish planet Mars,
Rolling round among the stars.
All the queer canals I'd see.
People unlike you and me
;
Then I'd bow and smile and say,
In a courteous, gentle way
:
"The world is small— how very odd
We both should know Professor Todd !"
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'08 On the Warpath
The Noanett freshmen of 1908
Were a hardy crowd, although sedate (?) •
In some ways they were bold and rash,
They vowed to settle the sophomores' hash
!
'Twas in the golden days of old,
When Tree Day secrets were never told.
That they took their Tree Day clothes complete
To Simpson Hill for inspection meet.
But Simpson was a sophomore den.
1908, with a smile, exclaimed, "What then?
I guess we can go in the night so still
When all's asleep on Simpson Hill."
At eleven p. m. they glided out
With their costumes enclosed in a suit-case stout
And armed with a trusty chaperon
To succor the gym-suited band, now grown
All warlike with the thrilling chase.
Silent and swift they set the pace,
And warily they o'ertopped the hill
And crept up beneath a window sill
Where a kindly junior then did dwell.
A faint light glimmered— one said, "All's well,"
The freshman leader, brave and bold
Then climbed the window (as she'd been told)
And softly in her stocking feet
Along the corridors, silent but fleet,
She carried the suit-case up the stairs
Stealing past all the sophomore lairs.
She returned, all the time on the narrow tdge
Of being caught, to the window ledge.
Where clung her friends by the finger nails.
"Did'st meet any sophs ? now, no wild tales
!
It's not in your line— but tell the truth !"
Their vice-president calmly said, "Forsooth
!
I never lie !" She slid over the sill—
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"I met thirteen sophs, each out to kill,
They chased me with pokers and pounded me well
With skates and boot-trees and hockey sticks
I was barely rescued by 1906 !"
The others yawned and uttered a moan—
"She's lying again — oh, let's go home!"
Ballad of the Village Senior
There was a lass lived in the vill,
Fair to behold was she
;
She lived there of her own free will,
As Freshman surety.
An idler on the chilly walk.
Espied her stepping near
;
Engaged with her in pleasant talk.
And dropt for her a tear.
"Why weep ye now so mournfully.
Oh prithee tell me true?
I would nac have you weep for me—
Ye be a Senior, too."
"O maiden fair, with the yellow hair.
Ye lead a hermit's life;
And the meadow is bleak and the wind is sair
And cuts like a wee penknife."
"I soothe the weak and the opprest,
And dry the homesick tear
;
And over their Trig. I make my jest,
So they hold me very dear."
"So weep no more for me," she said,
"I'm busy all the day."
And spying a Freshman, ofif she sped.




In Wellesley town there lived a pup,
His stature it was low.
But natheless he butted in.
At almost every show.
On Tree Day he did chase the wind,
And gambol on the green,
Amid aesthetic dancing forms
He bobbied up serene.
On Field Day, too, he did appear,
Among the hockey sticks,
And though he got full many a knock.
He dearly loved the mix.
But now this dog has passed away,
Rat poison was his end.
He chases balls beyond the sticks,
Old Cerberus is his friend.
A grasping nature though had Bob,
He snatched old Cerby's bone.
Till Pluto, of his tender heart,
Must feed his dog alone.
But like all souls that scorch below.
No more he sits and begs.
His evil nature leads him on,
To nip old Pluto's legs.
Of yore he slept in College Hall,
Or almost any place.
But now in Cerby's kennel he growls.




"Where's my kneaded rubber eraser?"
Second Apron.—Here; I needed it more'n you.
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f| T home it seems quite fit and right,
/ That I should go to bed at night,
j^ At Wellesley quite the other way,
I have to go to bed by day.
I plug at my philosophy,
Till in the East the sun I see,
And hear the watchman's soft footfall.
As he goes sneaking down the hall.
And why such hours do I keep,
When I would fain be fast asleep?
Because I like so much to play,
I have to go to bed by day.
(204)
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A Short Guide to the Study of Romola
Romola was starting forth from
Florence, bent upon a life of service
(see footnote) and carrying in her slim
right hand all the portable remains of
her affection for Tito. She was go-
ing to thread life by a new clue, she
was going to throw all the energy of
her will into renunciation.
^^^^
An Arresting Voice
But April fool on her. Mid-
way in her career of self-sacrifice she
is restrained by an arresting voice.
She meets Sav, the prophetic
nose. Dropping in her surprise the
portable, patent-reversible affections
of youth, she takes off her specs and
gazes long and earnestly into his deep-
set eyes, lighted with a Wellsbach glow
of sympathy.
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But April fool on her. She is
sent back to home and Tito (all that
was left of him). There she returns
to a life of service, freshly endowed
with sympathy for the general life.
Drifting Aivay
Again Romola had fled from
Florence. "The law was sacred. Yes,
but rebellion might be sacred, too."
Tito, the martyr, having left
Romola folding up her patent-revers-
ible affections for him, and putting
them away in the Ariadne-Bacchus
box, which they now used as a re-
frigerator, starts out to frustrate the
prophetic nose. Flitting swiftly down
the Via P>ardi. he revolves wily plots
beneath his wig of lustrous curls.
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/i Fof^ m /A^ Crowd
Tito raises his silvery tones to
calm the anxiety seen in the keen,
strong Florentine faces about him.
I'm wearin' awa',— lean
And hungry as thirteen,
I'm wearin' awa,'
For the want o' a meal.
There are nae crackers I ween
There is nae fruit— nor has been !
And it's aye long between
The times for a meal.
As Others See Us
"No wonder so many of the 1908 girls are engaged—it's Leap Year."
Salutes in Wellesley
Speak to me only with thine eyes
And I'll reply with mine
Or wag a finger as we pass,
I ask no other sign.
The breath we'd use to say "Halloa,"
Or greeting as benign,
We need it, dear, for walking fast,
So merely make a sign.
Blue-b.adged Senior, to our revered Treasurer.—"May I find any one
for you ? The Dean's office is this way, and the registrar to your left."
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From W'ellesley a senior named Nellie,
Went in to see Ermite Novelli.
Said the senior to him,
"You're a Signor quite grim.
But I'm glad to have seen ver, Novelli."
Behold, my child, the college sloth,
She lies in bed all day
;
Outside her door, upon the floor.
Is always seen a tray.
In classes she is sleepy too,
And yawns with easy grace
;
Or naps behind a pompadour,
To hide her gaping face.
She always is too late.
And though she misses half her meals
I must confess one often feels
That she deserves her fate.
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Taken from a hymn sung during ]\Ii(l-year"s— "Would God our woes
were at an end."
"You are old, sister Senior," the Freshman began,
"And supposed to be reverend and grave
;
And yet you persistently go to ball games,
With youths, and with banners to wave."
"In my youth," said the Senior, "I was much like you,
With a frivolous nature afflicted
;
And I let myself go, so now, to my woe,
To the habit I'm getting addicted."
"We thought, sister Senior," the Freshman went on,
That you pursued knowledge by night
;
But I've seen you on Tupelo, pursuing man.
Do you think at your age it is right?"
"In my youth," said the Senior, "I worked very hard,
On philosophy's problems persistent;
Now, man's the persistentest problem of all,
So I study him, ain't that consistent?"
"That you were strong-minded," .said Freshie, "we've heard,
Refusing to wear diamond rings
;
But we hear of a new one each day in your class,
Pray what do you mean by such things?"
"Run along, little girl, and study your Math.,
Or your questions will trouble me, dear
;
And you've a great deal to learn, ere you're old.
If you don't, know that this is Leap Year."
Well-known Senior, greeting a "younger sister."—"I think I knew
your sister in 1905."
Freshman, gazing fixedly at the lower left-hand corner of the Senior's
shirt-waist.
—
"I see you think you do."
(209)
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Miss Hooley on the Harvest Dance
X" phwat is this Harvest Hi)nie Hooray Boys da-ance the
gir-rls all do be clackin' about?" said Mr. Dinnesey, as Miss
Hooley slipped to the window-sill and drew herself a glass
of milk. "Is it one o' thim affair-rs where ye jounce along in
a waggin an' chews a bit of hay, singing 'W'ah-haw ni-ta' be-
tween bites ?"
"Well," said Miss Hooley, with characteristic caution, as she watched
the bubbles sizzle on the top of her glass, "It do, an' yit agin it don't. It
ain't the same an' yit it laves yer narvous system in the same state of debili-
tation."
"An' phwat may that mane?" inquired Mr. Dinnesey.
"Whist," said Miss Hooley. "Tr-ry to preserve unity."
"As ye plaze," muttered Dinnesey. "Ye can luke it oop in the liihli-
cal Concor-rdance another toime."
"The Harvest Da-ance yez do be askin' about," went on Miss Hooley,
"is an affair where yez wor-rk yer conscience verry har-rd. 'Sure, I must
go an' show me loyalty,' ye sez. thin sometimes ye go. Then yez git
yer cos-chume. Ye must be artistic—farmer-loike, ye understand—so ye
takes a pink silk gownd, an' shortens the skir-rt, then puts on yer highest-
haled shlippers an' a high lace ruff, an' pins on yer las' summer's hat with
thim shwate r-roses on it. As ye goes out the door, ye pulls on thim silk
mits of dear grandmither's. Yez draw a complacint br-reath an' hums
'Love Me an' the Wor'rld is Mine' as ye stips lightly to the Rar-rn.
"Bar-rn!" exclaimed Mr. Dinnesey, "fer young college women!"
"To be sur-re." returned Miss Hooley, "Consistency, 'er 'there's alwuz
a place fer everythin" is our motto. Ye proves this be firin' yer gayloshes
on a white silk coat in the cor-rner. Then yez grabs a Freshman in over-
alls, an' agrays to mate her at the ind av the sivinth dance by the litter at
the ind av her partner's maiden name. Ye gra-abs another.
"My-y-y dear-r," sez she. "I haven't seen ye fer-r ages an' ages—
"
"I know it," ye sez. with the keen light av' intelligence sparklin' in yer
eye, "Why don't ye iver come over-r an' see us, now that ye-ve found
the way. Lave ye-re things in our room anny toime. \\'e're on the fourth
floor by the auld elevator."
"You lade," sez she.
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"No, you," sez you, thinkin' to yerself that ye won't be fer spoilin' yer
dancin' afore the Har-rvarcl Prom.
"Truly, I can't, I niver have," sez she.
"Ye star-rt of wid a jerk, an' thinks to yerself that she wuz more truthful
than usual-like, fer she surely niver had. Ye bumps like one o' thim foot-
balls fr-rom wan per-rson to anither, all lookin' narvous as yez approach.
Yer pink silk gownd is tor-rn to shreds, an' ye trimble fer thim r-rustic pig-
tails of yers wid their pink r-ribbons. Thin, Patrick be praised, ye see the
milk bowl with doughnuts an' apple-cores be the side of it.
"This is lovely," ye pant, "But O'im afr-raid ye're gittin' tired,"
shmilin' shwately on her.
"She wuz encouraged, bad cess to her-r, an' banged ye aginst the
wall, har-rder thin iver. How to shtop the gir-rl
!
"Let's have some rayfrishmints," ye gasps.
"I sort av hated to stop," sez she as she hands ye a foamin' cup o'
fluid, an' a doughnut, "I thought ye wer-re beginnin' to catch on to the
shtep!"
"Ye drowns yer sorrow in the doughnut hole an' sez 'yiss' whin she asks
if yer folks wuz Mithodists!
"The Hur-rdy-gur-rdy man was gr-rindin' very har-rd, so yez hurried
to the litter 'Z' fer-r yer nixt victim. Strange ! Not there ! She must
have gone to the fir-rst litter av her own partner's maiden name. Yez
walk r-round to 'A' an' thin in dispair-r ye lape on the pianny. 'Eureky!'
ye cries, an' ye waves yer roit ar-rm r-round fer foive minnits, an' thin
yer lift. Ye stamps yer fute pettishly.
"She just rayfuses to luke." The minnit she says ye, the howl multi-
chude rushes towar-rd the stage.
"Fir-re!" ye shrieks, an' lapes off the pianny, an' foind 'tis nawthin'
but the little Hur-rdy gir-rl a-springin' across the stage in a cir-rcle. Ye
give it oop. 'Faix, Oi've been loyal enough,' ye sez, as yez wipes yer gay-
loshes on the white silk coat.
"An hour-r later, roused from yer slumber-rs, yez shake a fable fist
owver yer cover-lid. 'Tis the shtrained 'Alma Mater' av thim that were
finished be the da-ance. In yer hear-rt ye cannot blame thim, though, fer
singin' loud fer joy that tis over-r."
Econ. 15, entering in haste.
—
"May I borrow your Mun?"
An.xious Junior.—"Why, I only have thirty-five cents !"
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" Young Hooley on Hockey
'
ICLI., nic la-ad," iiK|uirc(l leather lloolcy, "an' liow did
yez loike the baseball game, an' tlieni fair Well-csley
Amazons as ye reads about in the pa-aper ? An' wuz they
up to them Yale hathens phwat yez saw in the Sta-adium?"
"Faix, Paw," returned young Hooley, throwing his
])()()ts under the stove, " "twuz indade a ])retty sight
—
yiss,
vera pretty." Then he relapsed into silence.
"An' didn't yer stoilish cousin there tra-ate }ez white that yer are so
uncommon quiet?"
"Trate me white," burst out young 1 looley. "Sure an' I wuz tra-atcd
to nothin' Init white ! Fi-rst we waded through a dark swamp till we
ra-ached a big medder-like an' there wuz several thousand av gir-rls wid
white dresses on all alike. But the first few hundred waz wavin' r-red fither
dusters on high, then fur-rether back wuz ones wid bed-sprids ca-ast
lightly over wan shoulder— sure 'twaz a pretty sight.
"Sez I, but phwat can they be goin' to play in them gownds? Crokay
maybe? Humph! An' the wan wid the biggest fither duster had a shmall
donkey in the ither hand an' bate him fierce wid her duster an' nothin' hap-
pened but dust ! She muttered somethin' ([uiet-like an' I stopped me e-ears,
not wishin' to overhear the lady. An' thin she turned r-round to me.
"Och, little boy," she sez, smilin' shwately, "wad ye loike t' earn a doime?"
"Och, 'tis too much," sez I.
"No, ra-ally, Oi mane it." sez she.
So Oi took howld av the baste an' thin phwat a hollerin'
!
"Ain't he the darlin'?" an' "Ain't he the cutey?" sez the red fither
dusters. "Sure we'll make him our mashcot
!
"Cutey's bad enuf," sez I, "but mashcot! 'Twuz even worse thin Oi
thot fer. Fi-irst if they didn't thr-rust a fither duster in me button howl
an' thin powk me into the shmall little basket phwat the baste waz draggin'
!
Thin we ma-arched around the medder an' r-round agin, singing, ivery
wan a different chune. We shtopped at la-ast where there wuz some gir-rls
wid, wid blue—well call 'em skir-rts—and they wuz jumpin' ar-round fit
to kill, throwin' a la-arge r-rubber ball owver ache ithers heads.
Wan lady whistled at thim, an' we all rooshed up t' hilp her.
"Git back !" the wans wid the ball hollered.
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We giv' 'em a howl inch, an' wan iv them tossed the ball into a baby
basket. An thin such a scrachin' youse niver heard. An' such a jumpin' an'
embracin' ! Och, 'twuz all I could do ter keep thim oflf. That baby-basket
game wuz thrillin', Paw.
Thin we ma-arched r-round ter see anither game. "Baseball," sez
Oi, wid me shpirits risin'. But April-fool for Hooley— 'twuz a quare kind
av baseball, fur all they did wuz ter r-rvm oop an' down, wavin' long
sh-ticks in the air, twinty or thirty av thim. At last I shpotted a shmall
white ball phwat they wuz chasin'. "Och," sez Oi ter mesilf, " 'tis nawthin'
but edjucated crokay fer young ladies." An' none so lady-loike, aither, fer
they kep a-hittin' ache ither owver the shins wid thim shticks, tho shure it
couldn't hev hurt thim much wid them big breast-plates they had on their
laigs. But ther lady wid the whistle rooshed oop ter shtop thim an' grabbed
the ball away. She tossed it owver wan shoulder, an' I thinks the game
has ra-ally begun.
Thin wan shouted "Forward !" an' they all rooshed backward 't wanst.
After a whoile they shtopped their scrappin' an' were fer some more
marchin'. Oi trundled along in me donkey cart in fr-ront av the red fither
dusters till we coom to a ta-able. There we a-all sat in a circle an' a lady
began hollerin' through a horn an' passin' a-aroun' big coops fer cilibration.
They giv wan ter me, but 'twaz empty. Thin the la-ady picks oop
some bits av flannel. Oi sez ter me-silf, " 'tis to tie oop thim Amazons as
got cut oop wid the shticks." But the girls didn't do nawthin' but pin thim
on their shirt-fronts. Wid that they begun a scrachin' as niver before,
gittin' higher an' higher an' higher. Oi shlid out av me donkey-basket
an' axed me boss fer me pay. She laughed an' sez, "Charge it ter the Asso-
ciation."
"Faix," sez Oi, "Oi've had no pleasant associations wid thim woild





Mr. Hooley on Wellesley
INNISSY," said Mr. Hooley, as lie laid down his news-
paper, "did I iver till ye about the day I visited th' insti-
tootion of Willisil}'?"
"That ye did not." said Mr. Dennessy.
"Well," said Mr. Hooley, "I'll till ye. Ye see, I was
in Jioston, an' th' quiet there got on me nerves. '\Vher-re/
says I to the doctor, 'wher-re can I go to relayve this
awful sthrain?' 'Wher-re?" says he, T can till ye that aisy.
I know just th' place f'r ye'er disease;' an' he hands me out a ticket to W'il-
lisily.
"Whin I first got there, says I to meself, says I, 'it's a simple pasthral
place.* There was cor-run growin' an' burrds singin' an' signs hung out.
'Automol)iles go slow.' 'I'm no auto-mobile,' says I, 'so ye need n't be
tillin' me to go slow;' an' I sets off at a good pace down the walk. Din-
nissy. ye ought to see th' Dormin-Tories an' th' swell laundries an' Art
Buildin's. It's a gr-reat place, I tills ye. But 'tis thrue th' walks ar-re a
bit narrow f'r a ma-an of me size. I says as much to a gurrl who'd forgot
to put on a bonnit whin she walked out. 'It's ye-er broad o's makes it har-rd
f'r ye to stick on,' says she to me. 'I can do it, ye see,' says she, 'but thin
I don't talk like ye do.'
"Dinnissy, there's nathin' but wimmin there! 'Can I walk in?' I says
to a gurrl at one o' th' dures. 'Shur-re,' says she, 'free o' charge, but if ye
cud giv' us a little somethin' f'r wan of our funds,' says she, 'we'll be grat-
i-fied, that's all 1 can say,' says she. 1 giv' her a quarter an' she was
happy as a burrd, an' skipped off whistlin' f'r all she was worth. D'ye
know, that doctor knew his biz; I got me r-rest fr'm Boston all r-right.
The wimmin an' gurrls there, they're all absorbed in the pirsjoots iv th'
higher nature. It's a gr-reat sight to see thim to-gither in the halls, but
there's not wan iv thim that knows wher-re she's at. Je.st whin I got good
inside the dure they come on in gr-reat hordes, gurrls fr'm ivery direction,
all talkin' an' laughin' an' carryin' on up in the soprano screech somewhere,
as wimmin will do whin they git to-gither. I till ye, if President Elliyot
spint five minnits in that corri-dure th' way I did, he wouldn't waste no
more breath talkin' about the roughness iv football. F'r five minnits I was
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hild powerless midway between two posts without bein' able to move this
way nor that. Thin, suddenly, the pressure slackened, an' exhausted I fell
back amid some palms growin' there.
"Well, sir, there was a young gurrl sittin' there too. She was young
an' pale an' neervous like an' kept breathin' hard an' kind iv fast. But all
the time she kept hollerin' out. 'Holloa, Holloa,' real big-like an' givin'
little jerky smiles each time she said it. Whin I got me breath, I began
talkin to her, f'r an olderly ma-an like me, Dinnissy, can talk to the gurrls
wher-re a young wan like ye cudn't do it. '\Vhat do ye do here all th'
time?' says I to her real polite like. 'Do!' says she. 'We're makin' histhry,
an' it's no aisy job,' says she. 'We wurruk all the time. Whin there ain't
onnythin' to do, we go an' do it jest the same. Vi'e classify the cross-
sections of microbes, we dhramatize Shakespeare an" encourage dhramatic
delusions, we phatronize the resthrants, an' we master a joodicious siliction
fr'm the best features iv all thim fine ar-rts except spellin' and punctooation,'
says she. 'An' thin we go to Boston f'r a chans't f'r to wear out our best
clothes, an' we spind the r-rest of our time soliloquizing wi' each other an'
encouragin' spir-rits of various sorts.'
"
'O me,' I says, while she fires off a new volley of 'Holloas,' always
wi' th' same swate smile, 'it's a ba-ad thing f'r gurrls to encourage the use of
spir-rits an' talkin', but th' two always go togither as shur-re as Kansas
an' the prohibitionists, or an affectionate natur an' a Tiddy-Bear.' 'It's
college spir-rits I'm meanin',' says she, kind o' weary, 'college spir-rits an'
class spir-rits an' et cethera an' vicey-versa. An' we have to talk; that's
how we git th' greater part iv our information.' 'What do ye talk about?'
asked I, "about Joolus Caesar an' Tiddy Rosenfelt?' 'No/ says she, 'why
should we, ivery body knows about thim.' 'Thin what do ye talk about?'
says I. 'Oh,' says she, 'it's aisy. We guess each other's weights an' how
old we ar-re, an' we discooss College Polly-tics an' our frinds' morals, an'
'how they look wid puff's in their hair.'
"Just thin a bell rings good an' loud an' a-nither gurrl flies 'round wan
iv' thim posts up to the gurrl settin' nixt to me. 'Dearie,' she gasped, f'r th'
air was scarce in her wind-pipe, 'darlin', I'm sor-ry I'm late. Meet me her-re
agin at th' ind iv th' nixt per-riod, an' we'll decide whin to meet agin.' An'
thin they were gone, an' iverybody was gone, an' in anither minute ye
culdn't hear a soun' excipt f'r people sayin' 'Hoosh, Hoosh !' "
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"I don't know nathin" iv this nixt jicr-r-iod,' says I to mesilf, "but I
gets out iv here before it comes !' I was so neervous I was shakin' hke a
leaf. 'Th' cure's warked,' says I, 'I kin go back to Boston an' not mind
th' ca-a-lm,' an' I shd out th' dure like a winged Victory.
"Well, what did ye think iv it all?" asked Mr. Dennessy, as his friend
again picked up his news])aper.
"What did I think iv it?" repeated Mr. Hooley. "Well, they know how
to make a gr-reat noise, an' it may be a gran' thing f'r th' progress iv th'
wurruld, but I tell ye. it's a quare place ; an', Dinnissy, take me wur-rd f'r
it, it's bound to be a quare place, when ye lit that noomber iv wimmen git
togither."
Me and My Laundry Bill
Oh ! my favorite waist from the laundry came,
The waist that I adore
;
The lace was torn all down the front,
In spots it was no more.
I glanced from my waist to the laundry bill,
I thought that I should cry;
"It's very clear from the looks of things,
They charge high for those holes," said I.
1. II.
The Upper Half






The Adventure of Miss Nina Teenten ; or, The
Mystery of the Sheets
Y friend Hemlock Jones was never an enthusiast over
women. In fact there is only one over whom I have heard
him express admiration. That was in relation to Miss
Nina Teenten in the matter of the "Mystery of the Sheets,"
which story I shall relate.
It was on January twenty-eighth of the year nineteen
eight that Jones and I sat in his palatial suite at the
As I look back, I remember it all very distinctly. Jones
had been working for days on interesting points in Wellesley's ancient his-
tory. The wonderful man was busy on a chapter of his treatise on "Tapes
—red and otherwise" and had. I believe, collected some bits of informa-
tion on a long forgotten episode. I have written up, in an earlier work,
"The Suit-case Man." That afternoon he had laid aside research work
and had sat in ecstasy, unmoved for hours, in a chair at Billings Hall, listen-
ing to a Student's Recital (I believe I have spoken elsewhere of Hemlock
Jones's intense feeling for music
!
)
We sat there in silence—Jones examining a hairpin he had picked
up that afternoon, from which he had already deduced the owner's age,
class, and major office—and I peering out upon the snowy road. Suddenly
a carriage drove swiftly up the road. Jones sprang to my side. "There
is a young woman coming to see me," he said, quickly.
"How do you know?" I inquired fatuously.
Jones pointed with the hairpin at the galloping horse.
"There is but one passenger,— you can tell that because the vehicle rocks
so— also because no others protrude. Also,— the horse is stopping here!"
The carriage had indeed stopped ; a tall, fair girl jumped out.
"She is agitated," said Jones. "She forgot to tell the cabman to
'charge it !' Furthermore she is a Sophomore, she is a loyal supporter of
her class, she is a prominent person in the college, and—
"
"Jones ! Jones ! !" I cried, "you amaze me ! All this,
—
"
"Is simple! Her age, her graceful youth, tells you she cannot be an
awkward Freshman, an overburdened Junior or—why is she a loyal sup-
porter of her class?" Jones surveyed me in surprise. "Watson, you as-
tound me! I said she was a Sophomore! And the third point,— she
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treated the driver, who. I see. is Mr. Ciriffith. with a friendly familiarity
—
henee she must be—
"
The door hurst open and Miss Xina Teenten entered. Jones rose
with a eourtly dignity and took her hand.
"Vou came to see me about some pai)ers." he remarked casually.
The young woman gasped.
'TIow did you know?"
Hemlock Jones smiled wearily. "The young ladies of the Junior
class have been drawing all their sheets out of the Chinese laundry in the
square, so I surmised it was to be a Forensic Burning."
"Jn January?" I queried, puzzled.
"Nineteen nine is the class in cjuestion," responded Jones. "You will
find, my dear Watson, an erratic impulse to do the inappropriate is a salient
characteristic of the really undeveloped. Look up my Records on the
Mentally Feeble, page 1038!"
^liss Xina Teenten was surveying Jones admiringly.
"You always see everything," she said, "and you will help me find
the papers ?"
Jones laughed.
"Nothing easier! The difficult}' in finding a thing lies in the concealer,
not the seeker! My dear young lady, you could find them yourself, with-
out any trouble. Try it. Come to me to-morrow and report," and Hem-
lock Jones escorted the young woman dowm the broad oaken stairway
to the great door.
To my surprise, Jones and I w-ere awakened at nine next morning.
Miss Nina Teenten stood in the hall, her arms loaded with papers; charred
yet intact.
"Ha!" said Jones, and pulled out his magnifying glass, "as I
thought !"
Miss Nina Teenten nodded.
"It's they ! This morning we noticed Tilly Smith of 1909 rush out
of the dormitory just at eight. We waited, then pursued her tracks in the
snow. One of our party ran back to her room with a measurement of
tracks. They fitted Miss Smith's roommate's shoes exactly, so we knew
it was indeed Miss Smith wdiose course we followed.
"The footprints led along the lake and up to a swamp. Treading care-
fully, we saw that several pairs of feet had been there before the last
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snowfall. The slight depression on the inner sole told us that the per-
sons who had been there had stood on the spot for some time, and were
cold and nervous. We found scraps of papers of pins, torn (in a strug-
gle for them, we surmised), also a check from the Chinese laundry, green-
headed matches, and, floating lightly on the surface of the waters, these."
She held the charred bits to us. Jones glanced at them.
"The circumstance that they floated lightly is enough," he said.
''Examination with the lens confirms me. They are indeed 1909 forensics.''
Miss Nina Teenten rose and went out quietly.
"Beautiful detective work!" Jones said. "But I admire the young
lady more for another quality, her good sense ! Another might have been
vain of such a discovery, but she measured all. and was not proud be-
cause she realized how inevitable it was that she should find whatever




"There were twa sisters lived by the mill
Binnorie. oh Binnorie !"
While lamenting the college tendency to talk shop, and spending much
of our time in introducing light topics of conversation to the faculty
at dinner, I fear we too often lose sight of the more dainty feminine aspects
of our feet. We rarely realize the great influence of our apparel on our
moods— nay, even on our morals. Square pump bows tend ever to a mathe-
matical, masculine frame of mind. Could we not return to the fluffy pom-
pon of our older sisters? French heels, though beautiful and girlish, are
unhygienic, but could we not reverse our present lamentable tendency, and
instead of wearing square bows on our necks, use some of the fluffy nothings
to be purchased at the "vill" for the adornment of our too-often-forgotten
feet?
The Decadent Cat; or, The Passing of Pater's Pussy
Passionate Pater had a pet, a pretty pussy. If passionate Pater's pet,
a pretty, puny pussy, pined, wouldn't passionate pitying Pater put poor,
puny, pining pussy into Paradise ?
(219)
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Why This Familiar Sound ?
'T>in" if the Rani furnishes cider no one will Ijuy ice cream. And any-
how. 1907 were always doing that, and unless we advertise every one will
think it's the college in Spain, and hesides. it doesn't go with crullers."
"Madam President ; all I have to say is, that I think the girls will
have enough loyalty to eat ice cream even if they do have crullers. They
don't have to eat it all at once— they can have several dances between. I
think we ought to have it."
"Madam President; it seems to me that considering what a worthy
object it is, the Barnswallows might consent to not having refreshments. I
think it could be done. Why can't some one find out from the committee
whether the cider and crullers have been paid for?"
"Madam President: it seems to me that there will be enough hungry
girls there, with differing tastes, so that we could sell ice cream and cider,
and crullers, and all at once. While we are about it, we might as well sell
all the food, as part of it."
"Madam President ; though realizing that it is a worthy cause. I feel
that only after careful consideration should we embark on any course
which will in any way interfere with the frank, cordial hospitality of the
good old Barn. Besides, after the recent financial crisis, it seems to me
that there are many girls who do not feel able to spend money for mere
food. Should we cut off their enjoyment of what they can get for nothing?
Are we sure that we are acting from a broad, unselfish, catholic point of
view ?"
"Well, I think the girls would rather have cider and if Helen will let
us . . . Ice cream is so heating !"
Level-headed lady from the rear.—"Madam President, I thought the
question was whether or not 1908 should establish a fund for class phi-
lanthropy."
Eh, What!
"In our love for our class we'll endeavor to be
Like our evergreen, stately and firm."
Your love may be firm, 1909,
Your love may be deep as the sea
;
It may grov,- like your tall evergreen,





In The Cannibal Isles, as presented at
Missionary Vespers in Wellesley
As he chewed his beetle nut
King To-bo-bo said : "Tut, tut,
Will you have dark meat or white?"
Trussed the roasts were fresh that night,
Wrapped in a banana leaf.
Legs of some trespassing chief,
And some meat of lighter hue :
—
Brother, could it have been you ?
Then we wandered round the isle.
Watched the Duk-duks dance a while.
Clothed with awful flapping wings,
Goggle-eyed and grinning things.
Joined we in the dance and then,
Matters slipped beyond my ken.
But all the pictures that I took
Were spoilt because my hands both shook.
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Oh wert thou in the caukl, cauld blast,
With ne'er a sheet, with ne'er a sheet,
To keep thee from the biting wind,
The ice and sleet, the ice and sleet.
We'd carry out our big fur coats,
For thee to use, for thee to use.
Our best down quilts and woolen gloves.
And over-shoes, and over-shoes.
Or if thy nose and toes are froze.
Thy fingers numb, thy fingers numb.
We'll bring thee our hot water bags,
They'll warm thee some, they'll warm thee some.
Yet though we know that thou wast cold,
And very young, and very young.
We can't pervert the simple fact.
That thou wast stung, that thou wast stung!




Oh sleep it is a gentle thing,
Beloved from pole to pole
;
And therefore lacking much of it,
I herewith sing mv dole.
My goodly neighbors up above,
For clogging seem inclined
;
They shake the walls all through the halls,
Which jars ni}' quiet mind.
A tuneful lass across the hall,
When to naps I most aspire.
Wails, "Bring my Bonnie Back to Me,"
A\"ith the volume of a choir.
And when I am just dozing off.
And think it such a treat,
A bustling Junior rushes in.
To get something to eat.
"Where are your crack's, and where your sug'.
And where your ale'," she prattled
;
I was that mad, and felt so bad.
My very eye-teeth rattled.
"Oh, take them all, take everything,"
I groaned, and sent her flying;
For I've resolved when next I sleep,
'Twill be the day Fm dying!
Constitutional Amendment
No bouquets are hurled at his chest.
No floral bombardments rout him
;
But he acts, like a hero doing his best,
With the stage unhaiupcrcd about him.
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The College Free Press.
(Why free? Because borrowed.)
My brava young roommate taka steamboat (toot toot)
One sada day,
She come back after vacation,
So bright and gay.
She arrive a week later from de River of Fall,
Pay a gooda dollar at College Hall,




Are We Bromides ?
X serene indifference, we allow two kinds of Bromides to
llourish in our midst, and even join ourselves valiantly to
the ranks of one or the other, because it is quite the simplest
thing to do. We are either among those who air set
thoughts because they are bores, or among those who use set
expressions because they are bored.
There are times in this life of "constant mental strain" when it is a
distinct pleasure to fill a weary pause at the dinner table with "I've learned
to eat more things since I came to College that I wouldn't look at before
I came." and to find that the most speechless member of the dining com-
munity can recite a long list of things that once upon a time she "simply
wouldn't touch." Often when it is less a case of being bored than of lack-
ing the stimulus of a promising freshman or one's dearest confidante,
set phrases or habits of speech roll off the tongue with as much eft'ort of
mentality as is needed to remark that probably the carriagemen are los-
ing money by the excessive carriage fare-—having heard every member
of the College say the same words.
How many are there who in this transient flight from the "origi-




Did yoii have a nice Christmas? Didn't you hate to come back?
II
What a fright of a cold! I do Jiope you're not going to have the Grip?
Ill
Are you going to teach 7<'hen you get through college?
IV
It niust be awful to be in love -while you are in college.
V
Did you ever see anything like the way money goes here? I haven't a cent.
VI
Were you ever so hungry in your life? I've been studying all morning,
and that always gii'cs one such an appetite.
VII




This rootn is such a mess, hut I just haven't had a minute's time to-day,
and I have just thrown things around.
IX
Did you ez'cr knozu the B. & A. to be on time?
X
She's not a hit attractive—but she's awfully nice zvhen you get to knozv her.
XI
Just look—one, tzvo, three, four, five, six girls! and one poor horse!
XII
It's just as easy to go to Chapel if you once get the habit.
XIII
['d rather have five exams than zcrite one final paper. (Or vice versa.)
XIV
Hozv much college has improved her! She cares so much more nozv for
the worth-while things.
XV
Wouldn't you love to be a fiy on the zvall at a meeting of the A. C.f
XVI
]]l\y do you s'pose they put Cazcnove and Pomeroy right on the railroad
track?
XVII
Who knozvs of a place for dinner?
Then there is the inevitable Bromide, the most bromidic of bromides,
who thwarts our every effort toward sulphitism and invariably answers
our bromidioms in kind. She always asks you if you have noticed that
you always have sweep-day on your hardest day, or that the last few days
before vacation seem longer than just weeks before. She confides to you
some time in December or January, when you have almost forgotten that
ticket-books ever were in vogue, that she doesn't like the new tickets
—
they're so hard to carry and you can't buy single tickets. Let some
particularly juicy bit attract much attention and interest, in spite
of its very evident tinge of feebly based gossip, and she is inevit-
ably there to strike terror to the hearts of the "Pursuers of the Subtle,"
with "Those Boston papers can make the wildest stories out of nothing,"
or "That's just the way rumors get started in this place."




191 1. "My dear, (I()cs)i't she make the (/rainiest man?"
1910. "College isn't really eolle(/e nntil yon' re on the eanif^ns."
1909. "/'/// so (/lad I took Psych. /," "/'in so (/lad I took J'syeli. I'll."
1908. "It (jii'es you an ai^'fnlly (jneer sensation "a'hen yon reali-ce
that yon are doimj thin(/s here for the last time."
Last and dearest l)ecaiise they are just beginning to withdraw from
the l)ronii(hc field in favor of local color, are the sounds of the distressed
voice far down the corridor crying. "\\'h()'ll butttjn me?" The voice
from across the hall impatiently insisting on knowing whether the "post-
man has been," or "has the luncheon bell rung"; the business-like canvas-
ser of the query. "Do you know of an}'bod)- that's going to the vill this
afternoon ?" And the ever-ready invitation to "leave your things in my
room."
But who cares? Our bromides, like all bromides, are "The bread of
Society, the veriest StafT of Life," so for an instant, only for an instant,
let us deliberately flee sulphitism and say, "This College of ours is just a
small world after all."
The Yellow Sheet
Poor Wellesley has an awful time.
With scandals not a few.
The Boston papers paint it yellow
Instead of the Wellesley blue.
It grieves the girls most awfully,
To be miscolored so.
Therefore they write most carefully,
On paper white as snow.
But the faculty with one accord.
Do work in o])p()sition,
And all require the yellow sheet
For every composition.
We pious students are dismayed.
For to our great surprise,
The faculty and the Boston press,
Seem fast and firm allies.
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The Timid Proctor's Soliloquy
To proctor or not to proctor,— that is the question :
Whether 'tis better now that I should quiet
The shrieks and laughter of loud-talking Juniors
Or to endure their nerve-tormenting noises
Till they themselves shall end them ; to grit my teeth,
To close my transom, stuff my ears with cotton,
Forget the giggles and the many curious sounds
That girls are prone to,— 'twould give me a vacation
Most ardently desired. Yet from this course
What end would come? What end? Ah, there's a knock!
Outside the door th' house president may stand
To give reproof. There's the respect
Due the S. G. A. must be considered.
Yet who can bear to check the mirth of comrades,
And risk the charge of stony heartedness?
Thus friendship doth make cowards of us all,
And thus the gentle voice of duty's summons




But you and me,
You stroll around the halls, while
I read for French 23.
To finish three novels Fm trying.
But night and its hours are flying,
—Everybody's in slumberland
But you and me
!
If the moment when a thing begins
Is always called beginning,
I don't see why they do not call
Lunch at the Inn, an inning!
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The Freshman Appeal to The Village Committee
On sadly sang the wee Freshman,
As she sat in her room in the Vill
;
"This room is really so crowded,
I can scarcely swallow a pill.
"I've a bedstead and a rocker,
A chiffonier and a table
;
And that leaves just six inches
To turn in, if you're able.
"Yet I've found a place for all
My little toys and books
;
But please don't tell my dear Mama.
For I use uncanny nooks.
"My hat is down the register,
My math books 'neath the bed
;
Whenever I want to use them,
I have to stand on my head.
"Some of my clothes I keep in the drawers,
Along with my pumps and jam
;
My hat-pins, scissors and nail files,
I stick in the pillow-sham.
"That leaves the bed-posts for my coats.
And the table drawer for a sheet;
With my neckties draped on the gas jet.
Everything looks quite neat."
"They say college life is crowded
With interests, maybe that's so;
But the interests wouldn't bother me,
If I knevv' where my laundry could go!"
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Recipe for English VI Theme
Take one Plot, and let it simmer for some time in a Psychological
Atmosphere. Then cover it with the freshest Phrases obtainable. Work it
over until the Transitions are smooth. A little Midnight Oil will aid in
producing this result. Add Antecedent Material bit by bit, along with a
Spice of Humor and a Dash of Pathos. A few carefully concealed Mechani-
cal Devices can be used if desired. When all the ingredients are thoroughly
mixed, stir in a generous amount of the Leaven of Inspiration. If this is
neglected the Theme will be likely to fall flat. Be sure that it is r(?strained
— but not strained. Flavor with Dialect, Local Color, or Historic Back-
ground to suit taste. Spread thin over many sheets of yellow paper, and
place in the Theme Cabinet,—to be roasted.
Tor fhz Godi sit E V tv^ui^>£Ti.
(231)
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Registration Blank. The Bridge-teachers' Agency
Your signature on this blank is taken as a pledge that you fulfill all
our requirements of an ideal teacher.





How far do you live from the soda fountain ?
May we send cablegrams at your expense whenever we think it to
our interest to do so?
Age? Waist Measure? Size of shoe?
(The answers to these questions will be held as confidential.)
To what political party or other secret or social organization do you
belong ?
Do you use tobacco, intoxicating liquors, or profane language?
How many languages can you speak at once ?
Have you a license ?
In the following list underscore everything once, underscore twice
everything you have ever heard of before, three times everything you have
ever studied, and four times everything you know anything about. Make
a dash (
—
) after your specialties, and put a dash (— ) before your



































The following questions are especially impertinent, and the candidate
should use great care in answering them.
Do you whistle?
Do you play the piano for songs, marching, or sitting only ?
Have you been active in aesthetics?
Have you any defects of form and feature?
When, where, and to whom were you last engaged?
Are you married? H not, why not?
In considering a proposal to enter upon another engagement, what
is the least salary you would think necessary?
References
—
(Give name, page, volume, author and publisher of sources which
will verify your answers.)
Additional facts
—
(Place here any irrelevant information about yourself not already
brought out above.)
N. B.—Do not neglect to enclose several dozen photographs of yourself
and family, along with a lock of your hair and a sample of your new spring
suit.
The Song of the Brief
With fingers inky and cramped,
With eyelids heavy as lead
;
A Sophomore sat in her dressing-gown,
With a towel tied round her head.
Scratch, scratch, scratch.
She outlined her arguments chief
;
Until with a brain that was hardly sane,










The Ballade of the Fussing Freshman
I.
There were three little lads from Yale, '
Who took the train for Welleslee.
For they'd been bid to the glee club concert,
And their little hearts were full of glee.
II.
There were Silly Soph and Jokey Junior,
And the smallest he was a Fussing Fresh,
But whenever he opened his lips to utter
A single word they all said, "Hesh !'"
III.
They were loaded down with florist-boxes,
Till they looked like the Tailby familee.
Their ties were green and eke their sockses.
Their scarf-pins shone most wonder fullee.
IV.
Sez Silly Soph to Jokey Junior,
"You look extremely floweree."
But little Freshy murmured low,
"I only hope they will please she."
V.
But just before they got to W'orcester,
There came a sad catastrophee.
The engine it flew into splinters,
And through the window flew the Three.
VI.
The Silly Soph lit on a fence post.
And there he hung by his little coatee,
The Junior splashed in a big mud-puddle,




But when they were resuscitated,
And slamming the Uoston and Albanee.
Sez Freshy, gazing wildly about him,
"Now which in thunder of us is we?"
VIII.
"Oh, Fresh, first say your catechism,
And then go rescue our greeneree!"
The Fresh he dove beneath the engine
And squirmed out clutching one sweet pea.
IX
They said to the telegraph operator,
"Will you send a telegram for we?
For when us were falling through the air,
Our pennies fell out by gravitee."
The Freshman gave her a winning wink.
And pressed upon her his one sweet pea.
They jollied her up and actually got her




Just look at the mud all over we !"
Said Freshy, plucking a sod from his shirt front,
"Like this us cannot go to she."
XII
Said their friends when they greeted them at New Haven,
"Did they treat you thusly at VVelleslee?"
The Junior swore and the Soph he sputtered,
And only the Fresh dropped a tear for she.
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The Craw-fish scowled as I turned him o'er.
Scowled up from the little tin tray,
Where he lay,
He doubled his claw and I backed for the door
For crustaceans aroused will use language risque,
So they say.
But I paused in my flight, although fearing a bite,
For I saw his eyes blaze as I gazed all amazed,
"You've slashed me," quoth he,
"And you've mashed me and gashed me,
Though were the truth known, you too here'd be shown,
For by all that's created, I've heard it oft stated,
The Lobster and Craw are related."
(237;
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Sir Fuzzy Foot and the Gay Sophomore
The wild wind whooped round College Hall,
The lights within burned dim
;
And shadows from the burly oaks,
Looked out with faces grim.
A lonely Sophomore heads her way,
Against the seething wind.
And scatters hair-pins as she goes.
Of divers shapes and kind.
"The hour is late," she feebly sighed,
"The doors are barred and locked,
Oh, if my family knew my plight.
My, wouldn't they be shocked
!
"Oh, who will ope the door ?"' she cried,
"And who will take me in?
The wind blows cold and ghostly forms
Shriek round with horrid din."
Then up arose Sir h^uzzy Foot.
A knight both blithe and brave
;
He charged across the empty hall.
That Sophomore to save.
"Oh, enter in, my bonny lass,"
He cried and <^ped the door
;
And the gay Sophomore tumljled in,
Resolved to roam no more.
Notice !
As a precaution for the public safety, all students intending to occupy
box seats at the next P>arnswallow performance are requested to have their




The Song of the Wellesley Guzzler or—
The Food Path to Peace
I DO not care for dresses rare,
Or shoes of russet hue
;
For hats and curls, ear-rings of pearls.
Nor ribbons and belts of blue.
I buy no pins or other things,
I care not for my looks
;
I am so rash I spend my cash,
To specialize on cooks
!
Head and foot go bare, go bare
And both my hands go cold
;
But take me away to the Inn each day,
And let me spend my gold.
I love a steak and chocolate cake.
Hot waffles from the fire;
And cream that's lost in walnut sauce,
Is the height of my desire.
A rabbit, too, of yellow hue.
And toast both brown and brittle,
I'd not forego for all you know.
For that would suit me little.
Head and foot go bare, go bare
And both my hands go cold
;
But take me away to the Inn each day,
And let me spend my gold.
The Village Students' Lunch Room
Beautiful soup they have for sale.
Ladled from a large blue pail.
Sharp at 12.30 we seek in a group,
Soup in the lunch-room, nourishing soup.
Reliable soup, unvarying soup,
Five cents a portion, beautiful soup.
(239)
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{One girl) What did you do with that question al)out the Age of
Solomon ?
{Other girl) Left it out. / (hchi't know how old he was!
{histnietor) Did the Feast of the Dedication come before or after the
journey into Edom? What difference does it make?
{Student) I studied for two liour^ and couldn't find that it made any
difference.
{histnietor ) Miss . will you tell me what is meant l)y the verse.
"And the husbandman took his servants and beat one. and killed another
and stoned another?"
{Student) Why. it seems to me it means just about what it says.
{Instruetor) Miss
,
will you tell me wdiat you can about Tiglath-
Pileser ?
(Student) Tiglath-Pileser was a fertile country, bounded on the north
by Edom. on the south by Mount Hermon, on the west by Palestine, and
on the east by the Lake of Galilee. The people living there were gentle.
{Miss ) What was the style of the early Judaistic writers?
{Miss ) (Awakening from a nap.) Oh— why— they wrote very
pure English.
She was telling a story at dinner
In a voice quite bristling WMth R's
;
"We met at the cyclone-cellar,
You know, on that street with the cars.
Oh, shades of ye New England Elders
!
Hold not young Nebraska at fault.
If she talks about cyclone-cellars.





On a night both cold and airy,
In the midst of January,
A glow-worm ventured forth,
And wended toward the north.
Where was his little reason?
He was so out of season.
Of course it made him squirm,
The cold wind on that worm.
His little glow went out;
And though he was most stout.
He gave a worm-like shiver,
And his lip began to quiver.
Where was the grand good time?
It wasn't worth a dime.
To get so mighty cold.
And feel so awfully sold.





An example of the high type of literature known as "college stories !" The
author (forever unknown) begs to call attention to the local color. Much as she
regrets the absence of the making of fudge, necessary to every successful "college"
tale, she feels that the phraseology and the "love interest" are enough to admit it to
the literary ranks relating to the helpless undergraduate.
'OTHING," said Marguerite, hammering a thumb tack viciously
into the wall, in defiance of all the laws of Wellesley etiquette,
"Nothing ever happens!"
Jane murmured dreamily from the couch, "Why is ]Mag-
gie's wall like a sailing trip?"
Nobody paid any attention to the remark.
"Because it's all tacks !" Jane finally answered herself,
continuing, "Indeed, yes. I loir to keep vip both ends of the conversation!"
From her station on the desk, Marguerite looked down severely.
"You're an illustration of the American idea of conversation— all mono-
logue. Perhaps you may remember that I hazarded an utterance earlier in
the afternoon? There was, as far as I can see, nothing wrong with my
remark. I said, 'Nothing ever happens !' "
"That's imbecile," Maude responded, rocking squeakily in the Mission
chair, "Jane knew her Lit. 9 this morning, the elevator hasn't been stuck
once to-day, I went to morning chapel, a Glee Club man said Wellesley
girls were pretty—
"
"What !" shouted Jane and Marguerite, in accents of unbelief.
"What girls or what man ?—There is, deah girls, an ambiguity, as it were,
so to speak, in your remarks !" Maude spoke in the pompous tones pop-
ularly supposed to be appropriate in addressing the feminine inider-
graduate.
"I will answer both que.stions. The man was Primp's Glee Club
Concert man. He made the remark to me during the course of a
walk I treated him to at 10.50 this morning, while Primp was in Psych.
Far be it from me to add that he saw a good deal of me last night and
that—eh
—
perhaps—" Jane drowned the rest of the sentence by placidly
hurling a pillow at Maude.
"Where is he going?" asked Maude.
"Search me! He'll probably stay on a week or two! Isn't he the
man that they used to call Primp's week-end guest, because he came
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Thursday of each week, and didn't go home till Tuesday? Is Primp en-
gaged to him?"
'Not yet, but soon!" Jane performed an operatic roulade, slightly
diversified by her swallowing of some loose feathers oii the pillow beside
her.
"Primp's been simply stunning-looking all this week." Marguerite
jumped wisely down from the desk.
"There's a class going on below us,—Bible," said Maude indifferently.
"They like it—it wakes them up !" explained Marguerite. She threw
a pillow on the floor and sat on it cross-legged. "Go on, where were we?
I'm always so dopy in the 11.45 period that I cannot follow the simplest
conversation. Ah, yes! Did you notice Primp, Glee Club night? She
had on the grandest evening coat !"
Maude rose with dignity, bowed low to Marguerite, and then seated
herself without a word.
"When did you get it?" asked Jane.
"Last week. Primp seemed to be getting tired of my old one!"
Marguerite laughed. "Did Primp have on anything of her own that
night?"
There was a long pause. Finally Jane and Maude said, uncertainly
—
"The necklace?"
"Mine !" said Marguerite.
Jane looked musingly at the ceiling. "Primp's funny ! The clothes are
all right—she wouldn't own some of the positive smears I wear, but she
isn't satisfied unless she has the best looking coat in college on, over the
best looking gown, with the rarest lace handkerchief, and the newest and
most valuable fan thrown in. There isn't a girl in college that dresses as
well as Primp seems to dress, seen by the uninitiated, which is whosoever
doesn't own part of the loveliness."
"That's never any of us. I'm wondering now if Primp has decided
to wear my white hat, or your fur coat and hat in town, Mag. Not that
I care, but I thought if I went to that Freshman tea, I would attempt to
make a hit. Primp's going on the 1.07, you say?" Maude rose and went
towards the door.
"Where and wherefore are you going?" called Marguerite after her.
"I'm going to lay out the white hat and my boa, in case Primp wants




"Come back, you imbecile," shouted Jane, thoroughly awake for the
first time. "Let's play a joke on Primp ! She always borrows our things,
so she probably has it all planned what to dazzle her suitor with. Let's
hide our hats and coats and 'sech like,' and go up to Ruth's room to play
bridge right after lunch, so she can't ask us why she can't find them, and
then we'll lean over centre and see what she's got on."
"Is that mean?" asked Maude.
"With suitor here?"
"Firstly," answered Jane, "you'll never strike Primp without a
suitor draped gracefully in the background, and secondly, if he loves her
for herself alone, he won't care."
Jane crossed the hall to her room and returned with an armful of
wraps. She made a neat pile of them behind the screen in the corner
where the radiator stood.
"Think they'll singe?" she asked anxiously.
"No," said Marguerite in disgust. "Radiator's been out of order
for a week."
"Weak constitution?" queried ]\Iaude.
"Get your wraps and don't let me hear anything like that again," com-
manded Marguerite, sternly. "You're getting softening of the brain from
too much Edersheim."
The screen hid a goodly pile of coats and three elaborate hats that
lay throned in triumph over the whole.
"There," said Marguerite, concealing the arrangement with the
screen. "I'd like to know what she's going to do for hairal decorations.
She's worn one of those every Saturday this year!"
"I wonder what will happen to us !"
They wondered all through luncheon. Primp sat across from them
gulping swallows of milk and pieces of hash between agonized glances
at the clock. As she dashed by their table she called to Maude, "I'm
going to your room," and then disappeared out of the door.
"There's no time for bridge. Come on ! We'll hang out of Ruth's
room. We can see from there." Marguerite led the chase up the stairs.
Carriage after carriage packed with girls left the portico for the 1.07
train. Primp had not appeared.
"Do you suppose she'll miss it?" asked Jane, slightly contrite.
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"No." Maude craned her neck around the stonework. "Young Diehl
hasn't gone. She ahvays takes him. There!"
All three leaned far out. They beheld Primp jumping into the car-
riage, a ticket book, veil^ purse, and gloves in one hand, and a hat in the
other.
'T've got to make it," they heard her tell young Diehl. Then as
the carriage drove off Primp pinned the hat on her head.
"It's her old felt one," gasped Jane. "I was sure she'd borrow from
some one else. She told me she had meant to get a decent hat all win-
ter, but ]^Iaude's was so becoming!"
"She had on the princesse dress she hates, and a raincoat—a rain-
coat! !" Marguerite shuddered in disgust. "Poor Primp, what under the
sun has happened ! Let's go to our rooms."
They found a note on Marguerite's desk.
"Kind but firm," said Jane, looking over Marguerite's shoulder. "She
says in her sweet, girlish phrase, 'Cats ! There's some joke and it's on
me! I've spent so much time looking for you, that I've got to wear the
first thing I can fall into ! Horrid little brutes !' "
"Perhaps it was mean," said Marguerite. "She looked as pretty as
ever, though !"
"Neat, but not gaudy, as the monkey said when he painted his tail
sky blue/' cooed Jane. "Have you heard the inversion?"
The rest of the afternoon Primp was forgotten in frantic attempts to
repeat Jane's nonsense verse, "geat, but not naudy, maid the sonkey as
he tainted his pail bly skue."
"We've been acting like hoodlums all the afternoon," said Marguerite,
"The hour she is five, the mail he has arrived, and my box it calls me!"
She came back in a few moments. "Something for each of us." She
smiled sweetly, and handed Jane and Maude each a circular advising the
frequent use of Smith's refreshing and thoroughly delightful Cold Cream.
"You're right," Jane grunted fiercely. "Nothing happens, not even
mail !"
"Yesterday you had a bill from the Inn," tactfully put in Maude.
"That's the reason I'm sitting here doing nothing to-day with 'The Lit-
tle Cherub, and 'Csesar and Cleopatra'—and Keith's and the Orpheum—
"
"Wonder where Primp and he are now?" Jane was again dreamily
murmuring from the couch.
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The thump of flying feet clown the corridor and a hustling open of
the door answered her. Primp rushed into the room.
"Mag," she cried, "pin my collar! .And somehody give me some
money to ride down to the Inn. I'm late as it is!" Primp's cheeks were
very flushed and her eyes big with excitement. Finally she wheeled
around.
"Mag, you darling," she cried, "come into the hall. I've got to tell
you something!" she dragged Marguerite after her.
"Do you suppose it is the revenge she has planned?" Maude asked
Jane.
"Give it up ! Primp has a new secret each week that she simply
has to tell Mag."
They heard Marguerite say, "Really." Then Primp's steps hurrying
down- the hall. Marguerite opened the door laughing. She stood in the
doorway a moment eying Jane and Maude. Then she sank, still laugh-
ing, into a chair.
"Tight-wad! What's your joke?" asked Jane.
]\Iarguerite smiled teasingly. "Suppose I promised secrecy."
"Then you were disgustingly mean!" said Maude, adding suspiciously,
"I bet you didn't!"
"Oh ! please tell us, Maggie," pleaded Jane.
"Well," said Marguerite, "I am permitted to announce
—
"
"Not Primp's engagement!" gasped Jane.
"Who's telling this story?" demanded Marguerite. "You're right for
once! But the richest is to follow. He—the Glee Club man meant to
speak years ago, but was daunted by Primp's extravagance. It was only
to-day when he saw her in her—
"
"In the raincoat!" interrupted Maude.
"That he dared ask her—
"
"To share his cottage," Jane concluded.
"Think of our doing it all by dumping a few clothes behind a screen.
Do you suppose lots of impecunious youths hesitate to declare themselves
when I wear your belt buckle, Maggie? I can't decide whether to go
down to the house and sit in front of the fire all evening with you and
Mag, or go down to the Inn and observe Primp's young bliss spreading
over the maple-nut cake and chicken salad."
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"Stay here and do your Dago," suggested Maude. "Then you can
loaf to-morrow."
Jane rose and took a dramatic attitude. "Work! .Never! Do you
think I can settle down to the academic, when I have just brought about
the happiness of two human souls?"
Sour Sally Simpkins
Said I to Sally Simpkins,
When last I Sally saw
"Oh, Sally, Sally, why so sour.
Why seem you sad, wherefore?"
To me said Sally Simpkins,
With looks so seeming sad
;
"Why should you seek to single me,
For sermons on the bad ?
"My mien I swear is not so,
It is a shame to say
My face is sour since it seems,




This is a tale that bears forsooth
The much desired stamp of truth.
Lend it your academic ear,
And recognize the moral clear.
A maiden whom we all must know
At dinner said, not long ago,
"Those Presidents along the wall,
Of our C. H.'s dining hall—
"
A freshman started up amazed.
And rueful at the portraits gazed :
—
"Ex-presidents ! is it," she says
—
"They told me, ex-headwaitresses!"
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A Denizen of the Forest
This little tale, besidQS being in itself of great literary merit, possesses the
added interest of having concealed in it the names of seventy-five prominent seniors.
For example, the first concealed name is Denison (denizen,—see?) The Legenda of-
fers a prize for the first correct list which is sent to the Editor-in-Chief.
Far in the depths of the West Woods, on a Httle clearing, a carpenter
built himself a house. He was bent on leading the simple life,— he eschewed
downy couches, used a wheel-barrow for a motor car, and grew daily
browner and hardier. No boys molested his little field or berry patch, no
mortal set foot in that green wood. Thus lived he all summer long, earning
his bread by the sweat of his brow. So far, well and good. But winter's
snow found the poor man in hazardous plight, with empty barns, no coal,
and very little to wear.
"I don't know what use 'tis to try, I can't cope with the situation," he
said at length.
Just then he heard a noise.
"
'Tis some stray hunter," he thought, but his heart well-nigh became
like molten lead, for a young woman's voice was heard saying
:
"How do you do?"
"What new bold creature is this ?" he pondered, as he hastened to raise
the curtain and crane his neck for a view. She stood resplendent in a white
silk mackintosh, a fairer vision than ever came, gladding the heart of bard
or poet.
"My dear girl, it's not wise of you to come here," he exclaimed
anxiously.
"No one notes my comings and goings," she answered. "Won't you
usher me in ? I've brought you soup, peas and pickles. Do you think they'll
make you more ill ? . . . Be careful, they may burn you/' she cautioned,
as he hungrily seized the viands.
"Why don't you go to a barber?" she questioned presently, looking at
his bared head, "and get some hair tonic. You're very gray, and if you get
any balder, stunning though you are, I cannot love you."
"Silence," he thundered.
She drew a step back and said haughtily, "So curt is your speech, I'd like
to howl and go off in a huff."
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"Grant me pardon in this one case," he begged, "and never leave me
more."
She assented, saying, "A simple life with noble aims brings fuller joy
than pope or earl can find."
Song
The Eternal Question (or What's the Excitement?)
Music ad inspirationem.
When shall mine eyes the sight behold,
—
The sight I sigh to see,
—
The sight, the site, the sight of the site,
The site of our Libraree?
The Shark
How doth the little shark delight,
To sit and study all the night;
And to exhibit all the day,
The wisdom that she gains that way.
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When Legenda's last pages are printed,
and the board is all withered and dried,
When the huskiest editor's jaded
and the youngest critic has died.
We shall rest, and, faith, we shall need it
—
lie down for a moment or two.
Till the scourgers of hard-worked students
shall bind on our burdens anew.
Our Familiars
MoNA Lisa and Hosea,
Side by side upon the wall,
Looked across at Galahad,
At his horse and spear and all.
Said Lisa to Hosea,
"Did he ever find that grail?"
But Hosea, he was talking
To the Sistine all so pale.
Her two cherubs were off playing.
With Baby Stuart, cutting teeth.
While the Blessed Damosel
Gazed down on earth beneath.
Blind Hope stood near beside
Dear Hanging of the Crane.
Love, too, is blind, and so they sit
Without a care for sun or rain.
Dante bent his hazy eyes.
On a chaste illumination.
"Do It Now," was what it said,
And he wiped off perspiration
The Dramatic Hero
He does not drink, he does not swear,
He seldom rants and tears his hair.
'Tis an impressive sight to see.
How ladylike a man can be.
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Although these statistics are necessarily taken from individuals, yet a
little study will convince one that they are thoroughly representative of
existing conditions.
THE LEAD I hG LAD V
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A Conversation with Herr Anton Bumski after his
Recital at Wellesley
You vish an inderview ? Gewiss ! It vill be me a bleasure. Yess, I
haf blayed at Wellesley. It vos a violinen goncert. My imbressions? Him-
mel, vot a guestion ! In de beginning, it iss a pig pare room vit dexts on de
vail from de Bible. It made me feel gueer to blay lifely music at dem.
Anyvay such a devout shpirit ! De young girls lots off dem hat Bibles dot
dey read all the time I blayed my bieces. Issn't it vonderful? Dey don'd
stop reading it efen for Bach! How dey must lofe it! Vot I couldn't
understand vos dot it vos de middle aged vons dot read only. The vons
with 191 1 ant 1908 on der glass pinss— none of dem vere so devout— all
of dese had stickerein or hackelten neckties—de vons dot didn'd shleep
!
I vos disbleased ven dey all began dosing yently, so all at vonce out I grash
mit a few loud skvieks in finale. You should have seen it ! Dey voke up mit
shtarts ant felt dey had missed someting so dey glapped ant glapped be-
cause dey tought es wiirdes vielleicht noch einmal passeien. Ant den ven
I voss all tru dey glapped and glapped because it wasn't at de ent of de
time ant dey didn't vant to lose votever dey could skveeze into my efenings
blaying.
After de gonzert I valked in de halls and little punches off dem
shtopped ant belooked me ofer. "Yess, hiss hair iss a vig," von lady vispered
as I bassed. It mate me veel so bleasant. Eh? Nattirlich nicht ! It
vould shake oft' ven I blayed. De end off it? Ve got to a open blace mit
tousende weiss gekleidete ladies und dey hung ofer balconies and pointed
at me. Den dey all sang, glimbing up higher ant higher—de higher
de fewer— a shtrange skreech dat shivered me. "Pretty, iss it not?" said
someone to me. "Yess, it iss not," I said upon it. It zounded like "Well
spieled." And ride after it dey all shreiten my name so I supposs it
bleased dem, vot I blayed,—ass much as dey heard ven dey didn't look
in der books or on der Hackelein. Dit I like it at Wellesley? Now you
are gvestioning ! Do dey know music ven dey hear id ? Himmel mensch.
do you think you can traw me oud to zay unschentlemanly remargs?—Enuf
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A Ballad with a Happy Ending
There was a maiden came from the west
Well-es-ley, oh JTcll-cs-lcy,
She sought the college the bluest and best,
U'cll-cs-Icy, oh JJ\^ll-cs-lcy!
She had been there but a month or two
—
Well-es-ley, oh Well-cs-lcy,
When the Grip seized her and all but a few,
The cases outnumbered the numbers she knew,




She wrote to her father to come to her aid,
Well-es-ley, oh Well-es-ley,
He started to come, had all but obeyed.
When all the banks failed, and nothing was paid.
He telegraphed back he must needs be delayed.
She burst into tears, that sensitive maid.
Well-es-ley, oh JJ'ell-es-ley!
But soon she did dry them, for Alid Year's drew near
;
Well-es-ley, oh Well-es-ley,
She felt all her strength was called upon here.
She worked hard and long; but flunked out through fear,
Well-es-ley, oh Well-es-ley!
"Now what shall I do in this cold world and cruel?
Well-es-ley, oh Well-es-ley,
"It's bufifets me round without reason or rule,




Oh, truly 'twas piteous and sad was her pHght
Well-es-ley, oh Well-es-ley,
Till at length Glee Club Concert, long wished, hove in sight.
She was happy and gay ever after that night,
For it was so fair and so winning a sight
To see the young men and the white gloves so tight,
That she felt ever after that things were all right.
Well-es-ley, oh Well-es-ley,
When Loving is but Losing
A YOUTH sat in the fifth row front,
A maid sat in the choir
;
Oh, she was fair, with golden hair.
And wore a rat of wire.
He looked and loved as youths have done.
Through ages worn with using;
Yet every thought no solace brought,
His loving was but losing.
For lack-a-day, they could not meet.
Though longings fearful rend him
;
He sighed and moaned, for he knew he was owned.







JJliereas there has been some uncertainty shown with regard to cer-
tain (juestions of etiquette, it has been deemed advisable to publish the
following list of
Don'ts for Wellesley Girls
Don't lend a lemon for afternoon tea unless you think you can make
it up in the consumption of the other supplies.
Don't return the umbrella you borrowed unless you hope to get a
better one in its place.
Don't go to classes on time; the instructors aren't prepared for it.
Don't ever answer a question in class without first having remarked
to the instructor, "Pardon me, but I didn't quite understand what you
said."
Don't (unless you especially desire to) read your shilling shocker (or
dime novel) out aloud in a lecture course.
Don't say "Excuse me" when you bump into a person in the hall.
N. B.—Exception can be made to this rule when you knock the per-
son down.
Don't give your dinner guest a napkin. She doesn't expect it, and
besides she usually has a handkerchief.
Don't fail to rearrange your side combs at the beginning of each class
appointment. It gives the instructor time to collect her wits. She will
appreciate the favor.






The fatal time at length had come,
I took my note-book down,
And started to work with a weary sigh
And a concentrated frown.
"The wonderful thought of the bard who has died.
The light of an age we mourn,
The charm of his style with its grace and ease,"
—
Here I stopped, for the page was torn.
"The clearest idea of the lesson he taught
—
And no one has taught it as he
—
Is most easily drawn and most clearly explained,
By the help of this simile."
I searched the pages up and down.
But nowhere could I find,
The simile of precious worth.
Nor would it come to mind.
"Too fast some teachers talk," I said,
"They ought to go more slow
;
Those who are wise don't understand
How little others know."
Again I turned me to my page,
The time was flying by;
To glean the harvest of my notes,
I must make one more try.
"The clearest restatement of all of this theme,
Is found in the following spot;"
For one blissful moment my heart leaped for joy,




Weary and hopeless, I turned from my desk,
And languidly wished I were dead
;
"There may be a note-book with one line of sense.
But that note-book's not mine," I said.
Alas ! or According to the Alphabet
My name begins with W,
And so there's nothing I can do.
I'd like to be the teacher's pet,
I'd like to sit in front, you bet,
I'd like to beam intelligence.
And take the credit consequence;
But all these things I can not do.
My name begins with W.
Virtue is its own Reward
I've been the goodest little girl
For almost four long years.
I've learned my lessons every day.
Despite my classmates' jeers.
I've never said how hard I work.
Or balked at any job.
I've done committee work galore,
For the ungrateful mob.
Yet no one ever offered me
The much desired key.
Or urged me on with ardent voice
Class president to be.
It's very well—I won't complain.
Since they're too dense to see.
But I hope IF they to Heaven go




Edited for Wellesley use ( For the Zoology student)
The girl who has plenty of straight-limbed and perfectly constructed
grasshoppers and giveth her zoology neighbor none,
She shan't have any of my maybeetles when her straight-limbed and
perfectly constructed grasshoppers are gone.
She shan't have any of my cambarus, limbricus, helix or squids, moin-
ezia, sea cucumbers, starfish, or snails, when her schistocerca are gone.
(For any student)
O, THE jokes of our old Wellesley,
O, the jokes of our dear old Wellesley,
They are hoary with age.
But we pore o'er each page
Of the jokes of our old Wellesley.
'Neath the jokes of our old Wellesley,
'Neath the jokes of our dear old Wellesley,
Though for years we have known
Them, in vain do we groan,
'Neath these jokes of our old \\''ellesley.
Step Song
Ghostlike all through college hall,
Kimonoed figures creep.
The girls who rose for fire drill
Go back to sleep, go back to sleep.
Breakneck down the halls,
I bolt to get a chair or grating
I find them promised long ahead.
And lines waiting, and lines waiting!
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The Ballade of Young Clara Clam
I'll sing you a song without a flam,
Tis all about young Clara Clam,
Who doted much on eggs and ham,
On college hash and tongue and lamb.
Sing tu-ra lu-ra lu-ra.
She rose one morn with much ado,
When breakfast hour was almost through,
Put on a boot and then a shoe
And tied her hair into a queue.
Sing tu-ra lu-ra lu-ra.
She ope'd the door, flew through the hall,
And bumped her eyebrow on the wall,
Tripped down a step, achieved a fall.
And buttons burst both one and all.
Sing tu-ra lu-ra lu-ra.
"Help, help," she cried, amid the din
Of bursting hooks, "bring me a pin,
I swear this time I mean to win,
Despite the scratch upon my chin."
Sing tu-ra lu-ra lu-ra.
"What ho! come rescue those in need,
I'll die without my morning's feed !"
But not a maiden paid her heed.
Cold, stony hearts they had indeed.
Sing tu-ra lu-ra lu-ra.
So wounded sore, and torn and rent,
In sad array she room-ward went,
And to her sorrowing heart gave vent,
In breakfasting on saltines lent




WHERE, O where is my lexicon?
O where can my rubbers be?
1 guess I'll never see 'em again—
They've been borrowed anonymously.
My nickels supply the telephone,
And stamps I cannot keep;
The vanishing of my food-supplies,
Is enough to make you weep.
My fur coat's gone to a football game.
And would that I had, too,
—
Neighbor, I've got to protect myself.
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CROSS, JEAN A., 5 Bigclow Street, Cambridge, Mass.
DAMON, ETHEL M., 1536 Thurston Street, Honolulu, T. H.
D.WIDSON, REBEKAH F., 704 North Avenue, W., Allegheny, Pa.
DECKER, A. MABEL, 417 Williams Street, E. Orange, N. J.
DICKEY, CHRISTINE A., 40 Fairfield Avenue, Holyoke, Mass.
DITMARS, LILLIAN, 50 W. Madison Street, Franklin, Ind.
DOE, FLORENCE H., 616 Main Street, Medford, Mass.
D'OOGE, IDA J., Ypsilanti, Mich.
DOUGHERTY, ELIZABETH, 550 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
DRAKE, MARTHA L., 212 Bacon Street, Waltham, Mass.
DUDLEY, EDITH, 55 S. Hamilton Street, Poughkecpsie, N. Y.
DUNN, HARRIET A., 373 Lafayette Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
EATON, AVIS C, Princeton, Minn.
EATON, LORRAINE M., 60 N. Main Street, Natick, Mass.
EDSALL, JESSIE Y., 280 Roseville Avenue, Newark, N. J.
EDSON, MARGARET O., 154 South Avenue, Whitman, Mass.
EDWARDS, LAURA V., 1824 E. Seventy-ninth Street, Cleveland, O.
ELLIOTT, UNA, 947 Hyde Park Avenue, Readville, Mass.
ELY, EDNA C, Shirley, Mass.
ERSKINE, MADELINE R., 6505 Eighth Street, Oak Lane, Pa.
ESKEY, BESSIE M., 2241 Chaplin Street, Wheeling, W. Va.
FARNHAM, MABEL S., Charles City, Iowa.
FINLAY, WINIFRED, 143 Union Street, Montclair, N. J.
FISHBACK, BLANCHE, Brookings, S. D.
FISHER, GERTRUDE G., 41 E. Seventieth Street, New York, N. Y.
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FISKE, GEORGIAXA K., Grafton, Mass.
FLEMING, MARTHA R., Upper Musquodoboit, N. S.
FOLSOM, EDITH F., 35 Waverly Street, Brockton, Mass.
FOSTER, EVA L., 94 High Street, Westerly, R. I.
FRANTZ, MAUDE B., 321 E. King Street, Lancaster, Pa.
FRASER, JULIETTE M., 1804 College Street, Honolulu, T. H.
GAGER, ALICE, Palmer, Mass.
GIBBONS, WILHELMINA, Bird-In-Hand, Pa.
GILSON, AGNES L., 105 Crafton Avenue, Crafton, Pa.
GOLDRING, WINIFRED, Slingerlands, N. Y.
GOLLER, HELEN, Maquoketa, Iowa
GREENWOOD, MARY A., 59 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Mass.
GREGG, CLARA B., Washington Street, Steubenville, O.
HALL, HELEN E., 212 W. Miner Street, West Chester, Pa.
HALL, KATHERINE S., 46 E. Seventieth Street, New York, N. Y.
HALL, MILDRED C, 91 Belcher Avenue, Brockton, Mass.
HALLEY, FRANCES W., Rapid City, S. D.
HANFORD, RUTH C, Scottsville, N. Y.
HART, HELEN R., Neshanic, N. J.
HAYES, LOUISE K, 15 Hazel Street, Manchester, N. H.
HERSEY, IRVINA H., 812 Washington Street, Whitman, Mass.
HICKS, GERTRUDE, Norwich, N. Y.
HIGGINS, MARION L., 1143 Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.
HILL, FRANCES R., 22 Oakland Place, Buffalo, N. Y.
HINDS, DOROTHY, Saint Anne's Road, Richmond Hill, N. Y.
HOFFMAN, ELIZABETH D., Sixtieth Street, above Baltimore Avenue, W. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
HOLMES, ALICE C, 58 Glenwood Avenue, Brockton, Mass.
HOUGH, DORRIS S., 542 County Street, New Bedford, Mass.
HOWES, JOSEPHINE H., 2,(> Marlboro Street, Keene, N. H.
HUGHES, ANGIE C, 181 Elizabeth Street, Utica, N. Y.
HULL, MARGARET H., 1422 Hinman Avenue, Evanston, 111.
HURSH, EDITH F., 186 Upland Road, Cambridge, Mass.
HUSSEY, HELEN M., yz Main Street, Rochester, N. H.
HUTCHCRAFT, MARY F., Paris, Ky.
INGRAM, MARGARET M., 522 Fourth Avenue, Eau Claire, Wis.
JACOBS, ALICE M., Danielson, Conn.
JACOBY, GENEVIEVE, 43 Washington Terrace, Bridgeport, Conn.
JONES, LAURA E., 1845 Arlington Place, Chicago, 111.
JONES, MARGARET H., Hankinson, N. D.
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KI-:LM, JEANNETTE, Cynwyd, Pa.
KENNEDY, MARGARET P.., 140 W. State Street, Trenton, N. J.
KENYON, RUTH M., 259 Long Hill Street, Springfield, Mass.
KIDDER, BESSIE G., Woodstock, Vt.
KILLARS, JENNIE J., Stonington, Conn.
KING, SALLIE A., 21 11 Greenwood Street, Pueblo, Colo.
KLINGENSMITH, CAROLINE, Fort Smith, Ark.
KNAPP, HELEN B., 229 W. Centre Street, Marion, O.
KOCH, FLORENCE L., 1204 Hamilton Street, Allentown, Pa.
LARRABEE, MARY S., 55 Prospect Street, Willimantic, Conn.
LAWRANCE, MARY C, 475 Main Street, Winchester, Mass.
LEE, FRANCES M., 64 Orchard Street, Westfield, N. J.
LEGATE, HELEN, 2>y Park Street, Adams, Mass.
LEPLEY, EDITH C, Monroeville, O.
LEWIN, FANNIE S., Hanover, N. H.
LEWIS, MARY, Box 570, Westerly, R. I.
LITTLE, ELEANOR N., 438 Locust Street, Dubuque, Iowa.
LOCKE, JULIA G., Hampton, N. H.
LONG, HELEN, 31 North Broadway, White Plains, N. Y.
LUNT, HELEN P., 611 Central Avenue, Dunkirk, N. Y.
LUPTON, OLIVE M., Mattituck, N. Y.
LYMAN, CHARLOTTE D., Hubbard Woods, 111.
LYNDE, GRACE F., Westminster, Mass.
MacARTHUR, GLADYS R., McColloms, N. Y.
McCABE, OLIVE C, 2 Angell Street, Providence, R. I.
McCarthy, AGNES E., 1827 Fifth Avenue, Troy, N. Y.
McCAUSEY, MARY L., Union City, Mich.
McCOMBS, ETHEL R., The Shelley Arms, Fort Thomas, Ky.
McCURDY, EDITH M., 422 Cumberland Street, Lebanon, Pa.
MACFARLANE, ANNA H., Glen Avon, Duluth, Minn.
MacFARLANE M. EMILY, 381 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass.
McMILLIN, ELIZABETH I., North Adams, Mass.
McNAB, MARY A., 210 Arlington Avenue, Youngstown. O.
MANN, DOROTHEA L., 8 Woodland Road, Maiden, Mass.
MANN, GERTRUDE E., 88 E. Main Street, Orange, Mass.
MARKLEY, MARION E., 203 Cedar Street, Mason City, Iowa
MARSTON, DOROTHEA M., Hallowell, Me.
MAXWELL, LAURA, Georgetown, Colo.
MECREDY, MARY F, Lakewood, N. J.
MILLS, DOROTHY C, 4813 Beaumont Avenue, W. Philadelphia, Pa.
MILLS, EDITH F., 12 S. Ewing Street, Helena, Mont.
MITCHELL, FRANCES, 91 N Street, South Boston, Mass.
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MITCHELL, PRISCILLA, 93 N Street, South Boston, Mass.
MOORE, ALBERTA, 8 W. 119th Street, New York, N. Y.
MORISON, CORA S, 21 Pearl Street, Belfast, Me.
MORSE, AMY N., The Winchester, State Street, Springfield, Mass.
MOSELEY, M. GRACE, Oakland Avenue, Needham, Mass.
MOSES, SOPHIA, 228 Westchester Avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
MUIR, RUTH S., 61S Hays Street, San Antonio, Texas.
MUMPER, ALICE H., 823 West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
NEAL, MILDRED P., 214 Main Street, Amesbury, Mass.
NEWTON, ANNA M., 371 N. Broad Street, Norwich, N. Y.
NICHOLS, HELENE W. B., 9 Prospect Street, Holliston, Mass.
NICKERSON, RHODA L., Chatham, Mass.
NORCROSS, KATHARINE, 129 Washington Street, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
NOSS, MARY T., California, Pa.
O'LEARY, HELEN M., 771 Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.
OLNEY, FLORENCE A., 724 N. Washington Street, Rome, N. Y.
OSGOOD, EDITH E., Grace Rectory, N. Attleboro, Mass.
PACKARD, MINNIE, 2.-7 Chestnut Street, Quincy, Mass.
PALMER, HELEN B., 923 Grand Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
PARDEE, PAULA, Rosebank, New York, N. Y.
PATTEE, ETHELYN, North Stratford, N. H.
PAUL, LENA I., 49 Western Promenade, Auburn, Me.
PAYNE, EDITH, 116 Sip Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
PEASE, JULIA S., 468 College Street, Burlington, Vt.
PERRY, HESTER, 350 Third Street, Elyria, O.
PERRY, KATHARINE A., 437 Eagle Street, Dunkirk, N. Y.
PETERSON, OLiyE, 865 Grandview Avenue, Dubuque, Iowa.
PHELPS, APH P., Corner Eleventh and Main Streets, Louisville, Ky.
PINKHAM, SARA, 82 Carleton Street, Portland, Me.
PINNEY, RUTH F., 835 Third Avenue, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
PIPER, MADELEINE, 55 Langdon Street, Cambridge, Mass.
PREBLE, ADELE, 80 Church Street, Waltham, Mass.
PRESBY, ELIZABETH M., 34 W. 126th Street, New York, N. Y.
PULSIFER, MARION E., 45 Washington Square, Salem, Mass.
QUIMBY, ELIZABETH A., 34 Miller Street, Belfast, Me.
RANKIN, BERTHA S., 1535 Neil Avenue, Columbus, O.
RAYMOND, ELEANOR A., 84 Ellery Street, Cambridge, Mass.
REEDER, RUTH, 4724 Chester Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
REYNOLDS, ALICE R., Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
RICHTER, ALMA, 428 Fourth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
RIDGWAY, ISABEL G., 524 E. Main Street, Coatesville, Pa.
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RIMMER, MARJORIE, 33 W. Tliirty-ninth Street, New York, N. Y.
ROACH, KATE P., Harrodsburg, Ky.
ROBERTSON, XELSOX E.. 1802 Fremont Avenue, S., r^linncapolis, Minn.
ROBIXSON, MARGARET W., 46 Temple Street, Springfield, Mass.
ROBIXSON, MILDRED A, 132 Church Street, Waltham, Mass.
ROGERS, IXEZ A., Chatham, Mass.
ROSS, PAULINE W., High Street, Ipswich, Mass.
ROTHERY, AGXES E., Wellesley, Mass.
SANDERSOX, MARY B., Chester, Mass.
SAVAGE, MARIOX D., 271 High Street, Xewlniryport, Mass.
SAWYER, ADAH C, 521 W. Washington Street, South Bend, Ind.
SCHERMERHORN, MARY, 1106 S. Thirty-second Street, Omaha, Neb.
SCHWARTZ, CLARA H., 105 S. Pine Street, Hazleton, Pa.
SEARLES, LINNIE G., Templeton, Mass.
SENER, RUTH, 233 Charlotte Street, Lancaster, Pa.
SEVERIN, THERESA, 576 Washington Street, Dorchester, Mass.
SHELTON, MARGARET, Rhinelander, Wis.
SHEPARD, MARGARET E., Barrington, R. I.
SHUCK, ANNIE, 3613 E. Tenth Street, Kansas City, Mo.
SILLIMAN, ELLEN, Toulon, 111.
SINEX, MARY McC, Edgewater Park, N. J.
SLACK, HELEN L., Bethel, Conn.
SMITH, CHARLOTTE T., Stratford, Conn.
SMITH, E. LOUISE, 800 W. College Avenue, Jacksonville, 111.
SMITH, GEORGIA R., Allegany, N. Y.
SOULE, DORA M., 10 Park Street, W. Roxbury, Mass.
SPA MR, MARIE D., 621 E. Town Street, Columbus, O.
STACKPOLE, SYRENA H., Riverhead, N. Y.
STEPHENS, BERTHA, 100 N. Champion Avenue, Columbus, O.
STEVENS, BEATRICE M., 2 Oakland Street, Lexington, Mass.
STEVENS, FLORENCE E., 50 Parker Avenue, Meriden, Conn.
STONE, M. LOIS, Wellesley, Mass.
STRATTON, MARION F., Hudson, Mass.
STRETTON, CAROLINE P., Stoughton, Mass.
STUTSON, RUTH F., 24 Fountain Street, West Newton, Mass.
SUPPES, MARGARET A., 81 Osborn Street, Johnstown, Pa.
SUYDAM, MARGARET E., 67 Livingston Avenue, New Brunswick, N. J.
SWAIN, AGNES, 178 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
TABER, EMILY, 78 South Street, Auburn, N. Y.
TAFT, FRANCES L., P. O. Box 11 16, New York, N. Y.
TAYLOR, MABEL A., Proctor, Vt.
TAYLOR, STELLA A., 109 Llewellyn Road, Montclair, N. J.
TERRY, MAY H., 275 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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THIERY, M. LOUISE, 34 Central Street, Somerville, Mass.
THOMPSON, MARY B., Thompson Ridge, N. Y.
TUCKER, FLORENCE L, 1030 Canton Avenue, Mattapan, Mass.
TUFTS, FRANCES W., 562 Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.
VAN ETTEN, JENNIE, 12 W. Chestnut Street, Kingston, N. Y.
VOSE, ELIZABETH P., Sabattus, Me.
WAKEFIELD, CAROLINE, 25 Shady Lane, Uniontown, Pa.
WALKER, RUBY E., 147 Chestnut Street, Dubuque, Iowa
WALLOWER, HELEN, 410 N. Third Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
WATT, FLORENCE I., Wellesley, Mass.
WATT, MURIEL M., Wellesley, Mass.
WEBSTER, MARION A., 66 Washington Street, North Attleboro, Mass.
WHITNEY, MARGARET, 1023 Georgia Avenue, Omaha, Neb.
WILCOX, LEALA, 1104 E. Jefferson Street, Bloomington, 111.
WILLIAMS, DOROTHY, 245 E. Johnson Street, Germantown, Pa.
WILLIS, RUBY, 181 Main Street, Reading, Mass.
WILSON, LUCY, 7 Auburn Court, Brookline, Mass.
WILSON, MABEL R., 1416 N. Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
WILSON, RUTH E.. 806 Sixth Street, S. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
WONSON, SUSAN S., i Clarendon Street, Gloucester, Mass.
WOOD, EDNA M., 130 Upland Road, Quincy, Mass.
WOOD, MARY E., 12 Highland Street, Portsmouth, N. H.
WOODWARD, MAUD A., 181 Boulevard, Summit, N. J.
WRIGHT, ELSIE L., 831 Mt. Faith Avenue, Fergus Falls, Minn.
ZABRISKIE, MARY, 163 Hillside Avenue, Glen Ridge, N. J.
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ABBOTT, MARGARET, Piedmont Park, Charlotte, N. C
ABBOTT, MURIEL L., Springfield, Vt.
ACH, ROSALIND K, 539 W. Second Street, Dayton, O.
ADAIR, HELEN M., 2234 N.Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ADAMSON, MARY, Cedartown, Ga.
ALLEN, RUBY M., 420 Earl Court, Elyria, O.
ANDEM, ETHEL L., North Grosvenor Dale, Conn.
ANDERSON, DORA C, 848 President Ave., Fall River, Mass.
ATKINSON, MARY E., 2802 N. Junette Street, Tacoma, Wash.
ATWOOD, ALICE L., 41 Terrace Avenue, Newton Highlands, Mass.
BABBITT, INA, 431 Main Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
BACON, LUCY R., 22 School Street, Waltham, Mass.
BALL, MARION H., 52 Crandall Street, Adams, Mass.
BARROW, BETTY P., Fourth and Walnut Streets, Lexington, Ky.
BATES, MARY, 162 Glenmary Avenue, Clifton, Cincinnati, O.
BENNETT, HELEN F., South Street, Wrentham, Mass.
BINNEY, DOROTHY, Sound Beach, Conn.
BLACKER, RUTH L., 41 Gardner Street, Allston, Mass.
BLODGETT, HARRIET R., Suncook, N. H.
BONXING, IRMA I., 99 E. High Street, Detroit, Mich.
BOWEN, BEULAH, 264 Lexington Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
BRIDGMAN, DOROTHY D., 1495 Hewritt Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
BRINTON, ANNA H., 20 W. Chestnut Street, West Chester, Pa.
BRISTOL, LOUISE F., Ovid, N. Y.
BROOKS, STELLA M., 11 Academy Street, Barre, Vt.
BRYAN, ROXENA R., 88 W. Main Street, Wauwatosa, Wis.
BUBIER, MARGARET, 172 Washington Street, Lynn, Mass.
BUFFINGTON, MARY M., 51 Ashland Street, Taunton, Mass.
BULKLEY, HELEN, 7154 Euclid Avenue, Chicago, 111.
BULLOCK, RUTH, 437 W. Sixth Street, Plainfield, N. J.
BURR, HELEN, 8 Crescent Street, Middletown, Conn.
CAMP, NELLIE E., Tunkhannock, Pa.
CAREY, ALICE, ^2 Washington Park, Newtonville, Mass.
CARPENTER, MERIAM B., New Rochelle, N. Y.
CARTER, GERTRUDE M., 56 Cedar Street, Roxbury, Mass.
CASTLE, INA, 121 S. Waller Avenue, Austin, Chicago, 111.
CHASE, HARRIET N., West Newfield, N. H.
CLARK, LUCILE E., 141 Westmoreland Place, Los Angeles, Cal.
CLARK, MILDRED, 161 Bay State Road, Boston, Mass.
CLARKE, OLIVE M., Wellesley, Mass.
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CLEMENCE, BERTHA, 7 South Street, Southbridge, Mass.
COCHRANE, MARGARET R., Hudson, N. Y.
COFFIN, S. FRANCES, 3439 Lafayette Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
COLBY, HORTENSE, Wellesley, Mass.
COLLKTT, ALARY E.. 913 X. Fifth Street. .Vtchison, Kan.
COLLINS, JULIA N., 116 First Avenue, Gloversville, N. Y.
CONGER, DELIA. 381 North Prairie Street, Galesburg, 111.
CONANT, PERSIS L., 143 Park Street, Portland, Me.
COOK, GERTRUDE N., 59 Woodland Road, Woonsocket, R. I.
COOK, LUCY E., Sausalito, Cal.
COOKE, GUENN, 10 Church Street, Milford, Mass.
CORWIN, IVA M., 189 Glenwood Avenue, East Orange, N. J.
COTTRELL, BERTHA T.. 54 Glen Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
CROASDALE. HELEN, 1908 W. Genesee Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
GROSSMAN, RUTH A., 24 Walnut Street, Taunton, Mass.
CURRY, FLORA G., Fort Morgan, Colo.
CURTIS, JOSEPHINE, Machias, Me.
CUSHMAN, KATE E., Monson, Mass.
CUTTING, KATHLEEN E., 808 Tappan Street, Ann Arbor, Mich.
DALZELL, LOUISE, South Egremont, Mass.
DAVID, ERMA M., 308 Pioneer Building, Seattle, Wash.
DAVIES, HESTER R., 22,22 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
DAY, FLORENCE, 1405 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington, D. C.
DE LONG, MIRIAM E., 12 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
DEY, DOROTHY, Wellesley, Mass.
DODD, MABEL, 107 Isabelle Street, Charles City, Iowa
DOUGLAS, ISADORE, 34 Linnwood Avenue, Newton, N. J.
DOW, ESTHER H., 29 Hardy Avenue, Campello, Brockton, Mass.
DOWNES, MINNETTE, Catonsville, Md.
DRUMM, EDITH J., 64 Dorchester Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
FAMES, STELLA W., 38 Mishawum Road, Woburn, Mass.
ELLIOTT, RUTH, North Hanson, Mass.
ELLIS, GERTRUDE, Charles City, Iowa
ELLMAKER, LUCY H., 342 E. Orange Street, Lancaster, Pa.
EVERETT, MARION B., 116 Governor Street, Providence, R. L
FENNO, CORNELIA A., Geneseo, N. Y.
FLETCHER, RUTH B., 25 Rector Street, Perth Amboy, N. J.
FOOTE, EDNA A., 67 Myrtle Avenue. Montclair, N. J.
FOSTER, MAE, Upland Road, Wellesley, Mass.
FOWLER. ELOISE I., 30 W. Silver Street, Westfield, Mass.
FRENCH, JESSIE G., 64 Bleecker Street, Gloversville, N. Y.
FROST, MILDRED N., 106 Pleasant Street, Newton Centre, Mass.
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GAMBLE, ELIZABETH R, Millersburg, Ky.
GIFFORD, MARGARET A., Moses Brown School, Providence, R. L
GILMORE, ANNA, 8r8 Market Street, Williamsport, Pa.
GOODLOE, JANE F., White's Station, Ky.
GOODRICH, IMARGARET E., 316 Central Street, Auburndale, Mass.
GREAVES, GERTRUDE E., 200 Maple Avenue, Northfield, Minn.
GREENE, MAY, 1813 Fifth Avenue, Troy, N. Y.
GREGORY, HENRIETTA, 410 Broadway, Long Branch, N. J.
GRENIER, GEORGETTE A., 156 Brook Street, Manchester, N. H.
GUILD, DOROTHY B., 15 W. Walnut Avenue, Merchantville, N. J.
HAINES, GERALDINE, 34 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.
HALL, MARY E., 33 Howard Street, Newport, R. I.
HALLER, FREDA P., 238 Market Street, Johnstown, Pa.
HALLEY, CHARLOTTE, Rapid City, S. D.
HARPER, GRETCHEN B., Bradford, Pa.
HATCH, MAYDE B., 51 Church Street, Ware, Mass.
HAWKRIDGE, EMMA L., 92 Beach Street, Maiden, Mass.
HAZELTINE, DOROTHY M., 60 Nathan Hale Street, New London, Conn.
HEISER, IRENE, 128 Lancaster Street, Albany, N. Y.
HENDERSON, RUTH, 264 S. Union Street, Burlington, Vt.
HENDRIE, GRACE E., Fairfield Avenue, Stamford, Conn.
HERSEY, HANNAH H.. Hingham, Mass.
HILL, ALICE L., 60 Willow Street, Dedham, Mass.
HINCHLIFF, HARRIET E., 436 N. Main Street, Rockford, 111.
HOAG, HELEN, 2140 Collingwood Avenue, Toledo, O.
HODGMAN, GENEVIEVE, Groton, Mass.
HOLBROOK, GRACE A., Ashland, Mass.
HORNE, ELEANOR T., Framingham, Mass.
HOYT, MARGARET A., 72 Claremont Avenue, Montclair, N. J.
HUNTER, ANITA D., 173 S. First Street, Fulton, N. Y.
HUNTING, HELEN, East Northfield, Mass.
HUTCHINSON, ETHYL, 960 N. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
INGALLS, MARY P., 837 Humphrey Street, Swampscott, Mass.
IRWIN, ALICE M., 6123 Kimbark Avenue, Chicago, 111.
JAMIESON, ELSIE I., 816 North Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
JEFFS, EVA E., 607 New Lots Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
JOHNSON, ENID B., 98 W. Central Street, Natick, Mass.
JOHNSON, ESTHER C, Great Plain Avenue, Needham, Mass.
JOHNSON, KATHERINE L., 7 Englewood Avenue, Worcester, Mass.
JOHONNOT, MARTHA, 64 Bedford Street, Waltham, Mass.
KASTEN, MARIE L., Kenilworth, 111.
KELLER, KATE C, 117 Biddle Avenue, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
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KELLY, FRANCES H., 5823 Walnut Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
KENT, ANNA S., Wyncote, Pa.
KILBORNE, GRACE A., 84 Hillyer Street, East Orange, N. J.
LARLMORE, HARRIET T., 206 N. Main Street, Mt. Vernon, O.
LARLMORE, LOUISE D., 20 Cottage Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
LEONARD, MIRIAM L., 821 Andrus Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
LIBBY, MARY V., Williamsburg, Pa.
LIST, C. AUGUSTA, 155 Pasadena Avenue, South Pasadena, Cal.
LOOER, MIRIAM Y., 47 Elm Street, Morristown, N. J.
LOOS, FANNIE H., Narberth, Pa.
LYNN, MEDA C, 2322 Broad Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
MacDONALD, FLORENCE, Darien, Conn.
MACDONALD, HELEN, The Loring, 202 W. Seventy-fourih Street, New York, N. Y.
McDonald, grace, Catalla, Alaska
McGILL, KATHARINE, Ely, Nev.
MacKINLAY, IMARION W., 155 East Washington Lane, Germantown, Pa.
McKINNEY, LOIS, 209 Leasure Avenue, New Castle, Pa.
Mcknight, MARY K., Ellington, Conn.
MALLORY, FLORENCE R., 28 New Street, Danbury, Conn.
MANATT, EVANGELINE I., 59 Charles Field Street, Providence, R. T.
MANN, AGNES L., 50 Grove Street, Milford, Mass.
MAPES, C. BELL, 126 Cypress Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
MARSHALL, SARA E., 212 South Maple Avenue, Hannibal, Mo.
MASON, CLARA R., 651 Chestnut Street, Columbia, Pa.
MASON, MARION A., 40 Mt. Vernon Street, Cambridge, Mass.
MAYO, CARRIE L., Rochester, Minn.
MEADS, HELEN M., 404 Jersey Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
MERRIDITH, MARJORIE, 71 Imlay Street, Hartford, Conn.
MESSER, FLORENCE V., 601 First Avenue, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
MIDWOOD, EDITH E., West Harrington, R. I.
MILLAR, EVA M., 817 Madison Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
MILLS, MARION P., 221 E. Fifty-second Street, Chicago, 111.
MOFFATT, SARA L., 2905 Forest Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
MONROE, LORAH S., 701 N. McLean Street, Bloomington, 111.
MONROE, ZELMA E., 701 N. McLean Street, Bloomington, 111.
MOORE, CORA D., 27 Amherst Street, Worcester, Mass.
MOREY, HELEN A., 14 Belmont Street, Lowell, Mass.
MORRILL, MAY E., 25 Elliot Street, Exeter, N. H.
MORRISON, MARY G., 51 Vernon Street, Worcester, Mass.
MORTON, ALICE F., 36 Francis Street, Brookline, Mass.
MOSENFELDER, JEANNETTE, 808 Twentieth Street, Rock Island, III.
MOSS, EDITH L., 153 Alexandrine Avenue, W., Detroit, Mich.
MOSSMAN, LOIS, Westminster, Mass.
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MUELLER, ADELE E., ii8 W. Eighty-fifth Street, New York City, N. Y.
MUIRHEAD, MINNIE S., 3620 California Avenue, Allegheny, Pa.
MULLER, AL\UD S., 302 Elm Street, New Britain, Conn.
MUNYAN, HELEN W., 69 Gooch Street, Melrose, Mass.
MURPHY, HELEN, 20 Prospect Terrace, Montclair, N. J.
MURPHY, MARGARET, 20 Prospect Terrace, Montclair, N. J.
NEELY, JESSIE L., St. Mary's, O.
NOFSINGER, ELIZABETH, 2019 E. Eighth Street, Kansas City, Mo.
OTIS, MILDRED E., 365 Mill Hill Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
PARK, ESTHER M., Wellesley, Mass.
PATTEN, ALICE O., 29 Erie Street, Brockport, N. Y.
PATTERSON, ELEANOR R., Devon, Pa.
PEAD, RUTH I., 74 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.
PERRY, CAROLYN M., 51 W. Central Street, Natick, Mass.
PIERSON, ESTHER D., 294 Washington Street, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
PLATT, HELEN R., 32 Grove Hill, New Britain, Conn.
PLATTS, CATHARINE N., Holbrook, Mass.
POOLE, ALICE C, 276 W. Elm Street, Brockton, Mass.
PORTER, ALICE R., 59 Main Street, Haverhill, Mass.
POWELL, EMILY H., 19 Glenwood Road, Upper Montclair, N. J.
PROCTOR, EDITH W., 45 W. Chestnut Street, Wakefield, Mass.
RABBITTS, FRANCES, 268 N. Limestone Street, Springfield, O.
RANDALL, ESTHER M., 321 Erie Street, Oak Park, 111.
RATTLE, ELSPETH M., 801 Seventeenth Street, Denver, Colo.
RHEIN, ERNESTINE, 38 E. Sixty-first Street, New York City, N. Y.
RHOADES, ETHEL V., 48 Spring Street, Maiden, Mass.
RHODES, HAZEL A., 17 Park Vale, Brookline, Mass.
RICHARDSON, DOROTHY, 161 1 Talbott Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.
RIDDLE, MEREDITH E., Indiana, Pa.
ROGERS, LILLIAN A., South Portland, Me.
ROOT, MARY B., 62 Washington Street, Monroe, Mich.
ROWELL, MARJORIE, Goffstown, N. H.
ROWLEY, HELEN, 31 South Street, Southbridge, Mass.
RUDDIMAN, LOUISE A., 87 Newtown Avenue, Astoria, N. Y.
RUGLAND, ETHEL C, Ashby, Minn.
RUSSELL, HILDA F., 1654 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.
RUSSELL, MARGARET W., 13 Allston Street, Dorchester Center, Mass.
SALTHOUSE, ELSIE A., 393 Washington Street, Taunton, Mass.
SAPINSKY, RUTH, 710 E. Main Street, New Albany, Ind.
SCHERMERHORN, GERTRUDE, 1106 S. Thirty-second Street, Omaha, Neb.
SCHMIDT, MARIE L., 719 Michigan Street, Toledo, O.
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SCOTT, KATHARINE, 40 Dover Street, West Somerville, Mass.
SCOTT, RUTH B., Wolfboro, N. H.
SHAW, ALICE A., 276 Walnut Street, Aurora, 111.
SHAW, MARGARET G., 316 N. Wayne Avenue, Wayne. Pa.
SHEPARD-ELMER, LULU E., 126 W. Wabasha Street, Winona, Minn.
SIMONS, ELLA I., Verden, 111.
SKINNER, INEZ T., 918 N. Second Street, Clinton, Iowa
SMITH, SELMA R, 97 Berkley Street, West Newton, Mass.
SNOOK, JEWETT M., Bagdad, Ky.
SNYDER, ELIZABETH H., yi High Street, Germantown, Pa.
SNYDER, MARJORIE A., 567 Dearborn Avenue, Chicago, 111.
SNYDER, MARY P., 612 N. Fourth Street, Tacoma, Wash.
SPALDING, CAROLINE, 1019 Middlesex Street, Lowell, Mass.
SPERRY, RUTH, 21 Cooke Street, Waterbury, Conn.
STALLKXECHT, FLORENCE G., 543 Scotland Road, Orange, N. J.
STALLKNECHT, MARGUERITE L., 543 Scotland Road, Orange, N. J.
STAYER, CLARA, 1501 Seventh Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
STEVEXSOX, BEATRICE L., 503 Park Avenue, East Orange, N. J.
STRECKER, ELIZABETH F., Greenfield, Mass.
STRETTOX, MARION S., Stoughton, Mass.
SWACKHAMER, MARGARET E., Middletown, N. J.
SWEETSER, EDITH, 1848 N. Park Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
SYMONDS, M. LILLIAN, 14 Greene Street, Somerville, Mass.
TAUSSIG, EDITH E., 191 Park Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
TERRY, HETTY G., Riverhead, N. Y.
THOMAS, CLARA B., 410 Vine Street, John^own, Pa.
TILTOX, HAXXAH M., 28 Concord Street, Xashua, X. H.
TODD, SUSAX M., 47 E. Twenty-ninth Street, Xew York, X. Y.
TREDWELL, KATHARINE E., 67 Lafayette Avenue, Port Richmond, N. Y.
TULLY, MATTIE L., 11 Wilkins Place, Campello, Ma.ss.
TUTE, HELEN B., 14 Franklin Street, Watertown, Mass.
TWIXING, JESSIE W., 405 Fourth Avenue, Asbury Park, N. J.
V.\IL, JEANNETTE, 1018 N. Market Street, Wichita, Kansas
VISSMAN, DOROTHY, 1312 Frankfort Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
VOSE, CAROLIXE E., 14 Deering Street, Portland, Me.
WAHL, M. RITA. 126 States .Vvenue, .\tlantic City, X. J.
WALKER, CARLIXA, 25 Thayer Street, Quincy, Mass.
WALLIS, HELEN A., 39 Charnock Street, Beverly, Mass.
WARD, EMILIE M., 346 Roscville Avenue, Newark, N. J.
WEBSTER, ETHEL D., 48 Whitmarsh Street, Providence, R. L
WEST, ELSIE, 174 Linwood Avenue, Upper Montclair, N. J.
WHITAKER, LOl"ISE C. 070 Dana .\venue, .\vondale. Cincinnati, O.
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WHITNEY, EDITH Y., Milford, N. Y.
WILBER, MARGARET H., 1125 Tennessee Street, Lawrence, Kansas
WILBOR, KATHERINE S., 24 Franklin Square, New Britain, Conn.
WILCOX, RUTH S., Orwell, Vt.
WILDE, EDITH L., Central Bank, Los Angeles, Cal.
WILLIAMS, ANNIE E., Cochituate, Mass.
WILLIAMS, BERNICE, The Terrace, San Diego, Cal.
WILLIAMS, HELENE B., Mercer, Pa.
WILLIAMS, LUCILE, The Terrace, San Diego, Cal.
WILLIAMS, MARGUERITE R, 528 W. 145th Street, New York, N. Y.
WILLISON, COSETTE, Croton, O.
WILSON, CAROLYN A., 44 Baker Avenue, Beverly, Mass.
WILSON, RUTH M., 1750 Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
WINSLOW, JEAN P., 1900 Mt. Royal Terrace, Baltimore, Md.
WISS, FLORENCE S., 171 Fairmount Avenue, Newark, N, J.
WOLFF, JESSIE G., 1808 N. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind
WYANT, FLORENCE E., Seymour, Conn.
YOUNG, ELEANOR M., 125 S. Hull Street, Athens, Ga.
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ADAMS, CATHARINE R., 4701 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia,' Pa.
AIKEN, NANETTE, 902 N. Fiftieth Street, Omaha, Neb.
AKE, ALICE P., 301 Third Street, Camden, N. J.
ALLEN, MABEL T., Longmeadow, Mass.
ANDERTON, ETHEL L., 7 Church Street, Dover, N. H.
ANDREWS, MADELINE L., West Hartford, Conn.
AVERY, IRENE L., Patchogue, Long Island, N. Y.
BAILEY, ELEANOR H., 145 North Main Street, Mechanicsville, N. Y.
BAKER, FRANCES J., 27 Cypress Place, Brookline, Mass.
BAKER, MILDRED E., 10 George Street, Chelsea, Mass.
BALDWIN, DOROTHY A., 677 Dudley Street, Roxbury, Mass.
BALDWIN, MARGUERITE H., Glenwood, Wis.
BARCLAY, GRACE D., 220 W. Monument Street, Baltimore, Md.
BARDONS, HELEN C, 5 Rosalind Avenue, East Cleveland, Ohio.
BARNES, HELEN W., 30 Huntington Street, Lowell, Mass.
BARTLETT, MARGUERITE, zi Orchard Street, Leominster, Mass.
BAUGH, LUCILE S., corner Lincoln and Coe Avenues, San Jose, Cal.
BAUSMAN, LAURA S., 425 West Orange Street, Lancaster, Pa.
BAXTER, SARAH, 213 Inwood Avenue, Upper Montclair, N. J.
BEACH, MARY O., 122 Centre Street, Ridgway, Pa.
BEALS, FLORENCE W., 89 Pauline Street, Winthrop, Mass.
BECKER, LOUISE W., 260 Richmond Avenue, Bufifalo, N. Y.
BEEGLE, HELEN B., 200 Franklin Avenue, Far Rockaway, N. Y.
BEMIS, EMILY E., 52 Spruce Street, Springfield, Mass.
BENNETT, META E., Wrentham, Mass.
BESSE, HELEN W., 29 IngersoU Grove, Springfield, Mass.
BEST, GLADYS C, 748 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
BIKLEN, MARIE B.. 106 Polk Street, Burlington, Iowa
BLAISDELL, HELEN L., 40 Fountain Street, West Newton, Mass.
BLEAZBY, ANNA L., 676 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
BLODGET, BERTHA, 179 Lincoln Street, Worcester, Mass.
BODFISH, HARRIET G., 70 Mt. Vernon Street, Cambridge, Mass.
BOGUE, DORA W., 813 E. Fourteenth Avenue, Denver, Colo.
BOND, MARJORY, 56 Linden Street, Reading, Mass.
BONNING, HERTHA F., 99 East High Street, Detroit, Mich.
BOTHWELL, ADA, 464 Ellison Street, Paterson, N. J.
BRICK, MARGUERITE P., 76 South Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.
BROOKS, BERTHA M., 24 Crown Street, Worcester, Mass.
BROWN, ALECIA I., care John B. Clement, 313 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
BROWN, LOUISE W., 1300 Avenue B, Miami, Fla.
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BROWN, LYDIA C, Westtown, Pa.
HRUXER, ADA M., 414 Eighth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
BRYANT, ESTHER G., 14 Myrtle Street, Cliftondale, Mass.
BUFFUM, KATHERINE, 22 Grove Street, Rockland, Me.
BURKE, LETITIA C., 338 Roseville Avenue, Newark, N. J.
BURNHAM, KATHERINE, 1708 C Street, San Diego, Cal.
BURRITT, EDNA C, 22 W. Thirty-fourth Street, Bayonne, N. J.
BUSH NELL, BLANCHE, 732 Emerson Street, Evanston, 111.
BUSS, EMMA, 2601 Hord Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
CADE, LOUISA, Areola, Bergen County, N. J.
CAMFILL, KATHERINE H., 384 Arborway, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
CAMPBELL, HELEN P., Rochester, Vt.
CAMPBELL, JESSIE M., Mount Carroll, Carroll County, 111.
CAMPBELL, MELVILLE H., 1313 N. Emporia Avenue, Wichita, Kan.
CASWELL, ANNE T., Norton, Mass.
GATE, MARY R., 34 Dearborn Street, Salem, Mass.
CHAMBERLIN, MARIA A., 42 Wait Street, Roxbury, Mass.
CHANDLER, EUNICE, 17 Gushing Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
CHAPMAN, HARRIETT, Main Street, Andover, Mass.
CHRISTIE, MARY R., -721 Ridge Avenue, Allegheny, Pa.
CHURCH, CLARA L., Millbury, Mass.
CLARK, ANNIE L., 576 Washington Street, Dorchester, Mass.
CLARK, DOROTHY N., 173 Clinton Avenue, Newark, N. J.
CLAWSON, FERN, The Ontario, Washington, D. C.
COAN, ELIZABETH V., Hoover Cottage, Wooster, Ohio
COCHRAN, GRACE H., Sheffield, Pa.
COCHRANE, ETHEL M., 137 Rich Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
COCKS, INEZ J., 120 West 120th Street, New York, N. Y.
COFFIN, HELEN J., 10 Rosedale Street, Dorchester, Mass.
COLE, MIRIAM J., 6022 Monroe Avenue, Chicago, 111.
COLTON, VERA B., 26 George Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
COMAN, HARRIET D., Morrisville, N. Y.
CONDIT, LILLIAN, Boonton, N. J.
COPELAND, FLORENCE E., Parnassus, Pa.
COWAN, EUPHEMIA G., 31 Archer Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
COWAN, HAZEL G., 226 Highland Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
CRAIG, FRANCES Y., Rosemont, Pa.
CRAIG, LYDIA W., Rosemont, Pa.
CRAM, THERESA L., 79 Lowell Avenue, Newtonville, Mass.
CRAMER, ETTA MAE, 1908 E. Eighty-first Street, Cleveland, Ohio
CRANE, CHARLOTTE B., 143 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.
CRANE, CORINNE L., 202 Summer Avenue, Newark, N. J.
CRANE, WINIFRED B., Mansfield Centre, Conn.
CUMPSON, ALICE L., 527 Auburn Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
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DALZELL, LAURA K., 28 Linwood Road, West Lynn, Mass.
DANFORTH, CLARISSA, 98 Cumberland Street, Bangor, Maine
DANFORTH, DOROTHY, 14 Berkeley Street, Nashua, N. H.
DANFORTH, MARY LOUISE, Allandale-on-the-Hill, East Cleveland, Ohio
DAVIS, ANNA D., 605 Twenty-sixth Street, Rock Island, 111.
DAVIS, FLORENCE R., Jansen Avenue, Kingsbridge, N. Y.
DAVIS, SUSAN E., 1413 North Meridian Street, Brazil, Ind.
DEARBORN, ALICE W., 84 Fourth Street, Dover, N. H.
DeFORD, MIRIAM A., 21 16 N. Nineteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
DENFELD, HELENA F., 47 South Street, Westboro, Mass.
DENNETT, JESSIE E., 166 Bellevue Street, West Roxbury, Mass.
DICKERMAN, MARION, Westfield, N. Y.
DICKINSON, HILDA W., 273 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.
DICKSON, SUSAN, Llewellyn Road, Montclair, N. J.
DIETZ, MIRIAM, 21 N. Vine Street, Hazleton, Pa.
DILMAN, LULU B., 51 High Street, Geneva, N. Y.
DINES, ALTA E., 123 1 W. Edwards Street, Springfield, 111.
DOSCHER, ANNA L., 21 E. Forty-third Street, Bayonne, N. J.
DRAPER, HARRIETT M., Plymouth, N. H.
EATON ALICE M., Calais, Maine
EDGERLY, MARGARET W., i Mount Vernon Terrace, Newtonville, Mass.
EDGERTON, MARGARET, Northfield, Vt.
EDWARDS, RUTH A., 1310 E. Eighty-fourth Street, Cleveland, Ohio
ELLIOTT, TUDIS L., Northbridge, Mass.
ELKINTON, MARY C, 18 West Street, Media, Pa.
ELLIS, MIRIAM, 276 Washington Street, Braintree, Mass.
ENDICOTT, MINNIE B., Merion, Pa.
ERWIN, MARTHA, 87 Linden Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
EVANS, RUTH, 17 Everett Avenue, Dorchester, Mass.
EUSTIS, CONSTANCE, University Heights, New York, N. Y.
FARRINGTON, ELINOR M., Bellevue Street, West Roxbury, Mass.
FERGUSON, EULA G., 43 Hutchins Street, Roxbury, Mass.
FILLER, KATHARINE D., 307 Fourth Street, Warren, Pa.
FINCH, HARRIET G., Islip, N. Y.
FINN, JULIETTE I., 120 Virginia Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
FISSE, EDNA I., 3144 Allen Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
FITZGERALD, MARGUERITE, Maysville, Ky.
FOSS, DOROTHY, 35 Beacon Street, Portland, Me.
FOSTER, ALICE E., 137 Spring Street, Portland, Me.
FOSTER, GEORGIA, Ellsworth, Me.
FOX, MARION L., 501 Wabash Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
FRANCIS, MARY S., Exeter, N. H.
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FRANZEN, A. ELEANOR, 187 Russ Street, Hartford, Conn.
FRAZP:R, grace E., Ceneseo, N. Y.
FREEMAN, HELEN P., i Chamberlain Terrace, Waltham, Mass.
FRLNK, MILDRED L., 5636 South Boulevard, Austin, 111.
FUHRMAN, STELLA N., Bloomfield, Ky.
FULLER, MARGARET A., 79 Charles Field Street, Providence, R. I.
GANO, ANNETTE, 193 Masten Street, Dallas, Texas.
GATES, HELEN, 14 Phillips Street, Westboro, Mass.
GILLESPY, ROSE, Birmingham, Ala.
GOODWIN, HELEN, 22 Boynton Street, Worcester, Mass.
GOODWIN, LAURA G., Exeter, N. H.
GORTON, CARRIE S., Sherburne, Chenango County, N. Y.
GOUGH, ZELLA M., 307 S. Eighth Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
GRAY, BEULAH P., 341 Cole Avenue, Dallas, Texas.
GR.A.Y, MILDRED E., 44 Spring Street, Fairhaven, Mass.
GRINNELL, RUTH A., 45 N. College Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.
GUION, RIDIE J., 313 E. Ninth Street, Charlotte, N. C.
GUYOT, JEANNE M., Eighteenth and West Streets, Pueblo, Colo.
HAEUSSLER, FLORENCE, 879 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
HALEY, EDITH D., 83 Otis Street, Medford, Mass.
HALL, EDITH B., 174 Grove Street, Wellesley, Mass.
HARBIN, MAY, 515 Prince Avenue, Athens, Ga.
HARRINGTON, PRISCILLA P., 306 High Street, Warren, Ohio.
HARRIS, LEILA A., 526 Hays Street, San Antonio, Texas
HARTLEY, GRACE G., 2101 West Susquehanna Avenue. Philadelpliia, Pa.
HASTINGS, FLORENCE O., 142 Hampshire Street, Auburn, Me.
HATCH, RUTH E., Central Islip, Suffolk County, N. Y.
HATHEWAY, CAMILLA, G., Oriskany Falls, N. Y.
HERSEY, CELIA H., South Street, Hingham, Mass.
HERSEY, ETHEL G., 466 Washington St., Quincy, Mass.
HEWETT, MARY L., care Henry Hewett, Sherlock Building, Portland, Ore.
HILL, DOROTHY W., 816 West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
HILL, HELEN A., Interlaken, N. Y.
HILL, MARION S., 226 Mas.sachusetts Avenue, Arlington, Mass.
HOLAHAN, FLORENCE 230 N. Charlotte Street, Lancaster, Pa.
HOLDERBAUM, P:THEL M., Somerset, Pa.
HOLGATE, MABEL V., 147 Haverhill Street, Lawrence, Mass.
HORNING, MARY E., 353 S. Fifth Street, Reading, Pa.
HOWARD, SARAH E., Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Mass.
HOWE, RUTH A., Fisherville, Mass.
HOWELL, LOUISE, 203 Wood Street, Rutherford, N. J.
HUBBARD, ELIZABETH K., 42 Arlington Street, Cambridge, Mass.
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HUDNUT, CHARLOTTE R, 1372 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass.
HUGHES, MARION J., 208 Hunter Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
HUNNEWELL, HAZEL, Crest Avenue, Chelsea, Mass.
HUNTER, CATHERLNE, 504 E. Second Street, Duluth, Minn.
IDDLNGS, JUSTINE L.. 210 E. Market Street, Warren, Ohio
INGALLS, EVELYN P., 1329 Fiftieth Street, Brooklyn N. Y.
INGERSOLL, ALMA H., 32 Willow Avenue, Calumet, Mich.
JENKINS, HELEN, 46 Bassett Street, Lynn, Mass.
JENKS, MILDRED 34 Upland Road, Melrose Highlands, Mass.
JENNEY, ELSIE B., 100 Gordon Avenue, Hyde Park, Mass.
JEWETT, MARION F., zzj King Street, Port Chester, N. Y.
JOHNSON, HELEN, 256 Maine Street, Brunswick, Me.
JOHNSON, LILLIE R., Hallowell, Me.
JOHNSON, RUTH, 74 Welles Avenue, Dorchester Center, Mass.
KAST, VIRGINIA L., 1331 Susquehanna Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
KEIGWIN, RUTH H., 104 W. Sidney Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
KELLY', IMOGENE R., 430 Eighth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
KELLEY, MONA L., Charles City, Iowa.
KENNEDY, MARGARET, 1024 S. Thirty-second Street, Omaha, Neb.
KERR, JULIA T., 62 West Scott Place, Elizabeth, N. J.
KIELTY, BERNARDINE M., 509 Main Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
KILLEEN, MARY E., 16 Morse Lane, South Natick, Mass.
KINNE, MARION, 41 Lyon Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
KNIGHT, ETHEL R., Brighton Parsonage, Boston, Mass.
KNIGHT, MILDRED J., 4109 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
KNOWLES, ALICE M., 838 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
KNOWLTON, HAZEL L., 39 Willard Street, Chelsea, Mass.
KNOWLTON, MARION, 25 Hancock Street, Auburndale, Mass.
KOON, EDITH L., Houlton, Me.
KRANZ, GERTRUDE E., 360 Main Street, Amesbury, xMass.
KRIEBEL, ELIZABETH L, North Wales, Pa.
KROGER, LUCILE I., 3863 Reading Road, Avondale, Cincinnati, Ohio.
KUNKEL, FLORENCE M., 334 Hamburg Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
LANDES, MARGARET W., East Northfield, Mass.
LANG, ALICE M., 202 Chemung Street, Waverly, N. Y.
LARRABEE, KATHARINE L., 41 Church Street, Amsterdam, N. Y
LEE, MABEL J., 435 East State Street, Trenton, N. J.
LEGG, BIANCA E., Adams, N. Y.
LEGG, VERA M., 53 Welles Avenue, Dorchester, Mass.
LEONARD, FLORENCE J., Rockville, Conn. Tolland Stage Route.
LESLIE, ALICIA, 45 Henry Avenue, Newburgh, N. Y.
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LIEBERMAX, NORiMA, 86 Forest Avenue, East Detroit, Mich.
LINCOLN, GRACE, 457 June Street, Fall River, Mass.
LLNCOLN, MARITA O., Hingham, Mass.
LIFE, ^LARJORIE S., 116 Holland Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
LONGAKER, ELIZABETH P., 1402 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
LONGANECKER, ELLEN D., 6108 Howe Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
LORENZ, MARGUERITE, 934 Fifth Street, Louisville, Ky.
LOW, RUTH E., Box 70, Essex, Mass.
LOWELL, DOROTHY, Foster and Norwich Streets, Worcester, Mass.
LOWNSBURY, ELLA L., 1527 A Avenue, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
MACARTNEY, HELEN H., 85 Berkeley Street, Lawrence, Mass.
McCartney, MARY M., 237 E. Bean Street, Washington, Pa.
McCORMACK, MADELINE R., 864 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
McCOY, NELL C, 325 S. Limestone Street, Lexington, Ky.
McGUFFEY, ALICE, Elmhurst, Long Island, N. Y.
MACKAY, ELLA H., 1416 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
McKINNEY, HELEN F., 1857 N. Seventeenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MacMULLEN, LOUISE, Riverdale, Morris County, N. J.
i^IARSHALL, MADELINE A., 1560 Gaylord Street, Denver, Colo.
MARSTON, HARRIET, 3501 Seventh Street, San Diego, Cal.
MARTIN, MARY M., 1353 Vine Street, Denver, Colo.
MAY BERRY, HARRIET E., Woodfords Station, Portland, Me.
MILER, EMILY O., 663 E. 196th St., New York, N. Y.
MILLER, ELIZABETH B., Greensburg, Pa.
MILLIKEN, LORRAINE V., 305 Winebiddle Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.
MILLS, DOROTHY, 523 Hancock Street, Wollaston, Mass.
MOORE LILLIAN M., Nampa, Idaho.
MOORE, MARJORIE, 529 Forest Avenue, Oak Park, 111.
MORRELL, MARY R., 221 Wesley Avenue, Oak Park, 111.
MORRIS, LEILA R., 153 Hawthorne Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
MORRIS, MARIE, 1451 Gilpin Street, Denver, Colo.
MOSENFELDER, yVLMA L., 820 Twenty-second Street, Rock Island, 111.
MULLIGAN, RUTH, 7 Highland Street, Natick, Mass.
MYERS, MARTHA W., Falls City, Neb.
MYRICK, CRISTINE, 151 Bowdoin Street, Springfield, Mass.
NAGLE, ELEANOR. 141 Crafts Street, Newtonville, Mass.
NEWTON, MARGARET D., North Broad Street, Norwich, N. Y.
NICHOLS AGNES, 412 Lancaster Avenue, St. Davids, Pa.
NICKLOY, FLOSSIE L., 13 First Avenue, Gloversville, N. Y.
NOE, LILLIAN M., Madison, Morris County, N. J.
NORCROSS, HELEN M., 129 Washington Street, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
NORTON. HELEN F., Norwood, Mass.
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NORTON, LOUISE B., Baldwin, Long Island, N. Y.
NOYES, ISABEL F., 6 Winter Street, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
O'BRIEN, TERESA G., Box 218, Old Town, Me.
OLSON, MABEL E., 203 Downer Place, Aurora, 111.
OTIS, ANNIE M., 6120 McCallum Street, Germantown, Pa.
PARKER, EDITH E., Phoenix, Oswego County, N. Y.
PARRISH, CHARLOTTE B., 839 Clay Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
PARSONS, KATHARINE S., 907 Myrtle Avenue, Pine Hills, Albany, N. Y.
PAXSON, HELEN, 5956 Overbrook Avenue, Overbrook, Philadelphia, Pa.
PELTZ. ALBERTA, ]2 N. Nineteenth Street, East Orange, N. J.
PEN NELL, ELLA L., 8 Haskell Street, Westbrook, Me.
PERELES, JEANNETTE, 535 Astor Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
PERKINS, ENID, 19 Mystic Avenue, Winchester, Mass.
PETERS, HORTENSE, 26 1-2 Spring Street, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
PETTIT, MILDRED L., Lawrence, L. I., N. Y., Box 11.
PHILLIPS, LAVINIA B., Longport, N. J.
PIERCE, EVA A., Riverside, 111.
PIKE, CARO E., 50 Glenwood Avenue, Portland, Me.
PLACE, OLIVE E., Franklin, N. H.
FLATTEN, GLADYS I. A., 585 West End Avenue, New York, N. Y.
PORTER, GERTRUDE E., 8 Campo Seco Street, Lawrence, Mass.
POTTER, LAURA A., Fort Edward, N. Y.
POWER, ALLENE, Paris, Ky.
POWERS, MIRIAM, 1740 A Street, San Diego, Cal.
PRICKETT, JOSEPHINE M., 1507 W. Fourteenth Street, Wilmington, Del.
PURSELL, PERSIS, 703 Washington Street, Portsmouth, Ohio
QUIMBY, HAVENE M., Lakeport, N. H.
RADLEY, HELEN H., 3 Sharpless Avenue, Melrose, Pa.
RAWLS, ANNIE E., 311 West Walnut Street, Louisville, Ky.
RAY, ANNE L., 928 King Street, La Crosse, Wis.
RAYMOND, AUSTINA B., 14 Corner Street, Lowell, Mass.
REEDER, NELLIE M., Hays City, Kansas
REID, EMILY A., 219 N. Washington Street, Rome, N. Y.
REM SEN, MATILDA R., i Remsen Place, Flatbush, Brooklyn, N. Y.
RICE, MARION N., 23 Prospect Street, Claremont, N. H.
ROAKE, LAURA M., 225 Railroad Avenue, Bayonne, N. J.
ROBERTS, LOU, 126 High Street, Bristol, Conn.
ROBESON, EDITH M., care W. H. Robeson, Bond Building, Washington, D. C.
ROBINSON, ELIZABETH M., Kennedy House, Lawrenceville, N. J.
ROBINSOn! ELIZABETH MYERS, T]i East Market Street, Akron, Ohio.
ROCHE, SOPHIE A.. 56 East Park Street, East Orange, N. J.
ROOD, MARGARET S., Jeanesville, Pa.
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ROSENBERG, CLAIRE, 69 Mcrriman Street, Rochester, N. Y,
ROTH, ALICE M., 1134 Kinan Street, Honolulu, T. H.
ROWELL, REXA, 67 Pleasant Street, Berlin, N. H.
RUGG, GERTRUDE R., loi Spring Street, New Bedford, Mass.
RYAN, BERTHA M., Wellesley, Mass.
SAVAGE, MIRIAM, 99 Eleventh Street, Lowell, Mass.
SAWYER, MARY W., 45 Merrimack Street, Lowell, Mass.
SCHEDLER, BERTHA E., 135 Cottage Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
SCHOONMAKER, HAZEL E., 13 Madison Street, Westfield, Mass.
SCHOTT, KATHARINE E., i Roseville Avenue, Newark, N. J.
SCHWAB, :META, 137 West Ninety-third Street, New York, N. Y.
SCOFIELD, JOSEPHINE L., 457 Center Street, Newton, Mass.
SCOTT, MARGARET C, 822 Washington Street, Sandusky, Ohio
SCRIBNER, ALICE M., y^ Rowe Street, Melrose, Mass.
SECOR, FLORENCE M., 153 Glenwood Avenue, East Orange, N. J.
SENER, ANNA, 233 Charlotte Street, Lancaster, Pa.
SHANKLIN, ELLEN P., Helena Station, Mason County, Ky.
SHAUGHNESSY, GERTRUDE L., Ashland, Mass.
SHELDON, KATHERINE L., North Chelmsford, Mass.
SHERBURNE, SALLY I., Lexington, Mass.
SIMS, HELEN M., 553 Springdale Avenue, East Orange, N. J.
SINGLETON, KATHERINE B., 721 Aubert Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
SKINNER, ANNA T., 294 N. Seventh Street, Newark, N. J.
SLAGLE, HELEN, 22 Kenwood Street, Brookline, Mass.
SLOAN, FRANCES S., 24 Washington Street, Cumberland, Md.
SMITH, ALICE E., 3000 Troost Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
SMITH, EMMA L., Far Rockaway, N. Y,
SMITH, ETHEL T., 76 W. Thirty-second Street, Bayonne, N. J.
SMYTH, ESTHER I., 1130 North Emporia Avenue, Wichita, Kan.
SNOW, RACHEL P., 29 Russell Avenue, Watertown, Mass.
SNYDER, MARY H., Westford, N. Y.
SOMMERVILLE, SELINA E., Depot Lane, Fort Washington, N. Y.
SOUTHER, ELIZABETH, 29 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
SPAIDE, HAZEL E., 216 North Laurel Street, Hazleton, Pa.
SPAULDING, FRANCES, 13 Washington St., Winchester, Mass.
SPEAR, EUNICE M., 112 India Street, Portland, Me.
SPEER, MAY, 221 N. Seventeenth and C Streets, Fort Smith, Ark.
SPITZ, LILLIAN E., 724 Railroad Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
STANLEY, JEAN L., 32 Spring Street, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
STE.\RNS, MAUDE E., in Clark Street, Newton Centre, Mass.
STEPHEN, MARGARET H., 227 N. Sixth Street, Reading, Pa.
STEWART, FLORENCE M., 176 Harrison Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
STEWART, MARY E., 264 Garfield Avenue, Aurora, Kane County, 111.
STOCKER, EDNA Y., 26 Maple Avenue, Swampscott, Mass.
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STOCKETT, JULIA C, Great Falls, Mont.
STONE, ANNA G., Osgood Street, North Andover, Mass.
STONEY, ETHEL G., 232 Summit Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
STRAINE, DOROTHY, care R. W. Boyden, 60 State Street, Boston, Mass.
STREETMAN, ETHEL D., 2273 Glenwood Avenue, Toledo, Ohio
STRYKER, HARRIET L., Duluth, Minn.
TANDY, JENNETTE R., Vevay, Ind.
TAUSSIG, DOROTHY, 191 Park Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
TAYLOR, GRACE A., 34 Hanover Street, Nashua, N. H.
TERRY, KATHARINE P., 1301 Eleventh Street, Lynchburg, Va.
THOMAS, ETHEL M., 4166 Poplar Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
THOMAS, NELLIE B., 23 Stickney Avenue, Somerville, Mass.
THOMPSON, RUTH E., 624 High Street, Bath, Me.
TILLSON, MADALENE A., 831 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
TUCKER, MILDRED M., zy Judkins Street, Newtonville, Mass.
TUFTS, HENRIETTA, 15 Bradlee Street, Dorchester Centre, Mass.
TUPPER, SARA F., 49 Walnut Street, Newtonville, Mass.
ULBRICH, MARGARET E., 728 Ellicott Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
VLIET, FLORENCE E., 54 Milford Avenue, Newark, N. J.
WALWORTH, MARGARET, 545 Haverhill Street, Lawrence, Mass.
WARD, ANNAH S., 12 Hobart Street, Utica, N. Y.
WARNER, MARGARET B., 436 Jefferson Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
WARREN, BERTHA M., Leicester, Mass.
WARREN, MARY E., 903 South Sixth Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
WATERMAN, ALICE A., 33 Elm Hill Avenue, Roxbury, Mass.
WATKINS, MAIE E., 1926 E. Eighty-ninth Street, N. E., Cleveland, Ohio
WATSON, MARION P. 47 E. Thirty-third Street, Bayonne, N. J.
WEBER, JEAN, Morristown, Montgomery County, Pa.
WEISS, NINA H., Fort Washington, New York, N. Y.
WEISSKERZ, ROSALIND D., 136 East Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
WELLES, MARY, Geneseo, Livingston County, N. Y.
WELLINGTON, GLADYS, Webster, Mass.
WENDLER, BERTHA, Islip, Long Island, N. Y.
WENSLEY, RUTH, 30 Wellesley Street, East Cleveland, Ohio
WEST, EDITH R., 326 Bull Street, Savannah, Ga.
WEYBURN, ELIZABETH, 832 Madison Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
WHITE, GLADYS A., South Yarmouth, Mass.
WHITE, VIOLA C, 417A Halsey Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
WHITTIER, AGNES M., 104 Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.
WIDNER, HELEN, Corning, Iowa
WILCOX, HELEN E., care Dr. Dewitt Wilcox, 173 Lexington, Buffalo, N. Y.
WILKINSON, JULIA P., House of Refuge, Randall's Island, N. Y.
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WILLIAMS, KATHERINE U., 163 East Walnut Lane, Gcrmantown, Pa.
WILSON, MILDRED M., 315 Lonsdale Avenue, Pawtuckct, R. I.
WIi\CH, RUTH G., Lake Avenue and Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio
WOOD, MARIA E., 615 Lindenwold Avenue, Ambler, Pa.
WORDEN, RUTH, Missoula, Mont.
WYATT, MARJORIE E., 611 University Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
WYCKOFF, JEANNETTE, 79 Clinton Avenue, Jamaica, N. Y.




FULTON, ELLEN M., 433 Wyoming Avenue, Scranton. Pa.
JUDKINS, ELIZABETH A., 8 Central Avenue, Newtonville, Mass.
NEWHART, C. GRACE, Hampshire Arms, Minneapolis, Minn.
NOYES, INEZ C, 232 Melrose Street, Auburndale, Mass.
OKONOJI, MATSU, 628 Washington Street, Wellesley, Mass.
STEVENSON, GENEVIEVE, Tarkio, Mo.
TSAO, FAUNG YUIN, Shanghai, China
WILSON, HELEN, Worcester Street, Wellesley, Mass.
Graduate Students
CARROLL, CAMILLE, 126 Thirteenth Street, Eugene, Ore.
COFFEY, VANDA R., Boswell, Ore.
CRAWFORD, ANNE L., 2,7 Rutland Square, Boston, Mass.
CROMACK, ALICE P., 308 Washington Street, Maiden, Mass.
Debar, Florence. nS E. Eleventh street, Eugene, Ore.
EDDY, RUTH D., Redlands, Cal.
FIRMAN, DOROTHY, 1012 Iowa Street, Oak Park, 111.
FREEMAN, KATE, Sullivan, Ind.
FRENCH, HELEN S., 50 Hancock Street, Lexington, Mass.
HASTINGS, FLORENCE E., 493 Worcester Street, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
HATHAWAY, MIRIAM, 17 Prospect Street, Middleboro, Mass.
HENDRICKS, NORMA L., 84 E. Eleventh Street, Eugene, Ore.
HEWITT, JULIA A. W., R.F.D. 6, Norwich, Conn.
KELLY, AMY R., 1313 Columbus Avenue, Sandusky, Ohio.
KNAPP, FRANCES L., Lebanon, N. H.
McCLARY, MAUDE E., 17 Terrall Street, Malone, N. Y.
RAYNAL, FRIDA M., 1626 Riggs Place, Washington, D. C.
ROBBINS, EDITH L., 1415 B Street, Lincoln, Neb.
ROWAND, ETHEL I., 67 James Street, East Providence, R. I.
SMITH, NORA D., Decatur, Ind.
STEVENSON, MYRA, Dillsboro, Ind.
SYFORD, ETHEL C, 700 N. Sixteenth Street, Lincoln, Neb.
SYLVESTER, LOUISE E., 306 Webster Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
WATT, ETHEL H., 7 Cottage Street, Wellesley, Mass.
YOUNG, MABEL M., 62 Wellington Street, Worcester, Mass.
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Elizabeth H. Binciiani . . . Mrs.
Edna M. Bruen Mrs.
Agnes E. Cottle ^Irs.
Mary L. Dodsworth Mrs.
Louise J. Gifford ^Irs.
Helen A. Keyser Mrs.
Margaret Payne ^Irs.
Mary L. Powers ^Irs.
Harriet L. R.ankin Mrs.
Constance M. Raymond .... Mrs.
Alice H. RosENBAUM Mrs,



















Many misleading advertisements prompt Tiffany & Co. to
caution intending purchasers that rings sold elsewhere as
"Tiffany rings," or "Tiffany settings," are not made by this
house, as Tiffany & Co. are strictly retailers and do not
employ agents or sell through other dealers. Their manufac-
tures can be purchased only direct from Tiffany & Co.'s
establishments in New York, Paris and London. Tiffany &
Co. are the larger retail dealers in diamonds and other pre-
cious stones in the world. Their facilities for securing the
choice^ gems from fir^ hands enable them to maintain a most
extensive stock of precious stones and pearls set in all the
modern forms of rich as well as inexpensive jewelry
To persons known to the house or who will make themselves
known by satisfadory references. Tiffany & Co. will send
for inspection selections from their stock
Tiffany & Co.'s 1908 Blue Book is a compad catalogue of 666 pages containing con-
cise descriptions, with range of prices of jewelry, silverware, clocks, bronzes, pottery,
glassware, etc., suitable for wedding presents or other gifts— Blue Book sent upon request




Morris, Murch & Butler
9799 SIMMER ST., BOSTON
FURNITURE
MATTRESS AND CUSHION MANUFACTURERS




Tel. / fJJ-/ Roxhury
Angus MacDonald & Co.
Contractors anb J^uilbcrs;
COMI'TON Bl'ILUINC. ROOM 716
Telephone .^.^(ij-j Alain
l()l Devonshire Street 2'2 Arch Street
BOSTON
Locker and Turd
Corner I.angdon and Ross'zvell Streets, Roxhury
HLRL is an aristocratic appearance, an individuality
of character, an exclusiveness of style about
SOKQSIS SHOES
that you will find in no other footwear— not even in the
most expensive made-to-order.
The new Sorosis models, comprising the latest crea-
tions of the famous 5orosis designers, are truly beautiful
examples of the most perfect foot covering ever offered
to a discriminating public
They come in all leathers, both black and tan.
Women's Sorosis, custom made, to match gowns of any color, $5.00, $10.00
and upwards. Staple styles $3.50 and $4.00 as always. Men's Sorosis
$5.00, $6.00 and upwards. Boys' and Girls' Sorosis $3.00 and $3.50.
Sorosis Shoes are on sale in Boston only at the
50R0515 SHOPS
20 TLMPLL PLACE. AND 176 BOYL5TON 5TRLET
Sorosis Stores and Departments in all other important cities in America and Europe.
VI LEGENDA ADVERTISEMENTS
The LILY is thf Symbol of Natural Purity
If Nature were to undertake our Washing «li_
PEARLINE and PEARLI NE'S method would be the mean. used.
ftarline Possesses Ffeculiar Purifvine Prooerlies
—besides in doing away with the rubbing it E>OES AWAY with






WORN ALL OVER THEWORLD
DO NOT BE DECEIVED
BY BUTTONS MADE OF WOOD




IS ATTACHED THIS WAY
TO EVERY PAIR OF THE
GENUINE — BE SURE
IT'S THERE
Sample Fair, Mercerized 25c., Silk 60c.
Mailed on receipt of price














The Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume








Makers to Wellesley '92. '93,
'94, '95, '96, '97, '98, '99, '00, '01,
'02, '03, '04, '05 and '06. To




Brown, Tufts, Stanford, Tu-
lane. University of the South,
and all the others.
ILLUSTRATED BULLETIN AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION
>m;A^A^>AV/Am)'A^A^^^^
MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
THE WORLD
GET A FOUNTAIN PEN
BEARING THE WORD
IdeeJ
AND YOU GET THE
Pen
,TMAT MAS BEEN RECOGNIZED
AS THE STANDARD SINCE
FOUNTAiN PENS WERE FIRST
INVENTED












In Every Home, Scliool, and Office.
' Useful, Practical, Attractive, Lasting, Reliable, 1
)
Popular, Complete, Scientific, Up To Date and |
J
Authoritative. 25,000 New Words, 2380 Pages, I
1
5000 lUust rations. Editor in Chief W. T.H arris, I
J Ph. D., LL. D., United States Comr. of Edn I
I
Should you notown the International ?|
WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY.
Largest of our abridgments. Regular an<i Thin Pap*
Editions. in6 pages and 1400 illustraticins.
Write for "Dictionary Wrinkles"—Free.





151 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON
EXCLUSIVE STYLES IN
MILLINERY, SUITS, COATS, COSTUMES
GLOVES, SKIRTS, WAISTS, ROBES, FANCY
HOSIERY, LACES, MUSLIN UNDERV^EAR





















Line plates, half tones, color plates






234 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
134 We. t 14th Street















Court Street and Court Square
Parker House
School and Tremont Streets
Hotel Touraine
Boylston and Tremont Streets
BOSTON





of Ladies' Panama Hats
ranging in price from $8
to $25 ^ Your inspection
is cordially requested *^
Collins & Fairbanks Co.
383 Washington Street - Boston
Wedgwood b^u'e Historical Plates
Wellesley Colleee
Charter granted by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
March 17, 1870
Women learned without infidelity, wise without conceit;
the crowned queen of the world, by right of that knowled(><-
which is power, and that beauty which is truth.
THE cut represents one of our series of historical plates,
now comprising 74 subjects, engraved for us by Josiah
Wedgwood and Sons and made at their famous pottery.
The inscriptions are on the back. The price of the plates is
35 cents each, ^4.20 per dozen. By mail in safety box, 60
cents each. Booklet of the series sent free on request. Our
exhibit includes the best production of the Potters and Glass
Makers Art, gleaned by our buyers from original sources in
Great Britain, France, Germany, Austria and America.
Students' Requisites
Lamps, Toilet Sets, Chocolate Pots and Sets, Tea Sets,
Welsh-Rarebit Plates, Bureau Sets, Bon Bon Dishes, Candle-
sticks, Jardinieres, Ferneries, Plates of all kinds. Odd Pitchers
in endless variety, as well as a large display of Bric-a- Brae for
wedding and complimentary gifts in the Art Pottery Rooms.
Glassware of all grades, from the common through the etched
to the richly cut designs, in our Glass Department.
Jones, McDuffee & Stratton Co.
China and Glass Merchants
Wholesale and Retail (Ten Floors)







416 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
LEGENDA BOARD:— AFTER




WORK of All Kinds
FRAMING to order and a very complete
assortment of Oval Frames in wood
and metal, also a wide range of goods
suitable for gifts for all occasions





G. S. Sprague & Co.
206 Devonshire Street Boston
XJOT'Tr Wellesley discountsi-^ V^ X IZy are from 10% to 40%
1907
—
January 9. Second term hcKins.
January 12. Baniswallows— Punch and Judy Shows.
January 14. Shakespeare Masquerade.
LEGENDA ADVERTISEMENTS XV
PETER THOMSON
i^abal anb jHerctant tE^ailor
Boys' and Misses' Sailor Suits a specialty. Ladies'
Tailor-made Suits and Riding Habits. Boys'




14 and 16 West 33d Street
Shreve, Crump
Low Company
(golb ant ^ilber ^mitfjs;
Class and Society Pins made from
Special Designs. Sole makers
of the Official Seal Pin
Crests Monograms Engraving
Finest Assortment
o/~ Stationery T47 Tremont St., Boston
Established 1798
Richard Briggs Co.
116 BOYLSTON STREET :: :: BOSTON, MASS.
IMPORTERS AND DESIGNERS OF
Fine China and Glassware
Telephone, Oxford 1650 P. O. Box J 3 54
Geo. P. Raymond Co.
INCORPORATED 1904
COSTUMERS
Amateur work a specialty
ESTABLISHED 1882 TELEPHONE, OXFORD 145
2 Boylston Place, Boston, Mass.
THE WAYSIDE INN
South Sudbury, Mass.
Immortalized by LongfelloV) in his
Tales of The Wayside Inn
A good stopping place
for Automobile Tourists
Nice Run from Boston on the famous
Boston-Worcester State Road
Half Way to W^orcester










Office, 363 Washington Street, Boston
Factory, 9 Way Street, Boston
We have furnished the lights for Wellesley and Harvard
for the jtast 15 j'ears
GUSTAVUS J.ESSELEN
(Successor to Mrs. J. C. White)
Jlrtists* materials, Scbool Supplies
Pyrographic Outtits, Platiniiiii Points and Materials
for Wood JUirniuK, Water Color Frames, Fancy
Boxes, Etc., to Decorate. Passepartout Materials
Souvenir Mailing Cards and Albums. Christmas,
F;aster and hlrthday Cards, Valentines, Calendars,
Etc. Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen. : : : :




LEG EN DA ADVERTISEMENTS XIX
Sturtevant & Haley
peef anb ^upplp Company
Hotel, College, Steamship, Dining Car and
Family Supplies a Specialty. Producers of
prime corn-fed cattle from the corn country
38 and 40 FANEUIL HALL MARKET
BOSTON, MASS.
J. P. Lawrence G. A. Mann A. A. Tapley









HSH 128 Faneuil HallMarket
Turner Centre Dairying
Association e. b. Bray, ^ge„t
Manufacturers FINE CREAMERY
Butter
and Dealers in Sweet Cream
33 FULTON STREET





EDWARD KAKAS & SONS
FURS
364 Boylslon St.
We show the best variety
oi NECKWEAR and MUFFS
to be found in BOSTON
James A. Houston Co.
THE SILK STORE
One of the
Oldest and Most Reliable
DRY GOODS
Houses in New England
P. B. MaKrane, Pres. P. A. O'Connell, Treas.











Shampooing, Waving, Singeing and




The Norman " Wellesley Square
1907-
LEGE N DA ADVERTISEMENTS XXIII
PHOTOGRAPHER
Brookline ... 27 Harvard Street
Newtonville . . Opp. R. R. Station
Roxbury . 3832 Washington Street
Class Rates given to all College and
Dana Hall students ">? Tree
Day and Society groups
a specialty ''^ Dupli-
cate prints supplied
at any time
Residence Telephone, Wellesley 38-3
Every College Woman
Who wishes to teach
should register in the
Albany Teachers'
Agency
In no other way can she more
surely find the position for
which she is looking
HARLAN P. FRENCH, Prop.
81 Chapel Street, Albany, N. Y.





Made by Men Tailors
As a Men's Garment House,
we afford ladies the advantage
of men's handiwork, so thor-
oughly essential in the perfec-
tion of fit, finish and contour.
Waists, Negligees, UnderAvear, Neckwear
Gloves, Hosiery, Corsets and Shoes
A.Shuman &Co,






MUTTON, LAMB and VEAL
Hotels, Steamships
Restaurants and Family Trade
A Specialty
2 1, 23 cSi 25 FANEUIL HALL MARKET







We have written the tale of our hves,
For a sheltered people's mirth,
In jesting guise—but ye are wise,
And ye know what the jest is worth.
Kipling.
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